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CHAPTER I 
Introduct~ 
H1stori~~J3J:ckground 
Changes have taken place, and are taking place, in the 
curriculum and teaching methods in arithmetic in our schools. 
One reason for these changes is the coming to the fore of the I 
realization of the functional relationship between education I 
and those who seek it. In other words, education must be prac- 1 
tical and plastic.(l) t 
most resistant to change. Henry Suzzallo gives as one of the 
reasons for this inertia the fact that arithmetic, always a 
fairly well organized field of instruction, is based in a large 
measure on a definite sequence of skills and processes, the 
orderly dependence of which discourages any change from the 
traditional plan.( 3 ) 
( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Randall, Joseph Corrective Arithmetic in a Junior 
High School. Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1936. 
Monroe, Walter S. - Devel opment of Arithmetic as a School 
Subject. Bureau of Education Bulletin No.l0,1917,p.l70. 
Suzzallo, Henry - The Teaching of Primary Arithmetic. 
Houghton Mifflin, New York, 1911. 
All Boston Uni vers i t y theses referred t o in t hi s thesi s are 
·-=-==-=t:l=~~b11 s_:h ed _ __ _______________ _ ___ _ 
.I 
II 
J -
2
- II 
~ II -·--;::-pupi~ failures =i=n= a=r=i=t=hm= e=t=i=c=a=r=e=r =e=f =l =-=e =-=ct=e=d= i=n= t=h=e==:!:i=l: 
Courtis Standards(l) as set up in 1916. His standards for ac- 1j 
curacy in the fundamental processes for the fourth grade were 
addition, sixty per cent, subtraction, seventy-six per eent, 
multiplication, sixty-eight per cent, and division, fifty-nine 
per cent. In the eighth grade the standards were, addition, 
seventy-four per cent, subtraction, eighty-five per cent, mul-
tiplication, eighty-one per cent , and division, ninety-three 
per cent. Studies by Edwards,(2) Potter,< 3 > and Nelson,( 4 ) 
a l so gave evidence that arithmetic stil l needed changes if it 
I 
I 
I 
was to justify the time spent on it. 
The Courtis Standard Research Tests in arithmetic were 
,! 
I typical of tests measuring skill and efficiency while the Wis-
consin Inventory Tests and the Compass Diagnostic Tests in 
Arithmetic were a step in the direction of determining the na-
ture and causes of a pupil's deficiencies.(5) In most in-
stances the scales were not used to diagnose the difficulties 
in the processes which t hey were attempting to measure until 
Anderson's use of the Woody Scale in connection with Long 
~iyi§iQn~(~)- _ _ _ ___ _ _______________ _ 
(1) Wilson, Guy M. - "Arithmetic and the Taxpayer." National 
Education Assoc. Journal, 20: 221, June 1931. 
(2) Edwards, William H. - 11 Bridging the Gap Between Theory and 
Practice 1n Ninth-Grade Iviathematics,11 School Science and 
Math, XXVIII: 846-66, November 1928. 
( 3) Potter, Mary - 11 An Attempt to Improve ComputationJ' Math 
Teacher, XX: 381-85, November 1927. 
(4) Nelson, Helen G. - The Corrective Load in Arithmetic in a I 
Junior High School. Master's Thesis,Boston University,l938 
(5) SQngren,Paul V. - 11 The Need for More Adequate Measurements 1 
of Achievement 1n Arithmetic~' Mat h Teacher,22:l-3,Jan.l929 
(6) Anderson,C.J.- 11 The Use of the Moody Scale for Diagnostic 
Purposes!1Element ary School Journal,XVIII, 770-Sl,Ju.ne 1918. 
I II 
il I! 
II 
=3-
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HeseaTch has been con e in the fie ltl o:f rJ o th method ancL 
con tent . Bo v~·::; ver , Jo sep h ~;~m1clall ( 1) :fe e ls that althoug h "c l1e 
~ s-Gudi es of 8a.n gren (2), Hiss 0ett l e (3 ) , .: ... ol lov;ay (4 ) o,nd other 
il 
a re i m:::!o:ct .:mt , r.iattel"S ·r;- oul d. r:ot be l~em ecl i ed until the non-
essenti a ls e.re r:iovecl ±'ro m the dl~ ill re c~ui rements . 
Tb.ese r·ese1.:Tc hes on r::wthod. hE ': o be en v.ell summar i zed in ot. <r 
the s e s.( 5 ) II II 
il 
( 6 ) of Hice, J.tone , Curtis , Coffman a nd 
Jessup &mong the ) i on eer s in ··be '' 'OY8I'1 e ··· t -r.·o-·' "'"' 1 ..  ,.~ 1-l· I·~~r "' "" o · ~ · · 1·th 1 lJ , J. . J. 1 ! J . ~ J. u..L '" -J:.J ~ .LJ..!.b U ..L -
met ic to cover social nee~s . Ls.. t er s·~ ncti os lly ·./ilson , ,'/i se , 
. /oo c~3r , S..1 ho :cnc~ i k e , I.I i t c he l l , Ct1arter rs , .tl obbi tit , e.nc Jchor lin g ( 7 ) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(l) -:.. s.nc'. [ .. . ll , Jo ;:;o:p ll . UOil' <::ct iYe :~, o ~t.t i:;.'l • .cli"i::t.:.; _,,·Lic in ~:·. ;;~:mior 
l: i c:b jchool . L. '; · c; ~.; :.:· ' D '-' h e~::h~ , Boe::non iJr:. i":.-e isit~r . 1 956 . 
( ~~ ) J~l1 fj':i Gll , ---;_~_. tl l ·_j • " '..! .' he :-J 0 (_~T -l-~ C . .; ·:. 1 ]_ ~ '. i ::~(.: (l }!DJ:-.i.(M:;;.Ll8Y1 _~C &1 S :_.' ~# 3 ·t 
,J. :tlG. -~1· i . -bnv3 -!.; i c. ~ :l. ~~ .. ::=:· o ~? i 8 • n .~ ... l .·:~ 1~ :8 1~ -G <-'·l 'Y J c ho 1 J o l l l 'Il .::.~1 , ~ 4 : 1-:, 
~ 0 5 - 21 5 , lOV2D~RY , 1 9 ~4 ~ 
( ;_;; ) a -.;tt le , l.: Ec:!.' '~ ry :: •• J:i :f :~ i CllltL:z in ~-.i t:·htib. ;:::: .. .:--.(. 8 . ' • .r- i cbmS:t ic 
..... - - - - ---
and t he )l"·;c•:.wn cv of' ::'hair .. · .. ppc::.n·:.:,nce i:n : ol·kbo olr.:t-; . ~-~<~ St·3r ' 
,. 1 ''"' -l. 0 U-,., .; -.:~ r-. -~r'l. ·hr- o ·P · .r ._~ J.-·l ·i--tlC 1 ,....,r l C). t::;LL -
..1.. l v u ~ ' .d . ..J.. v ....., ..;.. 0 1.1 cJ .L. .J._ ~ "'"' u . J.~-t;) ' - • c..J ..I.. • 
(1 ) Eollm-''iy , 1:1 . v. An l!}xpe:r i mentgl ,3 t tld"'7' t o DeterDine t he 
P ola -Live Di ff i culty of the i::lementary number Combirlatl..;ns 
i n Adcl. i tion ancl.. 1Iult i 1)li c e;i..ion.: Doct or ' s S:: hesi s , Uni ve :::·s i ty 
of l)ennsy l ve.ni a , 1 914. 
(5)Hanley, Gertrude L, Corrective Load in the Fundamentals of J 
Arithmetic in Grades 4,5,6. Master's Thesis, Boston Universi 
1
-b- , 
19as. r 
(6)Wilson. Guy M. What Arithmetic Shall we Teach? Houghton 'II 
.Mifflin, Boston, 1926. 
I 
I 
· I 
I 
I 
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-ll 
c onfirmed <;,.n tl exten e d the f'i ndin~}'S of t l1e ear·l i c r r esE'"• rc h,.· -·-o I 
-<:." ·-~ .L·-- · I 
~~mong t b.e conclusions a rrived ~t 'as the fac t t ha t the f unc.a -
me:nt a ls (i.e . a dd itL.:n , li.'lulti:;)li ca tion , subtrc.Lc·IJi on and cUvisi o 
cove red n?)rox imat ely ninety per c ent of a ll a rithme t ic used 
in busine s"' , s ocia l and inC::. u s tl~ i c"'. l s i tus,t i ons . 11 ~7i t h a s i rrmli - ! 
- I 
f ied pTo gr a r:1, i f a cc omp2n i ed by be tter te achi n g , the chilo. may / 
daily e x:pe1· i e n ce the j Oys of s ucce s s i n me a ningful Y.rork . " (l) [ 
;,n ot her xea son why s ome c hil <irer, r e a o i1 the Up Jl Cl" gro.iie s in I, 
n eeo. of c ol~r· ec ·..; ivo rw :d;: in -~ he :l:'m l{ia,r:len t a ls is -~lla t t he ini t i &,l J 
j teach i ng ~-,;_.:.;. s be gun be :t"ore there vias'-"- 11rec::.diness " OL t be 
j the c hil d . Cli fford. ·~-r ood:>r ( 2 ) st tL tes tha t bette1·results 
~'! a.l~ t of I 
o bt a i n e d i n ·L rw en cl. if s ~rs temat ic drill i n a r i thme t i c is d.e f e rre 
until the third gr a de . Wils on ( 3 ) a n d othe r le e:~ c1e:rs supp ort 
thi s vi e·.v. At le a st one st u u.ent on the subject would g o much 
f'u:r t he i' ( 4 ). 
As the chil dren i n the fi r st two g r a des usua l l y f a il t o 
gr a s~ t ho si t u a t ions i nvolving fo rmal tea ching of ar i thmet i c , 
~ ~l):i:s:n~ Guy 
E duc a ti vn a l 
I;I . 11 ::U ook i ng Ahea d i n Arithmet ic . 11 Jouina l 
Method , XVI: 1 63 -1 64 , J a nua ry, 1 93 7. 
of 
( 2 )\'/cody , Cl i fforc1. " When d hall S~rs ';; en1at ic I ns "Gruct ion Be g i n ? 11 
Journa l of E.cluca t i onal Uethod , .XVI: 1 65-1 66 , Janua:t y , 1 93 7. 
( 3 )Ibi Cl. 1 . 
(4} Benezet,L.P. "Story of an Experiment"Nationa1 Educa tion 
Association Journal, 24: 241-4, 301-3,25:7-8, l~ovember, 
Jan., 1936. 
I 
-5- I I 
I 
----=--========J:l==w = 
this t i me mi g ht better be devoted t o those exper i e r.i.ces and I! 
act iv i t ies which 'H i ll cl evelop mecming anc.L n ot i v a tion for the I 
Systemat ic procedure is another i Qpo rtant ne cess i ty in the 
I 
II 
II 
the mastery of t he ~ hole process . (2 ) 
1 00% mas tery of the fundamentals is essent i a l i n the II 
busiiie s s v: orl d wd c here:r ore s houl ii be the standard . by " hi c b to II 
An a.ver·age class score of 857b fo:L' s, 11 judge the child ' s ~ork . 
class me ans that fewer than 2 0 '/~ of the 
score s . · (3 ) 
children have pe ~ fect I 
I 
I 
ldiss Hanl ey p oi nts out the necessity of ••~.l.utt..i.;.!l the jl 
tea chers to see f or t hemselves the deficiencies of the tradi tion ! 
a l scheme in t e~whing of u ithmet i c . ( 4 ). Tlli s mu s t be U. one oefor 
I 
att=m~t~n~ ~o -i~t~o~u: e_ o~ =d~p~ ~i=s~n~s_ ":o~)i_?:O.::" _w~i:h he -II 
I! 1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
~oody , Clifford , "When sha ll 3ystemat ic I nstruct ion in 
Ar i thmet i c Begi n?H Educational Method , 1 6 : 1 65-1 66 , 
January , 1 93 7. 
Ranley , Gert:L·ude L • . Correc t ive Lo ad_ i n the Jhmdamen t a l s of 
.Ar i thmeti c i n Grades 4 , 5 , 6 . I,Iaster ' s J;b.esis , Boston 
Univers i ty , 1938 . 
Wil son , Guy 1,~ . 11 Co:rr ect i ve Load in the FundaL.'1en t a ls oi· 
Ar·i thmeti c in Grades VI, VII, VI I I. 11 1937 OfJ ici a l heport 
of the ..r::.mer i c an j£;;duc a ti ana l l~esearc h .Associat ion . 
pp . 2.34-241 . 
I biCL 1 . 
==~===============-~=======~~~=-=========~~=-==~----· __ __ 
I 
I 
I 
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set up after much experimenting.(l) The five steps are as 
follows:-
l. Knowledge of the basia facts in tile process. 
2. Grouping of the facts for t•aching, 
3. Analysis of the process difficulties and arrangement 
into teaching steps. 
4. Adequate step~adjusted drill. 
5. Inventory and diagnostic testing, to check children 
on process difficulties. 
Wilaon(2) furthe~ lists the conditions of good 
drill as follows:. 
1. Drill must be kept behind meaning at all times. 
2. Drill must be thoroughly motivated. 
==li-e-. ------··= 
3. Drill allould be deferred u.ntil the need is evident to 
the child and he really wants to do it. 
4. The laws of memory must be observed. 
5. All other conditions of correct drill procedure must b 
met, 
- - ~ ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ 
(1) Wilson, Guy M. 100% Arithmetic Teachers' l~nual. Mac~ 
Millan Co. New York, 1933.p.3. 
(2) Wilson, Guy M. 100% Arithmetic Teachers' Manual. Mac-
Millan Co. ~.ew York, _l933.p.3. 
-=-=--=--=-=-=If=========-=-=-===----==--=.::::.-===--=-.:=--=--=.::=_~-====-----====~=.::..==--=- _.:.::== =:: 
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_1 __ 
Studi es in tne Field 
In 1934 Hari on l3 mvdr·cn doi ng cor re c t ive v, orl-~ v. i t b 
childr en at the 6th gr&de \ ~vLl, ~ith the except i on of c&s e 5 
v ho was i n the 5th gr ade a s a re sul t of i n t ensive te a c hi ng got 
t he f ol lowi ng s core s :(1) 
Ca.s e l Case 2 Cas e 3 Case 4 Om;e 5 jb of Pe r f ect 3co re s 
A- l 100 100 100 100 100 '100 
A- 2 100 100 100 100 100 100 
A- ~ 100 98 100 9 7 98 40 
ii - 4 9 ~ •-' 100 95 99 25 
j ,J: 8 7 98 100 81 28 20 
.-3 - 1 100 100 100 100 100 100 
... , ~) 
i::J - t-. 100 99 100 100 100 80 
S- 3 100 95 89 97 100 40 
r , -i) 
,:) ... 34 100 98 81 69 20 
96 78 66 97 66 0 
67 100 58 63 3 7 20 
98 98 96 18 98 0 
2 
1Gen . 1 9~ 120 1 23 11 9 (p os aib1e s c ore - 1 25 ) ~ ..., 
I 
I 
I 
1.3ur vey I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ !I I 
Bowdren , 
liaster 1 s 
i:Iar i on . 
s:' he s i s, 
P ive Cas e Studi e s of Ar i thmet i c FBi1ures . 
B~~G on Uni vers i t y , 1934 
~ 11 test s a r e c hange d t o correspond t o t he pre sen t serie s 
~ he 3A te s t ( 50 ea sy a dd i t i on facts ) as used by Do~dren 
is n 0\7 the A-1 t e st , the 3J.3 t est ( 50 ht:trd. ad<1i ti on fac ts ) 
is n ow the A- 2 tes t , the 3P test i s n oTI the AP test , e tc . 
____ --:=___=-=#======= 
!I 
-8-
I ' 
!I 
I 
,I 
--~a!.va-:c_d_0::;:. ;:o :;::e=.;:;:s=+(f}cronl.g lns ovm correc tiva VI OrR. ~-~==-===i=::j:jll_===== 
· up ils from the fourth , fifth a nd sixt l1 gl~ao.es founcl c hilclren 
ail i n ar ithmetic because the ·wo r k is too hare!. for tl1e ir 
nental level, their inability to keep up with the p ace se t by 
the teacher and the more c apable of the class , the lack of 
of some teachers to give clear exp l ana-Gi .Jn , the fault 
tea chers of tryin g to t ea ch ~ithout pro ) er motivat i on , 
ncL the spe edy pass i ng to new work before comple tely mastering 
previous Y.'ork . 
Poll oY:ing is a t e.b le shoWing th e scores of the initial 
rnd final tests on the f our fundamentals of the five pupils VTi th 
Roman J?ucko ( 2) carried out remec1ial r om a lJ rogram: 
D?upil I. Q. No. of 45 Initia l :;~ e s. Final Lesults 
Lase 
min periods CA Clest Score '1 ime Test Sc ore Time 
(Min) 
I 85 7 14-2 A-1 100 ... .A-1 100 3:40 
A- 2 99 ••• A- 2 100 5:40 
A- 3 96 ••• .A- 3 98 17:45 
.AP 84 • • • .\ i) .ll. ..L. 88 9 . 30 
5 ~3 -1 98 4:00 S-1 100 3 :55 
S-2 99 10:00 S- 2 1 00 5:30 
·:··-~ 
: ... ,i:J- 78 39:30 ~LP 96 6:45 
6 l;l:-1 95 8:00 M-1 100 3 : 40 
M::t> 78 44:20 MP 100 13:00 
1 2 LD-1 98 7:00 .wD-1 100 3 : 27 
LDP • • • 31;00 L.iJP 92 4 2 .12 
c . 
.:.. 2 
· ase 80 1 2 13-7 JU 100 3:10 
II A2 94 5:48 
A3 95 25 :00 A3 98 16:10 
AP 76 10.15 ' A? 96 9,00 
i.- Sol~s ~Bdw~rd.-Dia~ostic and- Cor~·e~ tiv~ I.Teasures in Addl tio;;, . 
TEaster's Tl1esis, Boston Unive ::: sity , 1935 . 
in 
I 
I 
i 
I ,, 
I 
I 
I 
II 
., 
II 
I 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I I 
2, ?ucko , 1-:oman :B1 • Five Case ;:;;tudi es of Ar·i t hmetic F'ailures 
Junior Hi g h 3c hoo1. >Iast er' s s:'he sis, Boston Uni ver si ty, 1935.11 
~upil 
!Ca se 
I
ll 
(cont ) 
I 
~ase 
L. 
IV 
as e 
y 
I. Q. 
99 
GA No. of' 45 
min per iods 
10 
11 
15 
10-9 22 
{20 min 
per iods) 
1 2 
11 
I 
~- I 
I 
I n i ti a l - llesults Fina l " esul t ~·=t --
Tes t Score Time( hli n) Test Score ~ime (11n.) 
S-1 100 3:20 s~l 100 3 :00 I 
S- 2 99 7:00 S- 2 100 6:41 I 
SJ? 59 25:10 SJ:l 96 9:00 II 
M-1 97 3:40 U-1 100 2:40 I 
l:IP 66 • • • • IriJ? 88 8:45 
LDl 
LDP 
2 
A-1 
.A-2 
A- 3 
A.? 
S-1 
~ - 2 
S:P 
M-1 
l.'IJ? 
94 
•• 
99 
100 
98 
84 
100 
100 
85 
98 
24 
18: 10 LD 
55:00 LDP 
2 
9 :30 A-1 
13:32 A- 2 
57:02 A- 3 
31: 35 XP 
8: 00 S-1 
17: 31 S- 2 
40:15 SJ? 
29:30 r..f-1 
28:00 MP 
100 5:45 
90 38:40 
100 4:00 
100 5 :l5 
99 24:50 
88 11: 20 
100 3: 22 
100 5 : 20 
96 7:46 
99 8 :06 
92 24 : 40 
j · 
8 LD-1 96 10:53 
43:28 j~D? LDJ? 55 
2 ' 76 25:15 
90 10-8 14 A-1 100 3: 10 A-1 100 3 : 55 
11-8 
96 
( 20 min. A-2 100 
perio ds) 
AJ:> 88 
1 2 3P 96 
11 EJ? 72 
8 LDl 91 
18 
6 
0 
0 
LDJ? 55 
2 ' 
A-1 
A-2 
A- 3 
.AB 
SJ? 
tJ.P 
I.IP 
LD? 
99 
96 
99 
89 
86 
86 
53 
3:55 A- 2 99 4:01 
A- 3 99 25: 40 
10: 30 AJ? 92 10:02 
14:02 SP 
100 8 :42 
29:06 l.:P 88 17:02 
1 9 :06 
41:17 LDP 85 31:04 
2 ' 
2 : 57 
6:06 
25: 30 A- 3 
33 :00 il..P 
s-
29: 45 
57:20 
...... 
99 19:55 
96 1 8 :42 
100 3 : 28 
%' of Perfect Scores 
I Ini tia1 
A-1 60% 
A-2 40~ 
A-3 r .6.-P OC)o 0 
S,-l 66.6~ 
·s-2 33,33~ 
SF o% 
M-1 ~ 
MP o~& 
LD-1 o% 
LDP o% 
-10-
Final 
100% 
66.67% 
o% 
o% 
lO~ 
10~ 
26% 
66.67% 
25% 
10~ 
25% 
-11-
Joseg h hanc!_a11 (1) choose a g1·oup of Ju.J. . i or Hi g h School 
pupilS 1-v hO se I. ~. 1 S 'vVer e ab ove 1 00 t o (l_ O COTrect i ve '\",: ork Y:i t h. 
r::' he f'o l Lw; i ng tab l e shov.·s tl1e i n i ti a 1 ancL f i nal results fo r 
/ t he Adcli tion 
\Te st ( SP ) : 
Proc e ss CPe st (JU? ) anc1 The Sub stract i on Pr· oc ess 
I Pu p il Ini t i ~l Ini t i a l Che c ki ng F ina l F ina l Che ck ing 
Score-% Ti me(Mi n ) ~ime ( liin) S core-% Ti me( hlin) Ti me(Min 
Adcli t ion 
C8 80 1 ~ 1 -2-
C '1 LL (..; ~ 76 10 
D22 92 1 3 
J!:'ll4 92 8 
F l 3 76 10! 
F 14 100 13 
H1 76 ·• .. 
.Pl 72 7 ~ 
..... 100 
• • • • • 100 
• • • • • 100 
..... 100 
• • • • • 100 
••••• 100 
••••• 100 
• • • • • 100 
1 2-:j,_ 2 
7 
10 
7 
8 
7 ~ 
&*-2 
8 
5 
Bi· 
2~-
6 ~ 
a 
2 
8 
Sub stra c t ion 
08 76 w 2 • • • • • 84 9 • . 
C24 96 5 ••••• 9 6 5 41--2 
D22 100 g :L 2 
F 4 36 615-· 2 
. . . . . . 
.. ' .. 
100 -~ 6-z 
100 4 
• • 
c-,i 
<:::::t 
F 1 3 wi t b.c1rev! 
:rnA 96 9 ..... 100 6-% r •• 3 
Fll 72 3 . . ' . . 100 3 2.1~ 2 
P1 88 3 ••••• 100 3 4-* 2 
I n 1 93 5 <:>.n dl 936 , Anne Cat on ( 2 ) testefl. 38 f i f th gr~;. der s cmd 
38 s i xt b. gr a ders 1·:i t; h t he 5P 11u1ti ;Jl icat i on '.:.'est . The regul a r 
1. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ean dall, 
School. 
J osep h. Cor·recti ve i~ri t bmet i c i n a J un ior Hi g h 
l.I<;.ster ' s s:' hes i s , Boston Uni ve rsi ty , 1 936 . 
2 . Caton , .~:inne J . Fl ov: I.:uc l1 ':2 i me i s I.'oed. ecl t o s;e.ke~ve J.:age 
li'ift h or d i xt b. G:ce.cLe rupil fr om I nac cn r ae;y to 1 00~:~ ; ... cc1nac ;>r 
i n a F1J.n Ccar:len t a l J:lr·ocess of Ll.l"i "c hme ti c --l.Iul t i plicati on 
f or ~xa1:1ple? ~~c.ster' B '.::l1o si s , Bost on Uni ve:cs it~.r , 1 936. 
II 
I 
i 
II 
I 
:I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
===-=t=~=-.-::-··---=--===--=-------
·==--==--====1= 
I 
II 
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teachers CUTl"ie a: on the correc ti iYe 1,-;ork i ll ~.:ultil)licati on. 
'l 3ome of the r esults fo ll vl ! :-
1 
I • Q, . Score 
j 5t!: '3-ra,de 
: 1:tange 67-145 28 -100 
j 1.: e el i c..n 
~· ime 
(11in} 
1 3-40 
No . of 20 mi n . periods 
(for corr . v.-ork ) 
48 
'I 
I 
5. 2 5~ , or 2 pu p ils of the 38 f i fth graders re c eived perfect. 
score s Rovember 5, 1 935 
l.;iary 67 I 
I n itia l 27 1 
Fin a l 40 59 1 
{~ 8 
100 
:&' r a nees 
Initi a l 
I P ina l 
!
Gene va 
I n itia l 
1 Final 
!Jos ep hine 
Ini t i e. l 
Cat b.e::c i ne 
I niti a l 
16tb. Grad. e 
I l1..an g e · 
j :!Ied i an 
1 45 
86 
87 
78 
92-138 
92 
100 
72 
100 
100 
92 
100 
80-100 
96 
1 28.9~~ . or 11 of t he 38 sixth 
I 
25 
1 6 
2 7 
20 
19 
10-2 7 
1 3 
a·;-·"' c·'tE· r s b:- .__.. ~ - ., 
on the :i\I.P t est g i ven ~:q.J ri1 3 , 193 6. 
74 
45 
20 
:-ceceived pe:L·fect S·CO :te S 
Do r ot l1y Yar bl~ oug h (1) c a::: ;ci eo. out a c o:rrec t i ve ~oro g:;:·am in 
the :fm1dament als in four s ixth gn:cc:Les (12 7 pupils) \; i tb. tne . 
help of tb.e regular teac b. e::c·s . S.' b.e follov.·in g r esults vv ,.::: re 
~ ~~~ai~e ~;- __________________________ _ 
(l)Yarbroug h, Dorothy , .A Di agnosi s of Pupils ' Lrrors in 
.Ar i thnet ic 17i t h a View t o Coxr •: c t ive ·::ol'k Carri e d. on Thr ou g h 
the Coopen;tt i on of t he r:cac hers . L~ast er ' s '.::'b.esis , Boston 
Univ ers ity , 1938 . 
I 
I 
II 
1\ 
i 
I 0 
-13~ 
I C2es t Score % at 100 Time 
I Ini t i al F·i n a l Initial Final Initial Final 
A£ 85,5 95.9 4.7% 42.5 11.8 8.7 
A3 96.7 99.3 16.5 34.6 23.5 16.4 
1 SP 85.1 95.3 9e4 44.9 9.2 7.2 
I 
I MP 74.7 92.3 2.4 25.2 15.5 11.9 
I Tne I, Q.'a ranged from 74 to 153 with a median of 105. 
I H_~.±_en Ne·lsom (1) testing 1215 pupils in a Junior H!_gh 
School in Springfield found the following in her September 
program: 
Grades VII VIII IX 
u 
Mean Score 8&.85% 87.99 85.33 I 0 Mean ~ime 8.52 min 8.25 8.18 % at 100 level 12.47% 12.50 10.00 I SJ? 
Mean Soore 85.59 90.04 86.29 I 
Mean Time 7.09 7.00 6.35 I % at 100 level 13.99 16.62 14.32 I 
11P I 
Mean Score 77.58 80.39 78.17 
I Mean Time 10,89 9.78 9.30 % at 100 level 1.12 4.'10 2.49 I S .. D.P. 
I Mean Score 77,55 . 81~ 61 81.26 Mean Time 7.36 6.59 5.73 I 
1 % at 100 level 9.42 10.71 9.22 
D. D. E .• 
Mean Score 76.40 79.28 77~92 
Mean Time 18.71 17.41 16.16 % at 100 level 6.46 6. 20 3,96 
I -14-
I ~-=-~~~­
/j The regular teachers did the corrective work in Miss Hanle 's 
11 program with t~e 4th, 5th and 6th grades(l). The results for 
•I the 1124 pupils are shown in terms of the means and percent of 
li 
1 perfect scores for the separate grades:-
' 
.I 
li ,. ,, 
!! li 
11 II 
r 
,/ 
II 
li 
'I li 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I! d I! 
i 
I 
I 
~ Time Mean -Perfect Scores Mean 
Ini tia;r- Final Init!Si Final Initiar--- Final 
Grade 4 
APe Test 65.36 80 l~ 6~ 22.9 18.21 
SF Test 45.-84 74 1% 16% 21 .7 1·9."1 
Grade 5 
AP Test 80.88 84 7% 1 16,7 12.7 1~o 
SF Test 75.12 87.2 13% 27pq 16.0 11.0 
MP Test 57,6 75~2 1~ ~k ·~U.S 18.0 
s.n.J?. 44,72 76.8 2% 22% 20.2 14.0 
Grade 6 
AP Test 87.96 90.04 15% 16~ 12.9 13.3 
SP Test 84.28 90.8 19% 27% 10.8 9.8 
MP Teat 81.66 80.4 7% 7~ 33.0 16.6 
a.D.F. 70.96 90,8 9% 26~ 13.3. 12.0 
L.D.P. 61.76 79.8 4% 17% 28,7 26.2 
Plorence Ridlon(2) tested i'ive si:x:th grades and the regular 
teachers carried out the correc t ive program. The medians and 
means for the various tests follow:-
I - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - -
' 
Hanley, Gertrude L· Corrective Load in the Fundamentals 
of Arithmetic in .Grades 4,6, and 6. Master 1 a Thesis, 
Boaton university, 1938, 
Ridlon, Florence, What need is There for Corrective 
Arithmetic and What Progress is it Possible to Achieve 
in a Limited ~imeY Master's Thesis, Boston University, 19 
/: 
I' II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
,I 
il 
II 
'I I 
I 
'I ,, 
i/ 
'I ,, 
,, 
1
11 ___ .____ . _______ -
----~-------- --
1 
I 
' 
i 
/1 Tests 
/l AP ·j ~edian 
I Mean 
il % Perfect 
I ~ 
I l g: 
i Median 
1 Jlean 
lj %Perfect 
i MP 
i 
I 
I 
II d 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
'I li 
II 
I 
Median 
llean % J?.erfeet 
LPD 
~edian Mean . 
% Perfect 
Score 
Initial 
84 
82.59 
10.8~ 
88 
83.56 
11.00% 
60 
67.'11 
0 
'16 
66.46 
3.24 
1: 
== =n========== 
I' 
II 
II 
II 
I! 
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Final 
92 
91.33 
25,'76% 
96 
93.19 
57,7f1$ 
84 
81.55 
6.84 
88 
86.03 
19.4a 
Time 
Initial Final 
10 9 
10.34 9.82 
'7 
7.81 
15 
13,'13 
24 
26.36 
6 
·6.8'7 
10 
11.27 
19 
22.'77 
~ 
il I, 
I 
I 
I 
!I ,, 
il 
II 
II ,. 
I 
I 
I 
- -----
I 
I 
I 
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Ral 1) h Gilln ore (l) tested .. 161 lJUl) i ls i n grades 7-12 . ':i: hen 
he s elected 1 5 of t hem to 
obta ined :from his i n i t i a l 
parti a lly s2o-v.:n 
Gra de s 
A? test 
l-.Iecli an 
~:rean 
,., 
j'o perfect 
A3 Test 
Hed .. i a n 
Mean 
·4 /'0 per :~· e c t 
0:2 Tes t 
I.Iedi a n 
Mean 
~{ perfec t 
H.P 1:es t 
He d i an 
Mean 
l perfe c t /"0 
SD:t? Test 
Me di an 
He a n 
.~; ;o per fect 
LD:P Test 
Liedi t>..n 
Mea n 
score 
scor e 
sc ore 
s core 
sc or e 
~0 perfect sc ore 
here : 
7 
88 
85 
17 
99 
98 ,3 
5 . 88 
80 
80 
6.08 
88 
79 
0 
92 
89 
18.16 
84 
8 3 
4.54 
d o corrective v-.rork Wit h. 
test i nt; i-n 
8 
88 
84 
20 
99 
98 
4 . 54 
80 
75 
o. 
88 
84 
9.08 
96 
95 
20.8 
88 
77 
0 
9 
92 
81 
1 3 . 3 
98 .7 
96' 
2 . 22 
92 
89 
1 3 . 3 
84 
77 
4 . 4 
92 
8 3 
2 . E 
92 
89 
1 5 . 54 
F eh:ruary , 
10 
92 
80 
15 
99 
98 .7 
h 
..... . 
88 
85 
15. :; 
88 
85 
0 
88 
87 
15 
92 
9 2 
20 
1 938 
ll 
92 
91 
7. 4 
99 
98.6 
7.4 
96 
97 
48.1 
84 
83 
0 
96 
94 
E2 . 2 
96 
95 
4.7 
':2he o_ ,l t c. 
is 
12 
96 
93 
3 2 
99 
98 . 8 
o. 
96 
95 
32 
88 
89 
0 
96 
95 
32 
96 
93 
3 2 
1-Hss Hing er ( 2 ) r:orke cl v;i t h her g roup of 2 7 pu p ils 
during the i r sevent h a n d e ighth gr a de. Below a r e the means 
for t he 1-U' an d .A3 te s ts: 
he 
·r 
I 
I' II 
I 
I' II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
I 
I 
I· I 
I 
(l) Gillmore, Ral p h H. Col~r :.: c t ive Ar ithmet i c in Senior Hi g h ,. 
J c l1oo l. :·Jaster ' s ~2 h es i s , Bo s ·~ on UniverBity , 1 939 . 
( 2 ) I 'inge:r , Alberta • .A t v70 year Di egr1a: t ic ano .. Corr i::.c t i ve Jtu cly ' 
in the P our 1 unc1ament a l s of .Ari thmet ic v;· i th a Gr·oup o:f 
---t-1--- _ _Q_Qi 1 (]~·en t h ro1~d.ruL....1 ..& 8 • l;Ia.s t er ' s 'i' he sj! s , =:S=o=~==" t=· o=n======fl:===== 
Univers i ty , 1940. -
' ,, 
-l:P-
.AP .A3 
Mean d i'.Iea n ;o 
.S core Time :Perfe ct Score CL' i me 
,_~r 
p 
?erf'ec t 
F e b . 1 938 82 . 96 8 . 93 3 .7 97. 3 1 1 5 .74 
l lv~ay 193 8 March 1 939 95 .11 99 . 52 7. 56 59 , 3 8 . 8 88. 99 . 61 9 9 . 62 14 .0 7 11. 42 
7 . 4 
59 . 3 
so . 
I 
!Purp ose of the s tudy 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The purp ose in this ex11er imen t is ·t;o study the ca us19s ancL 
I possi ble r emedies , throug h correc t ive pro c edures on the " 1 00% 
p l an" , of the failures i n a c.ldi ti on and multiplic a tion a t the 
!sixth grad.e level . Further objec -c ives a re t o s ecure cf:ta. , t o 
ladd to t 1at of other investigato1·s, vd1icb. may be used i n c't e -
! te l~mining more conclusively ·whether the re i s any s i gni f icant 
re l ation between the intelli g ence quotien t of t he pu pil an c1 his 
to o\o tQ..'t._ 
a bility" one rnmc1red :pe r c enc mastery of the funcLamenta ls a nd to 
det ermine iYhether theJ.~e is a.ny s i 011i f ic ant relat i on betv:een the 
intell igence quot i ent of a pupil anc1 the t i me necessary to 
~:1trai ghten ou t his c1iff i cul t i es in ari thae t i c and. b1· i n g him up 
t o the one lnm c1 re d ::~ er cent leve l i n t he f1..mo.a ment a.l o :p el~a ti ons . 1 
' 
Li mi t a t i ons of t he s t udy 
'::: he follo l-,' ing c on ditions c;.:.nd limi tat i ons e re se t up f o1· thi~. 
I stud.y : 
j 1. ~ he s t u dy 
!gr ade pu p ils . 
I 
1)/' 
i s t o be c onfined to Y~oun of t we l v e sixth 
"?- .t:' 
I 2 . Onl y pupils v:i t h I. Q 1 s around 100 an d. 1..m d. e1' -v;cill be 
s elec t e d for t he correct i ve group . 
tl 
I 
I 
- 18-
3 . 'I' hos e i n t he g:r ou·o mu s t have s hovm c:tisti:n c t s i g11s ot 
i . .. . . ' . ·. - . . " -
1 cl l :f::l c u l ty V' l l:;b. t he ar:Lt;hme~, lc :tunc~amentals. 
I 4. '.2 he corr e c t i ve \ .' oTl-~ ·wi l l be confined. to a<lclitio:c. ~:m-'1 
multiplic a t i on . 
5 . The co r rec t ive gr ou ) will be excus e d f r om r egu l a r 
cla sses i n e.ri t bmet i c an d no ou ts i c'. e v.:or k will be g i ven i t s o 
tha t an ac cu r a t e ac; c ount of t i me s_;;ont by eac h c hi l<l c a n be 
I 
!kept f or each process . 
li 
II 
lt 
II 
I! 
I' jl 
II I 
I 
il 
I 
I 
II 
i 
-=--· -_-----=-~----++--_.,.- =-=--=-=== ===~=== II 
II 
il 
I 
II 
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CHAPTER II 
Preliminary T~s t ing f or Se l e c ti on of 
Co1·rec t i ve G1·oup 
During the first two g e eks in October , 193 9, the sixt h 
grade ~u}ils were g i ven tests covering the f a cts and p rocesses 
of addition and mult i pli cation. ~he f irst four tests were 
/ made up by the :cegular ar ithmet ic teac her, the f ifth v.as t c.ken 
I 
f rom Lenne s , and the sixti h v:as nn originu.l by the s v.thor ba sed. 
on l"Jilson' s AJ? -ld di t i on ~est ( 1). 
1
.£i he first test to be u sed_ i s shovm i n b.x hibit 1, 
I t c ove r s t b.e one hundred :r_Jr i mary f a cts . No analysis is in-
eluded because t he form of the tes,ti sh.OViS ez:~:wt ly the same 
only :c ep ea. t . 
one point ~as d educted from 100%. 
Tl1e second. test is the same fOl'm a s the f i l'St , only it 
c overs the one hmldl·e d multiplicat i on fact .s . r ·c is s hOY'YJ. here 
a,s ~xhi bit 2 , :;;>e.g e ,.,{. It i s sco r ef_ by counting eae h anmve r 
one }?Oint . 
The thir c1 tes ·c cons i sts of 10 exanTpl e s on t he mult i -olicati o,. 
- - I 
I' ,I 
I 
I 
I 
facts and processe s omi tting t llOS G involving zer o. It is in- I, I' 
cl u c!.ed s.s :r~.xhi b i t 3, }~age ~~ , and i ts anc-.lys i s i s s hov:n in '::ab l e 
I -,J"' i-.,. e n"l . 
' '· '-"' ::::> "" 
1.1 his anc.l ys i s S b OY! S that a ll t he j' 
--------- 1 (lJ \:~-ilson , Guy M. The '\hlson Inventory nno. Di agn ostic J:?roc oss I! 
Tests in A:c i thmet i c . r:2 he ?e:•~lrrw r Co ., Roston 
1
1 
t 
II 
-------
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exc ept ion of Lhe z e r o one s a r e empl oyed at l ec. s t once in tl1is 
test . J2.ac..; h ~"'Q."""'P\ .... is s c o:ced 10 p oi nts i f correct, Si ving a 
'::he four th ·test 1\' hich is mad.e up of 1 2 ex[.ffi]?l es on tb.e 
mul ti p lica tion :fs c.ics a n d llTOce s r:3es ine:lucling those involvi ng 
zero i s s ho'nl in :Lu"'Ch ibi t 4 , ·[?a ge ~~ ' an(,_ its an&~lysis i s in-
eluded as 1-i: ab l e II, page '-'1 . ~'hi s e:u1sl~r sis s hov.· s that 86 of 
the 100 oulti pl i cati on facts a re used a t l east onc e in ~ e st 2 
and only 1 4 fac ts a Te omi t ·ced ent i Tely. Eac h c orrect an sY.:er 
co unts 8 . S3 :points. 
Table III, J:!C:.ge 3o' i s a COJlllJOSit e of :'abl es I a nc1 rr . 
I t sho1. s that t he l·.Iultiplica ·cion :'es ts l a n ct 2 , Exhib i ts 3 e:md. 
4 , cover a l l of tl1e one lnm dred multi}Jlicgti cn combina ti .:;Hs . 
~he fift h test n hi ch i s a n Addi t ion Process ~est from 
Lennes i s D hovm in Lxhi bi t 5 , page ~·· , .. _ _,, __ It s primar y f.':~ cts ' 
anal ys i s is s hovvn i n page 3,._, S.'ab le I V v.chil e it s UlJpe r d. e c c.cl.e 
f ac ts ' a n a lysis is S ilOY!ll in :.:.'able v, lJage a3. Only 44 of the 
pr i mary facts ar e u sed in t hi s test . However , a fa ir s ampling 
of the u p per decade fac ts are inclu&ed~ As this f ifth test 
has 12 exar.nples, e ach one cou..."'ltis 8 . 33 po i nts in t he scoring . 
~ he s i xt h test wh ich i s a n Add i ti on Process Test i s sho~n 
i n ..C.xhi bit 6 , pnge 3V~ . As i t is r.1:c. c!.e up of 25 exc.u:1pl es , e ach 
c orr e:c:t ans~: er s ec ores 4 p oints . Tab le VI g l ves the fact u a l 
b~ t:hi' t"'st 
anal ys i s for the primary facts 1\ancL Table V for the UJ?l)er C~ ecad. 
facts. I t i s se en that 98 of the 100 primary facts a re u sed 
I II 
I 
I -
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e:t lea s t once rh i le 90 of the upper c"'_ ecacle f .~.LCt s aTe a lso i n -
eluded • 
.3ince nmc h i m)ort a nce vo.s attached to the t i r!le t aken t o 
c omp l ete v ~ tes ·t; , tsrea t c a J:' e was exerc i sed i n me a suring and 
~he pupils were st a rted t o-
g ethe r , rec o~ d ing the time g i ven them by the teacher i n the 
I 
spa ce provi c1ecl on the ·0est sheets . ~"/ hen tl1ey hacl c orapl etc ec tb.e I 
test they recorded the l as t time written on the board . I 
,I ~:· esul-Gs o-r- t he tests on the Ac1CLition Fact s , l.;.x hi b i t 1 , 1 
and o: tile ;,!ul:iplication ]'acts , ;Jxilib i t 2 , aTe tabul ated f or ! 
r !'1· 
each i nO..ivi du a l i n Tab l e VIII1 /\· ~he nurabers i n the column at the ~ 
extreEle left of t !1e t ab l e , un C\.er the he aeti n s "PulJ i ln , a 1, e key \ 
numb e r s \'.' hie h J,J l a c e t he n ame s of the ~mpil s in E;.l };J habetical I 
or0. e:c . Throtlg hout t !1i s thes i s , r e fe r ence to indivi~uals wil l I 
be r.o.t=J e: by nmnber . Ta bl e I X shov. s this sace c:..c~ t s. c:dstr· ibuted 
by sc or-e and t i me i'ol~ t he Addition 11a c t s s:' est , l..xhi bit 1, 17bi le I 
I 
Tab l e X shows i t in a sc ore - time t istr i but i on f or the II 
Mul ti _pl i c at ion Fac -~s , ~~xh i b i t 2 . rr om S.'e>.ble I :X, on the ~C!. d i t ionll 
Facts , it i s seen that t he r a n g e in sco res i s 78% to 1 00% ~i th 'I 
the mec1i e.l1 sc o:ce 9 9 . 0%, t he mean score 95 . 0j0 , anc~ the s t <:·xHiard. 
1 dev i a t i on 8 . 08 . ~ he rang e in t ir::e i s 4 to l5 mi n utes Yi th a 1 
median ·~ ime of 6 mi nutes and 30 se con O.. s , a r;iet.m t i me of 6 I 
minute s a::::;. d. 40 second~ , c>.n(l a st un d.a1·cL c:.evi at ion of 2 minutes 1! 
I 
and 17 sec onc1s . 1 4 pupils of the 255 , ol· 40~.:~ macte i.Jerfect s c ore • 
t 
i 
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L~able X, the ''inw- sc ore f re qu ency distribution of 
Mult i pl i c at i on },act ;; IJ: es "c, :ex hibit 2 , s hov-: s that the r e i s a 
r ange of sc;ores frOlll 7 2~~ to 100?~ vi'i t h a med i e.n score of 99;:; , 
a meLJ.n sc ore of 97 .11~& , an cL a s tanda r d. C:_evi a ti on of 6 .91. 'I' he 
time r ang es f rom 2 mi nutes -to 10 minutes v: i th a mectian t i r;le of 
4 minutes . a Eean tiDe of 5 u i nutes c..nd 10 seconds , s~n c1 a 
stan.rJ.a:::·d ( evi a-~:Lon oi' 2 mi nuter:: c.ncl 43 seconcts . 1 ? of t Q.e 35 
puDils , o r 4 8 , 57%, made perfect sc ores . 
~; , e n d of t he I.Iult i plic a tio:n I':r:ocess ~est 2 , Bxhibit 4 , are 
m P 
tabulat e d f o r eauh i nd i vi cua l in Tab l e :XI. Thi s elate;~ fol~)\ ~' est I 
l i s s~oun in a t i me -sc ore distr i bution i n ~~b l e XII. From this r 
:cang e in_ sc ores i s founc1 t o b e O)b t o 100?~ -vvith a meo.i~n sc ore 
o f 70. ()70, a J-:-1ean sc ore of 60 . 2 9,:~ , an ct. a st c.n G.a:nl dev i at ion of i 
2 8 . 08 . The t i me rang es from 7 minutes t o 27 minutes ~ith a 1 
Jed i an t i me of 1 3 mi nutes , a mean t i me of 1 3 minute s s~nd 4 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
s econG. s , an e_ a stt;.ndar d c.ev i at i on of 4 minut es and g5 s e c ono.s . I 
3 of the 35 pupils , oz· 8 . 6 ~!; , made j_) e J:.f eo t sco re s . 
the 
~ab le XII I ~hi u h contsins 
m.P. re ~u1t s of te s t 2, llx hi bit (\ 
~he t i me - sc or e di str i bution of 
4 , sho~ a a range in suores f rom 
I 
I 
8 . 33:.:; to 100~~ . r..:'he mccUan 
an d t he s t~--:.ndar d ctevi e:t i .J ll 
score i8 75% , t he mean score 
23 . 48 . 
76 r rr i I 
. o ;c , 1'1 
The t i me r ange s r rom 6 t o 1 9 
minutes ~ i t h a uedi an t i me of 1 0 minutes a n a 30 second s , a mean 
time of 10 minut es a n d 38 seconds , £cnc~ 1~ i tl1 a stano.ard c!_ev i e.t i on 
of 3 mi nutes and 6 seconds . ~ of the ~5 pu p ils, or 8 . 57%, 
s co :tes . 
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J:ab le XI V li s t s t he :r esul ts fo r each ljllp il in t he s i xt h 
g l' f:tde on Ghe Lennes AdcUt ion I?:r ocess c.:' est , J~xhibit 5 , and on 
t he ~ddi ~ i on Process ~e s t , ~xhi bit 6. Lennes ~ddi t ion ~est 
~~as g iven by t he J.: e s-n l a :t a ri·chl21et io teac be:o.. wlw d i cl.n't r e a li ze 
the importan c e of ke ep ine; track of t be ·c i r.1e it took esc h in-
i s li sted ~i th the score for eac h ind ivi du a l . r r om ~Lb l e XIV , 
i7 l1e .1!t t he s tar s ine.icate the pu p i ls in t rw cori·ec t iv e g r ou p , i t 
i s s e en tha t t ~e ~up il s n eeding re8ed i a l ~a r k f i n i s h any~ he ro 
f r om 5th i n t he c l a s s of 6 5 t o 34th . However , 10 of the 1 2 
} U? il s f ini shed 20 th or l a ter . Fr om this t ab l e it i s ueen tb&t 
t he J:ang e in sco:L·e s i s 50-~ ) t o 1 0010 T:i i t h 6 of t he ?·5 :;mp il s , or 
17 1 4 r r , • ..... t n h "I • • S r.? r .·, .; , · • >-' • ma~nng per :.r: eo SGOI'e s . .... e me e: l 8.11 s c ore l s ;) • {),J p , 
t .he · mean score 79 .05;s a n c1 t he st :::L:n(~2.l'(L C. evi o.t ion 1 6 . 67. 
Jh:om S..'ab le :CV '.7 hi ch i s l he t i me - SC OI'G c. iStl'ibut ion of t he 
r esults of the ~ddi tion P roc e ss ~os t , ~xhib i t 6 , the r u n ge of 
a Il1ean :::;c or-e of 8'7 . 9',~, , ar;. c.'. a st :.mfLaTd Cevi a:\; ion of 8 . 4 6 . IJ.: he 
t i me r a n g es f r om 8 t o 30 minutes ~ ith a oe a i a n ~ ioe of 15 
minut es ::m el 45 saccmC. s , a me :::.,. n t i me of l G uinutes and ;:s; ~; secon.d. 
s.nc". E:. . t :'.:.n c~ar (i. rev i ~-1.:~ ion of 4 mi nntes eiJ.ci Gcj sec on c!.s . 3 o t i: he 
;)G ·,J1roil s , 0 1' 9 . 38, b, mac1 e p er fe ct scol'es . 
I' 
j c 2"use o~~- a;bser c es . 
========~~==-=-~~=====~===---
'\ 
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Exhibit 1 
Arithmetic Test----Addition Facts 
Date 
------------------
5 
2 
6 
3 
7 
4 
8 
0 
9 
1 
5 
i 
I 
I 
1: 
2 6 3 7 4 8 0 9 
This is the actual test the pupils took. The numbers 
along the top are added to the numbers at the left of 
the colwnns, i.e., 5+5, 9+2. For each wrong answer 
1 point is subtracted from 100%. 
1 
I 
/I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
II I' 
I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
i 
! 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I' 
,I 
r 
I 
I 
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Exhibit 2 
Multiplication Facts Test 
Name ------------------------ Date -------------------
2 6 3 ~ I 7 4 8 0 9 5 1 
5 
2 
6 
3 
7 
4 
8 
0 
9 
1 
This is the actual force of the test which the pupils 
were given. The numbers in the squares along the top 
are multiplied by the numbers in the squares to the 
left. For each wrong answer, 1 point is subtracted 
from 100%. 
I' 
i! 
li 
I 
I 
I 
II 
Ls.me 
4. 
'f't 
I • 
685 
?1:!:2 
635 
516 
98 7 
951 
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Exhi bit 3 
hlultip1ic&ti un I ~est 
2. 
5 . 
8 . 
79 3 
836 
18 5 
i3GS 
64 2 
386 
~ate October 5 ----~~~~~------
r o . 
31 7 
42 7 
214 
519 
9 . 294 
742 
10. 6 ~5 5 
e:; 9 ? 
'.;.'hi G i s a t e s t on t l1e fe:~ct :.: . t~ntl :;_rr· ocesse s ot· c nJ. ·L; :L :;J1j.ca.U. on 
excludi n ; tho se i nvolving z s ro . I t i s [ D origins l by the 
I· ·~ ~~;t"'-.l ~ .. r · L1. :..~ t · ~J t11110t:L c ' j (;2JL: C. C J.~ • . ~~~l. C h t~ :_~,_ .. L::i:J1 8 C~CV.J:l t :S ] . () ~-t) j_ j·~ · ,· ~:J . 
7~------------~~==~-~==--=--=--=====~-~===--~- ======== 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
II 
--~-·--- -=#= 
TABLE ~. 
I 0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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Factual Analysis o! Multiplication Test 1, 
Exhibit 3. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
: 
1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 
1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
9 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
This table tully analyzes the multiplication Test 1, 
Exhibit 3, showing the frequency of the combinations 
that occur. The number at the top is multiplied by 
the number to the left. Eq. lXl occurs 1 time, lX2 
occurs 1 time, etc. All the facts occur at l east 
once wi th the exception of the 19 zero facts. 
:===== ·--- -----·-----=======--=== 
I 
I 
I 
I 
li 
I 
I 
~~~.JJG 
... 
.1.. 
5 . 
9 . 
---------------------
80? 
980 
356 
102 
JOB 
415 
r o . 
10 . 
506 
596 
104 
4f~O 
856 
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2 
7 . 
11 . 
421 
409 
809 
,_:,07 
709 
4: . 18 9 
~~. o:J 
8 . (.:: 04 
1 3~~ 
1 '"/~) 
fi 76 
/I 
II 
'I I~ 
I -
I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I 
I 
Thi s i s <"'- ter.:; t on t l1e r:mlt i :r.J licc.:don f s. c·,; s ::..nc:. J!l' Oc.; esses ,/ 
i nc1 u6. i n ,; ";; hose in vo l vins z eT o . I "~ V.'C.S maCi.e up b~r t he j : c gu1a: · jl 
tea c her. :..::ac h ex£;.r:l~91 e c01m"'cs 8 1/J p oints . 
I 
---·-==iF!==-==--=-
1/ 
I' 
tl .II' 
.I 
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I TABLE II. Factual Anal sis of Multi lication Test 2 Exhibit 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
-
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 
1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
' 
3 1 1 1 1 1 
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 
9 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
This table fully analyzes the multiplication Test 2, 
Exhibit 4, showing the frequency of the combinations 
that occur. The number at the top is multiplied by 
the number to the left. Eq. OXO occurs 1 time, OXl 
occurs 2 times, etc. 86 of the 100 combinations 
occur at least once. Only 14 are omitted entirely. 
i 
,, . 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I' 
I 
i 
il 
- 30- II I 
I 
---------------------=====-=---=::.:-=-=-====#==== 
TABLE III . Composite Factual Analysis of Multiplication 
Tests 1 and 2, Exhibits 3 and 4. 
I 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 
1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 
2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 
3 1 2 2 2 2 2" 2 1. 2 2 
4 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 
5 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
6 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 
7 1 2 2 . 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 
8 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
9 1 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 
This table summarizes Tables I and II in order to 
show the frequency of the combinations that occur 
in both the multiplication Test 1 and Test 2. The 
numbers along the top are multiplied by the n~ 
bers to the , left. ~~. OXO occurs 1 time, OXl oc-
curs 2 times. All the 100 facts occur at least 
once. 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I' 
I 
-=---H==== ==-=----------=--··- - -- ---=-=----=----= -=-f= 
II I. 
~hi s i s a n ~--.i1.d i -c i :J n }.EOCG S S t ost "c<:J-;:en from Lennes , 
Fach e:;:c:.mJ?l e , i f corre c t , s c ores 8 1 / 3 IJo i nts . 
5 . I 
I 
)I 
-=-=---~~ -
TABLE IV. 
• 0 
0 
.. 
1 
2 1 
3 
4 1 
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Factual Analysis of the Lennes' Addition 
Process Test, Exhibit 5, Primary Facts. 
1 2 3 4 I 5 6 7 8 
1 1 
2 1 1 2 
2 2 2 2 4 2 
1 1 1 1 2 
9 
1 
1 
1 
5 1 1 2 
6 1 1 2 3 1 
7 1 1 1 
8 1 2 2 1 
9 1 2 2 1 
... 
This table "·. · ::.. . analyzes Lennes 1 Addition Test, 
Exhibit 5, showing the frequency of the primary 
combinations that occur. The number at the top 
is added to the number at the left. Eq. 0 + 7 
occurs 1 time, 0 + 8 occurs 1 time, etc. 44 of 
the primary addition facts occUl~ at least once but 
56 are omitted entirely. 
1 
1 
1 
I 
: 
I 
I 
I 
! 
. I 
: 
I 
I 
) 
I ; 
I. 
II 
II 
I 
I) 
I 
I 
=--·~---=-=~ ===-=-==-~~-=-~=~==----~==-======== 
-------
II ,, 
'I 
I 
' I 
TABLE V. 
0 
10 1 
11 2 
. 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 1 
20 
21 2 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
Factual Analysis of The Lennes 1 Addition Process 
Test, Exhibit 5. Upper Decade Facts. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 1 3 1 1 
: 
1 3 1 1 2 1 
1 1 1 2 1 1 
1 1 1 2 1 
1 1 2 
1 1 3 2 
4 1 1 
1 1 1 2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 3 1 
1 2 1 
2 3 2 1 1 1 
1 
1 2 1 1 
1 1 1 1 2 1 
2 
1 2 1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 1 
I 
i 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I -·- .. l his table is a continuation of Table IV. It analyzes fully Len~es• A~ 
38 
39 
-
1t1on Process Teat,Exh1b1t 5,show1ng the frequency of the ~~e~ca. de 
:a.e:t:a='M!:a.:b=.ae~he~a:~e_::t:e-..pd;,s:=:a.M.-ad:=:t:a t-he=R-liffr -hce:=Xe:f=C 
IEq. lO+O occurs 1 time, lO+l occurs 1 time,etc. A fairly good sampl~ of the 
upper decade facts occurs. 1 
I 
I. 
II 
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l~xhi b i t 6 
; ... dcti t ion ::e st 
N&oe Graie ~c hoo1 ~ate 
--------- ---- ----------------- ---------
... U".iD t h:t·· oug;hout c bi s te st . 
( a ) 
3 8 2 9 5 8 6 7 6 D 
_7__7. 8 8 5 .§. 4 1 5 0 
( d ) 
4 
( j ) 
3 
2 
0 
7 
4 1 
6 
. :.100 
( p) 
98 
3 
19 
2 7 
95 
( u ) . 
~~9 ' 9 9 
.07 
3 . 89 
9 . G4 
7. 87 
( a ) 
5 
0 
'7 
1 
0 
3 
G 
( ~d 
1 04 
23 
70 
500 
( q } 
63 
94 
89 
26 
78 
(v } 
( f ( 
31 
1 2 
34 
11 
(1 } 
14 
586 
27 9 
(r ) 
59 
65 
83 
4 8 
70 
~~ 56 .0 3 
1 5 .91 
56 . 35 
8'7 . 8;:) 
1 6 . 54 
( b ) 
8 
2 
1 
5 
3 
( g ) 
(vr ) 
43 
31 
1 2 
23 
(m ) 
25 
96 
55 7 
( s ) 
97 
63 
7 
10 
94 
~~ 1. 38 
. 3 .49 
. 53 
6 . 01 
8. 20 
(x ) 
(c) 
4 
(h) 
11 
1 3 
21 
22 
5 
4 
3 
2 
(n) 
( t) 
~~ 9 1. 64 
73 .79 
88 . 56 
87 . 68 
70 . 07 
29 . 4 9 
95 . 80 
127 
76 
68 6 
t~ n r:-r; 'i~w · D v 
4 . 09 
. 26 
3 . 70 
8 . 41 
( i) 
30 
6 
50 2 
20 
( 0 ) 
406 
fA 9 
194 
( y ) 
608 
99 7 
52 
509 
735 
I' 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
Thh:; a ddition tes ·iJ e:o v e l~ s the fuc·ts e-ncl.. p1·oc esse s ;;:~s t~· 1v-- l~- ~y.:. _I 
a s .J OS si b1 e . It \.as me. de up by t; he a u ·t; hor. Lac h ex c.,mp1 e " .u.. 
4 po i n-ts . 
- 35-
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TABLE VI. Factual Analys~s of Addition Tes~ Exhibit 6. 
Primary Facts. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 
2 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 3 1 
3 1 1 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 
4 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 
5 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
6 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 
7 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 
8 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 
9 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
This table analyzes fully the Addition Process Test, 
Exhibit 6, showing the frequency of the primary com-
binations that occur. The numbers along the top 
are added to the numbers at the left. Eq. 0+0 
occurs 1 time, 0+1 occurs 1 time, etc. 98 of the 
100 primary addition facts occur at least once and 
only 2 are omitted. 
,--===:::ft=-=-=------___ -_ -
9 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 ! 
1 
1 i 
2 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
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Fag~~l. An.al;od.s ot Addition Test , Exl11b.it 6 .. 
'U'RJier rl~cade Fact,) . · · -· · · · ·· · ' 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 
10 l l l 1 l 
11 l l 1 l l 1 
12 1 2 l 2 l 1 l l 
13 l l 1 1 1 
14 l l l 1 l 2 2 
15 1 l l 1 1 1 1 
l.6 1 1 1 1 1 l l l 
17 l 1 l l 1 1 
18 l l 1 l l l 
19 l 
•20 l l 1 
21 l 1 l l 1 
22 1 
23 1 l 
24 l l 
25 1 l l 1 
26 1 l 
. 27 l l . l 
28 
29 l 1 
30 1 
31 1 
32 
33 1 
34 l. 
35 
36 1 
3'1 
3S 1 
39 l. 
This table 1e an extension ot Table VI . It analyzes 
tullt the addition Process Test , Exh1b1t6,. sb.Ow.1ng the 
:t'~equenoy of t he upper deeadetaots that occur. _ The 
nunibem along tl).e top are a.dded to the numbers at the 
let't. Eq . 10+2 ocoure l time, 10+3 occurs 1 t i met etc . 
-==-=~ft. ts ir aamplins-...o.t-, the uppeJW--de.oad.e tact S--OC-O-tlr-lh--
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
=37-
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Pupil 
1 
2* 
9 
1 0 
ll* 
1 2 
1 3 
14* 
1 5 
1 6 
1 17 
1 8 
1 9 
~.; 0 
21 
22 
~~: 3*~ 
24* 
85 
~ 6* 
27'i: 
28* 
29 
30'~ 
33 
34 
35 
Tab l e VI I I 
?esults of Prelimina ry ~es ts Used f or 
de l ection of Corrective Group 
Add i t ion l:1acts (Lx l1 i bit l ) 
3core-5 ~ c.:' i me (.ulin . ) 
100 4 :00 
9 7 '7 : 00 
100 6 : 30 
85 5 : 30 
100 5 : 00 
99 11:00 
. 99 4 : 00 
. 90 6 : 00 
100 5 :00 
100 9 : 30 
89 8 :00 
100 5:00 
100 6 : 00 
86 14. 30 
100 3 : 30 
1 00 6 : 30 
81 '7:00 
?8 4 : 00 
83 6 : 00 
81 8 :30 
100 5 : 30 
100 6 :00 
81 5 : 30 
99 11:30 
9 9 3 : 30 
99 8:00 
97 5 :00 
100 7:00 
9,1 6 : 30 
9'7 7: 30 
95 6 : 30 
98 7: 30 
98 7 : 00 
100 8 : 00 
1 00 6 :00 
. N 35 
Eultipli . I'acts (:;_;x hibit 
~;:3_c_o_r..._e--~>;'"'--~T,..:.i-m..;..e (min . ) 
100 4:00 
89 4 :00 
95 10 : 00 
100 4:00 
100 4 : 00 
98 4 : 00 
100 3 : 00 
99 9:00 
100 
75 
100 
99 
89 
100 
1 00 
100 
100 
99 
99 
100 
99 
98 
100 
100 
99 
96 
9G 
100 
99 
99 
100 
1 00 
100 
99 
9 : 00 
10:00 
lO:OO 
4: 00 
5:00 
9:00 
2 :00 
6 : 00 
3 :00 
3 : 00 
4:00 
5:00 
4 : 00 
6 : 00 
4 : 00 
4 : 00 
2 :00 
5 : 00 
2 : 00 
6 : 00 
9:00 
3 : 00 
4 : 00 
8 : 00 
3 : 00 
4 : 00 
5 : 00 
liedi <:-.n s c ore 99 
N 35 
Eecl i an ::-w or e 99 
Jtd . devi a~ i o~ 6. 91 Jtd . [ evi d t ion 8 . 08 I 
~i~~~~a~i~~ i o~ : ~~ 28 ~~~~"':~ e~~~~ io!: ~~ 71 II 
Thi s t a ble reads e s fo1lo~ s : Pupil ( l) re ceived a score of 100~ i~l· 
4 mi nutes on th.::; ; ... G.d. i t ion iacts , ..2:..."Lh i bit 1 , ami a score of 1005·~ 1 
in 4 mi nutes on t he l,:ult i ) l i cat i on 1'::,_ o "L ::: , .L..;xb.i bi t 2 . '-'-'ne. same 1 
i s. s hon1 for ~.,he :cest of the 6t h grac'-e . I 
~==~=---=.:___-_-_-_ 
-II 
I 
I 
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TABLE I X s l1ov; i ng t he ctistr i bu t ion of sc oi·os i n relc,ti on to t h [. 
1 - fi t i me foT t he test on the pri ma1·y acl di t i on facts . :;.:,xhibi t 
) I 
page The scores a~ e on the l eft . ~he time in Gi n u t es i s at 
to) . ~'he t o t o.l 11umbe1" of .~J t!.. J:.. ils at eac h i::lc or e e.nc!. "Gime l eve I ~ . hA I v. J 
.1 E~l .. e s l101."i l1 • ~'h e p e r c entt:1g e o::· pup ils at: 08,c h s c oi·e and t ime 
8.. I ' 8 
:Scores '1ir.18 
4 r-· D 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 E 
1 00 2 4 3 1 l 
99 2 1 1 1 
98 1 1 
9 7 1 1 1 
96 
95 1 
94 1 
93 
92 
91 
90 1 
89 1 
88 
87 
86 
8D 1 
84 
83 1 
8 9 -~ 
81 1. 1 1 
80 
79 
78 1 
~ot alb 4 8 8 5 1 l 1 1 
~ ··_ J.4: • s ·.a~ .. -9. · 14.3 2.9 2 .a 
11~4 2a .s 2 .9 2 .9 
i n mil1utes 
1 ' ,. 
_o 14 
0 
Mean 
0 
1 5 
1 
1 
2,9 
J;otg1 
14 
5 
2 
3 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
l 
0 
Q 
0 
0 
1 
35 
Jb 
4 0 
14 . ~9 
5 . 71 
8 . 57 
~ . 66 
2 . 8 6 
f : . 86 
r.; . 86 
~: . 86 
2 . 86 
f: . sc; 
8 . 57 
~~ . 8 6 
I 
II 
I 
II 
Mean 95.00 
Median 99.00 
Stand.Dev. 8 , 08 
.Time Median 
Stand. Dev: . 
6 ~ 40 
6:30 
2 :17 lScorea Tb.is table is read as follows . two pupils made 100% score on 1 his test on Primary Addition facta and completed the work in 4 
kninutes, 3 made perfec·t scores in 5 min. etc. There were a total , 
bf 14 of the 35 pupils or 40%, who made perfect scores. The I 
~otals and percentages for the scores are shown to the right. i 
~ he totals and percentages for the time along the bottom. !I 
I 'I ===ti:J=· == 
! 
i 
'I 
I 
I 
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T .. iBL_;:; X s ho 1.vin g t he distributi on of scores i"" J.~ :t e l e1 i i on to 
time f or the test on the mult i plica tion f ctc t s , .~xhi bit 2 
') 
i-..! 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 'l'o tal 
100 2 4 7 1 1 1 1 17 
99 1 2 4 1 1 9 
98 2 2 
97 0 
9 6 1 1 2 
95 1 1 
94 0 
93 0 
g c-~- 0 
91 0 
90 0 
89 1 1 2 
88 0 
87 0 
86 0 
85 0 
84 0 
8~ 0 
82 0 
81 0 
80 0 
79 0 
78 0 
77 0 
76 0 
75 1 1 
74 0 
73 0 
72 1 1 
1 0 t a 1 3 5 12 4 3 0 1 4 2 35 
r::s 
' 
8 . 5 7 14 . 2 9 34 . 29 11.4 8 .57 2 . 86 11.4 5 . 71 
Score s : ~ime: 
l-ie a n 97 .11 I.r~ean 5:10 
:i.i>j d i an 9 9 .0 He d i a n 4: 00 
J t s.nd c~ ev . 6 . 91 J t .:. :ncl . c!.eY . 2:43 
7a 
48.57 
2 5 . 71 , 
5 . 711 
I 
5.71 1 
2 . 86 1 
I 
5 .71 1 
2 . 86 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
2 . 86 1 
I 
I 
S:' hi s t s.bl e :r<:;a cl..s a s tollo\.s : t v:o :pu p ils rn:efe 100~0 s c or e on I 
I the mul ti :Jlic s.Jci on t ac ·Ls and c on:.rJlete cl tl1e 1.-rort: in 2 r,1ir. ntes , 4 
I 
m~ c.e :;_)e:fec ·c ~ c o :r·e s i n 3 __ r~~inui es , e~ c. '.2~ e1··e v: e 1~ 0 Go t o J~ E'.l of 171 
ot· the ;.:;5 ::?Ulnl s , O J:" 48 . ::/t ,o, -v, ho l!lc~C't C pe r ce e ·..; SC; Ol' es . ~he t o t a l · 
nurabe r of ) UJ:; il s &.n(\. the pe1·c e:t1 t a.g e a t eac h se; ore l evel i s g iven 
a t t b.e ri g ht . 'i'l1e t ots l n umbe r &riel per cen t age o i ' :cmp i l.s at e.s.c b. 
tihle l evel a~e al ong t he bot t om. 
---=-=-~·~============================~= .. ~~================~~=-~~== 
I 
I 
I 
!I 
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~ABlL XI 
Eesu1 t s oi J:':re1iminal'Y S.'ests Use d ~ ' or 
3olec 1ci on of CoiTec t i ve Gl' Oun 
Lul·t . Test 1 (Lxb. i bit 3 ) Liu1 t . '1'est 
r"LEli 1 l. ;:)core - ,.., '::ime \min) 
I 
;:;;..:..~-=-...::::..:-=-.:.........:,::_2 ( ex hi bit 4 )I 
~' im.e (mi n ) .:)core - ;~ 
I 
I 
1 
2* 
3 
4 
5 
6 ':~ 
7 
8* 
9 
10 
11* 
12 
1 3 
14 
1 5 
1 6 
17 
18 
1 9 
20 
21 
22 
r . ,-,* 
"';;:; 
24* 
25 
26* 
27* 
28* 
29 
30* 
31 
("7 ?:~:.: 
D~ 
33 
64 
35 
90 7:30 
70 17: 30 
90 21:00 
30 7:00 
70 9 :00 
10 9:00 
100 7: 30 
50 19:00 
90 17:00 
80 1 6 : 30 
20 1 7 :00 
100 10: 30 
20 1 6 :00 
0 1 8 :00 
40 11: 00 
40 1 6 :00 
70 1 3 : 00 
30 13: 30 
70 8 : 00 
70 1 3 : 30 
70 9: 30 
90 13 : :.5 0 
1 00 11:30 
40 11: 00 
70 9 :00 
60 15:30 
40 11: 30 
40 21:30 
60 11: 30 
70 1 2 :00 
?0 10 : 30 
40 26 : 30 
GO 10: 30 
90 1 5 : 30 
70 1 2! : 00 
lJ 35 
91 . 6'7 
33 . 33 
100. 
83 . 33 
91 . 67 
66 .67 
66 .6? 
bO . O 
83 . 33 
75 .0 
8 . 33 
75 . 00 
75. 00 
8 . 33 
1 6 . 67 
58 . 33 
100 . 
83 . 33 
75 .0 
83 . 33 
75 .0 
91. 67 
83 . 33 
83 . 33 
100. 
66 . 67 
83 . 33 
75.0 
50 .0 
66 . 67 
83 . 33 
58 . 33 
91. 6'7 
83 . 33 
91. 67 
F 35 
7 : :30 
14:30 
10 :00 
7;00 
6 : 00 
11: 30 
6 : 30 
L5: ~0 
11:00 
14 :00 
1 6 : 30 
8 : 30 
15: 00 
1 9 :00 
7:30 
14 : 00 
10: 30 
11:00 
7:00 
9 :30 
7: 30 
9 : 30 
1 2 : 30 
11:00 
7.:30 
1 2 :00 
8 :00 
1 2 : ~50 
1 2 : 00 
9 :00 
8 : 00 
1 (:; :00 
8 : 30 
9 : 30 
1 2 : 30 
3core ~ime Score Ti me 
Me a i an 70 . 0 13 : 00 75 .0 10: 30 
hlean 60 . 29 1 3 :04 76~67 10: 38 
Jt and . Dev . 28 . 08 4 : 25 23 . 48 3 : 06 
Thi s ~ab l e i s r ea ~ as fo1lo~s : Pupi1 i rece iv ed s score of 90% i n J 
7 mi n . and. 30 sec . on the :i:,lultinlica tion 1 C.'est , .Lxhi bi t 6 , and. ·~ 
sco:ce of 91 . 67'i~ in 7 mi n . and. 30 so c. on ·Ll1e Eul-Giplic&.tion 2 ~te~t , 
.L::z::.hib i t 4 .. Tl-le scores s1.d. times on t bese te ~:.; ts a~: e li sted f or t e 
o t rH:;:r gr ad.e :pU]!ils i n the s ame w..e.nne1· . 
* J..i:u1ti:;_"")1ic<::.t ion Co n:'e c t ivo g-roup pup i ls . 
t-· . 
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IJ 
I' II 
t T-ABU XII:Showi~-~he distribution of scores, in relation- to: ---- -·--
l! time in minutes, for t b.e Multiplication 1 Test, Exb.ibi t 3. 
I! 
I! 
II 
IJ Scores Tim~ in Minutes 
JLo 7 ~ ~0 1 9 10 ll 12 13 1~ 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 1 
80 
~0 
l~g 
'140 
3o 1 
~0 
itl.O 
l 
1: 0 
~o~ 1i 1 l 3 
. l 2. 9 
ii 8.6 
,, 
I' 
'I 
II 
11 Median 
II 
II Mean 
I 
I 
2 l 
1 
l 
1 
2 
l 2 
l 
1 
3 l 5 4 2 
8.6 14.0 5.7 
2.9 11.4 
t Stand Dev. 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
l 
l 
3 
8.6 
l l l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l l 
l 
0 4 3 2 l 
8.6 2.9 
11.4 5.7 
0 l 0 
2.9 
0 0 
Seore Time 
70.0 13:00 
60,29 
28.08 4.25 
l 
1 
2.9 
27 Tota~ % 
3 I e6 
5 l ' .o 
l ! .9 I . 
10 ~· .& 
3 1 .6 
l ! • e. 
l . 6 ~ .l 
2 I .7 
2 jp. 7 l . ,~.9 
l 2.9 
1 35 'I 
2.9 1 
I 
I 
Tbis Table is read as follows: One pupil recei~ed a 
score .of 100~ in 8 minutes on tb.is test, Exhibit 3, one made a 
score of 100~ in 11 minutes, etc. Tb.ere were a total of 3 of 
tb.e 35 pupils, or 8.6%, who made perfect scores. The totals 
and percentages of the pupils at eacn score level are snown 
at the right. The totals and percentages of the pupils at 
each time level are at the bottom. 
=====li======---======--===----=---=....-::..=::._-..::::::-_-__:_-_: - - - - -- - -
li 
i 
I 
I 
II 
'I I, 
I' ~~~-J==.o~c~= 
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II 
i) T~LE XIII: Showing the distribution of scores in relation to i! the . time . in minutes for the Multiplication 2 Test, .Exhibit 4. 
,, 
!! 
/) Scores Time in Minutes 
6 1od/ 
911p7 1 
83.·33 75.lb . 
66.11 ~ 7 58.~3 
~ .. ~:11 ~ 7 33.~3 
25.b 
16. ~ 7 s.r3 
To l 1 
2.86 
II 
11 
I 
7 
1 
1 
1 
3 
8 9 10 11 12 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
2 2 3 
1 1 
l 2 
1 
1 
1 
6 3 4 4 4 
17.14 11 .. 43 11.43 
8.57 8.57 11.43 
I 
I Scores: 
li 
I 
I 
I 
1 Time: 
I 
I 
Mean 76.67 
Median 75,0 
Stan. Dev.23.48 
Mean 10.38 
Median 10.30 
Stand. Dev. 3.06 
13 14 15 
1 
1 
l l 1 
l 
1 
1 
3 3 2 
8.57 
8.57 5.71 
16 
0 
0 
17 
1 
1 
2,86 
18 
0 
g 
ea b. -
Totals p: int 
19 . ·· 11 
3 81 57 
5 141 29 9 25 71 
6 17' 14 
4 11 ~ 43 
2 6f 71 
1 2 86 
~ :~~ :: 
1 2 5 71 
I 
i 36 1 
I 
I 
I · ~is Table is read aa follows; One pupil made 100~ score 
I 
on this test on Multiplication, Exhibit 4, and completed the i work in 8 minutes,one pupil made a perfect score in 10 minutes, 
li oto. There were a total of 3 of the 35 pupils, or 8.57%, 
11 who made perfect scores. The totals and percentages of pupils 
1 at each score level are shown to the right. The totals and 
1 percentages of pupils at each time level are at the bottom. 
_jl .. ... ~= 
' 11 
!I 
;! 
' 
I 
II 
J?upil 
l 
2 ;;.: 
;j 
4 
5 
6* 
7 
8* 
9 
10 
11* 
1 2 
1 3 
14':' 
1 5 
1 6 
1 7 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23* 
8.4;}: 
85 
26>.< 
27* 
28* 
29 
,;.o':' 
31 
3E* 
63 
S4 135 
I 
i'iiOBLL~TV 
l-~esul ts of Prelimi nc.;,:ry :i.'ests Used for 
::)e l e ction of Cor,· e c t i ve Group 
Lennes ~·iclcU tion :!.'est 
{exhibit 5 ) 
3c ore _c; Time Eank 
91. 67 12 
75 . 0 32 
58 . ::53 2 7 
75 .0 ll 
91 . 67 1 
100 . 31 
100 . 6 
50 . 0 :04 
100 . 18 
66 . 6? 1'7 
58 . 3i3 24 
58. 3j 10 
75 .0 1 9 
50 . 0 20 
75 .0 :0 
75 . 0 21 
58 . 33 25 
91.67 .. 14 
100.00 29 
75.0 8 
91. 67 4 
91.67 13 
50 . 0 J 5 
100. 2 8 
91 . 67 9 
100 . S2 
66 . 67 [ ... 
83 . 3:5 7 
83 . 33 15 
58 . 33 26 
91,67 ,. (, 
75 . 0 16 
91 . 67 33 
83 . 33 30 
8:5 . 33 23 
E 35 
Jcore 
83 . 33 
~ddi t ion Process Test 
(exhibit 6) 
J core- •;_, 
96 
'7 6 
88 
100 
96 
88 
76 
96 
80 
80 
G4 
92 
72 
9 :::: 
88 
96 
9 {2 
811: 
9 '' 0 
72 
80 
84 
100 
1 00 
80 
84 
92 
96 
72 
88 
92 
92 
"j'"i r;,· 0 <JG 
lD i me (Li n ) 
1 :? : 00 
25 : ~:)0 
1 6 :00 
l L: SO 
Bl: JO 
U:. : 00 
18:00 
14 : 00 
;JO : OO 
1 8 : 00 
16 :00 
20 : ;,:10 
1 5 :00 
l S : OO 
22 : i:!O 
·l r-; . ·-;o 
- t...• .. ~ 
1 9 : .j0 
L .J : ::JO 
12 : 00 
1 5 : 00 
(2 1 : ~0 
~:, 4 : 00 
1 2 : 00 
15 : ::!0 
8 : 00 
10: 00 
l 8 : D0 
11:00 
20 : oO 
1 6 :00 
l G : oO 
1 6 : 00 
I 
I 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!I 
II 
I 
II 
f 
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th e t i me i:n ::_:innt c3:3 , ~:o r ·Gb.c ".o.C\.i t io:n ..... '1·oc e ss '..:cst . e :;::h i bit 6 , 
in October , 19~ 9 . 
r'1 • 
.1.lnlC in 
minutes 
100 96 
8 
9 
10 
ll 1 
l ;~ 1 1 
lo 1 1 
~ LI. .1~ 1 
1 5 
lo 1 1 
17 
1 "' 
19 
20 
y l 
~ ..... 
~~ ~~ 1 
:~ 3 
:24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3 0 
ot c\11 3 6 
.. r 9 . 38 18.75 jo 
t.Ied i a:n 
Llean 
Jt a11 De .. :-:..·CL ~ ev . 
99 ·~ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
18 . 75 
3 co:res 
88 84 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
4 4 
1 2 . 50 1 2 . 50 
0 core 
88 . 0 
87 . 9 
8 . 46 
80 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 f:; . 50 
? 6 7'? .. 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 3 (j r · c:; 
, t.JD 9 . 38 
'...' i riw 
1 5 : 45 
16 : 3S 
4.52 
~Ot E1 (.~ I 
1 3 .1 · 
0 0 
1 3 .1 ' 
1 
,..., 
.:J 
4 
2 
2 
5 
1 
2 6. :: 
1 
1 3 .1 
2 6 . (..; 
2 6 . 2.f-
1 ~5 . 1 '; 
1 :::> .1 
0 0 
1 ' 1~1 
0 s· Q 
0 0 I 
0 
g .1 ·- I 1 
::52 
::L'hi s ~s.b l e i s r ead. e.s :Coll m .D: One lJUl)il uaC:.~ e 2. s c or·e o :f 
100 i~ on th i s te:3"t on 2.c~d. i c ion )l' OCeBses , exh i b it 6 , a n a. 
c or:qle"God t; he -,-. o:r· ~:-:: :Lll .L2 minut es , one :;_J1Qil D:;::.:,C.e a J.) er tect . 
score i n 1~ Li nu tes . A tot al of 3 of Lhe ~ [ pup i ls , or 9 . 38~ 
macle :Je:c·fec ".:; SCtH'CS . ~l1 e ·r;ots.l s &.nee poTc 8:rJ. tage s o f · ~ he })UJ:! i1s 
, c:. t e~c: h score l e v e l a :-ce ~-'3h ov: n a t the bottor1. ~he "Lo t E~1 s ancL 
::Jerccntae;es o~ the ) U) ils a t each tir:1e l e vel ai·e sho1,n s;~. the 
r i g ht . 
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Chapte r I II 
Correct ive Proce dure in Ac a i t ion 
The U~ J?UlJil s sele c ted f or the corrective gr01.11J ar e 
li sted in 1:'able ~Cvi along v.i th the ir· I ntelli ge nce ::uoti ent s 
~n~ their Chrono lo g i c ~l ases of October 1 , 1 93 9 . ~he I . ( 1 s 
were t a :.:en f:com ·~he off ice r·ecorcls anC.. are based on var ious 
gr· o11p intelligence tests . 'I he f ina l criteri a used. f or th e 
selec t i on of t he remedi al grourJ v.rel' e the I. (.~ ' s 1.-. hicb. ~.-. e re 
to be near or, prefe r t ably ,under 100. The range of I . ~ 's for 
the ent i r e si::cth grado is 83 to 1 1 8 v: i -'ch the mecl i .sw 100 B .. ncl 
the mean 99 . Fr om ~a~ l e XVI , it i s seen that t he co~rectiv e 
grou p ' s r . ·~~. ' tl g o f :com 83 t o 1 0 2 v:ith -~ he me c_i a:n 91 ;:o.no .. the 
mean 9 ~ . For the r e c~J t of the s i xt h. g racLe , the I. C~ . ra.ng_:e i s 
89 to 118 11vi t b. s. medi an . o:;f . 1 02 and. a mean of 103 . 09 . There -
fore t he correct iv e group's a verag e i ntellise:nce i s lo~ e r tha n 
t he res ·t:; of the ::Jixt h g r ade by ap:pToxi mat e l y 1 1 po i nts i n t ercms I 
of tho ~~leans . 
The c hronolo gi c~ll ages vc.r~r fr om 10 years anc",_ 8 r~1onths 
(10 - 8) -to 1 3 yea1As (13- 0 ) Tii t h a r:lec"c. i an of l l - 9 ~md a mean of 
11- 10 . ::a ble XVI s bo'\·. s t hat ·li be :range of t~ges f or the 
~ orrecti ve g roup is from 11- 2 to 1 3-0 ~ith a median age of 
1 2- 7 and mean of 1 2-4 . For the r est of the s i xt h grade , the 
rang e of Ct1ronol og ic a l ages is 1 0-8 to 12-11 v: i t h the me( i an 
age 11-6 and the mes.n ag e l l-7 . Pr· om t bi s mater i a l , the 
corrective g:-co u:p _ i s seen to be 9 nonths ol6.er than tlw rest of 
----------===FI=== 
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the :pupil s . This s ~;;atement is based on the means . S:he s e 
s ame 1 2 pu::~ils ar e on the a v e:rag e 6 r:tont l1s older tl1an the 
sixt b. s ::.·act e a s a 'IN hol e . c::'hese c hrorw J.o g ical ages a::r:e :t or 
Oc ·c obe:r 1, 1 939 Q.:S tal~en fTom the office records . 
Si n ce ·th e Acldit i on ?rocess ':2est , ~"{hibit 6 , i s t o b e the 
,/ . 
fi n a l cr i te :r-i o:"' of the ab ility of the J Up j.l s in "c he corr ec t ive 
g r oup to f?, ttain lOOfb their i n i t i a l score s c;mcl tir,w s al' e 
r e corded i n Table XVI I i n order to have a bas i s f o r con~arison 
at a 1 2ter t i me . ~he sco res r ange :?::com 72~ ; to lOOi; v. itb 1 of 
the 1 2 p u pi ls , or 8 . 33~ , ma~ing a perfect sc o re . ~h i s g i r l' s 
time ~as far t oo l ong , ho~eve r . ~he ma cl i &n sc o re i B 80~00% 
v:h i l e the mean i s 8 2 . 55;·b. ~r1e time s r·1.m from 8 r::linute s to 25 
'I I 
II 
mi nut es a n c\. 30 se c onds . PU1) il 2 7 clicli1 ' t c hec k a l though a ll the I. 
p u p ils ~ere told to . bi s s ha rt time 
r:1i nutes . '.:: be med. i llil t i ne i s s een to be 18 minutes ana 
se c onds c;,n c:., t he ·r:w s.n time i s 1 8 mi nutes a.n d 44 s e c onc1s . 
of 8 
30 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. .tl.na lysis o:f S.'e s t s - - Di ag:nosis I 
The firs t step i n t he coiT e ctive proced.ure r:as t he a naly sisl
1 
I 
thre e acl.cU t ion tests t::i '.' en 1 ~' hese e::n·o:c s I oi tbe errors of each p u p il on the in i.; Qe p ro cess oi' sel e c ting the c o:crec t ive gToup . 
w eJ..~e listed on a reqoTd s heet , sho\·;n by F i gure 7. ':2 here vra s a 
i h.""'. 
s l1ee t for each pu p il in t he group . Of t he f i fty - four ,. li ste d 
for addition , thi r te en ue re s u ff i c i en t to i n c lude a ll the 
I mi stake s 
~ests . 
of the twelve ~upil s that coul d b e cL i f.'~gnoseo_ f:c o n~ the 
'1: l1es e mistakes are smml!aTi z ed f o r i n cti v i c1u a.l gnd group 
-47- II 
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~ABL.J.!.I :CVI: 3hor.: i n g the 1 2 lm y il s se l e c t ed f or tbe Cor'l' e c t i ve 
G:cou:fl a long r· i t b the i r I nt ellieenc e ·~uot i ent s (I. ~ •• 1 s ) and 
'
1 
the ir chronol og:ic g l age s ( c.A. ' s ) as o:;:· Oct ober 1 , 1 039. 
I 
I 
I 
:E>upil I • .. ,,. /" ( r v. r.,. . 
October· l , 1 93 9 
2 85 1 2- 8 
II 6 90 1 2- 6 
8 96 1 2-11 I 
11 101 11- 9 
14 83 1 2-7 
23 89 1 2- 3 
24 8 5 1 3 - 0 
26 90 J. f:-11 
2 7 92 12-1 
28 10 2 11- 2 
30 98 11- '7 
32 9 "'' .;) 1 3- 0 
I. (., . O. H 
Me d i an 91 1 2- 6 . 5 
:L-~iea11 92 1 ~:, -4 . 4 
~'rlis 1.La bl e is rea tl s s fo ll ov1s : Pupil 2 be.s a n I. q. of 85 j 
a n d was 1 2 ve a~ s a n d 7 u onths ol d on Oc to ber 1 , 1939 , et c . ~ he 
I. ~ . 's Y: e r e~ t sken f 1·om t he offic e re cords a no_ wel' e ba s e d on 
V<.<,:c L :. us c roup i ntelli g ent tests . 
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TABLE ~(VII: 0b.o-vv i n g the i n d. ivi clua1 scores and .. t i mes f" o:r' t he 
12 pupi l s in t l1e Correct i ve Group on -'c he Acld i -:.; ion J?ro cess 
1est , ~xhibit 6 , October , 1939 
\Iedi an 
:;Ieen 
?upi1 
2 
0 
8 
11 
14 
23 
24 
26 
27 
2 8 
30 
32 
.:H .::.r:.0..s.YCl :Ji V . 
AC.. C: . 
Jco1~e-'(~ 
76 
96 
?6 
80 
'12.. 
80 
84 
100 
80 
92 
72 
Score 
80 . 00 
8E . 55 
9 .4E 
P1·ocess :..·est 
Ti E1e (Mln) 
25 : 30 
21&:::50 
18:00 
1 8 :00 
15:00 
21• 30 
24 : 00 
15:30 
8 : 00 
-----
1 8 : ;.)0 
20 : 30 
1
..L i me 
1 8:30 
1 8 : 44 
4 : ::56 
1
.i:'h i s Ta ble is read a s fo 1lm::s : ? upi1 2 m2::~ c• e a s c ore af 
76~S on t hi s -~est , ~"<Clli bit 6 , ane .. c:omp1etec.. ttie Y.ork in 25 
n i nutes a nc3.. 30 seconds : l?Ul)il 6 made E scoTe of 96/'; i n 21 
minutes and 30 se conds . 
II 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
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Exhi bit VII 
Di a gnost ic 3urnmary of AdcU ti on Di f:f. icul ties 
Hame 
-----
Gr~d e D~te 
----------- ------------ ----------------1 
~be ~. A . I. ~ . 
--------- ------------------ -------------------------------------
.D ..:~Gl~Gh omm .:JlGLJ.J ;3 ~,.ku ~~.ll (L T.:LDGL.d 
1. Unlm ov~·n pr ime.ry f a ets 
2 . Un..kl1 ovm Upper-clec ad e f a c ·c s 
Uoni'usions:-
3 . ii.lero s •••••••••••••••• 
4 . Gaps ••••.•••••••••••• 
5 . lioney add ition ••••••• 
6 . Dollar s i gns ••••••••• 
7. De cimal ~ oints ••••••• 
Procedure di~{icul t ies:-
8 . d'Lart s part 1·vay up ••• 
9. ciu.btr a cts •••••••••••• 
10. l:Iulti :::') l i es ••••••••••• 
11. i~et1\ aees ...........•• 
12. ~dds horizontally •••• 
! 1 3 . ~ tar t s a~ l e ft ••••••• 
1
114. Adds up •....••••••• • • 
1 5 . l.d.Cts cl ov=m •••••••••••• 
1 Crutches or Ai d s l16. \iri t es ca.rrie c1 .. number . 
117. ·::r i tes ·rJa:ct i c.l sums •• 118. Uses s c~atc ~ )ad ••••• 
1
19. Uses } lus s1gn ••••••• 
20 . Add s orally •••••••••• 
21. Counts ••••••••••••••• 
22 . Inv erts o ombina~ i ons . 
23 . 
24 . 
25 . 
26 . 
27. 
28 . 
Gr oups c pmbinat ions •• 
dpli ts n umb er s ••••••• 
I~iul t i pli ea , adcl.s ••••• 
:.Iu l t ipl i es, sub tn: .. c t s 
_ d.d. s , subtl .. a.ct s .••..• 
:"t .. , ,J.._ <""' . .L C1 r :l ~ C' ~Q O ~ToC ~~ , aa~ o •••••• 
29 . G~~s~es a~. ~U:;:s · ~: : .: ~- •••••••• i 
3o . or;llt>:> 1 o.L tJ.o.Le o_l o l ~.~ s ••••••• 1 31 . :HsJ:.;l ac es m1i ts C:. i g i ts ••••••• i 
32 . :i.!1orgets ll tlloug ht 11 T.L1.Unber ••••• ~~ · :,~: i~ts, colU:n . :." .•••••••••••• t 
D~ · !\_.lsreacts :1l:r.. ~e:_~ · •. ••• ~-- • ••••• T 
35 . Looses p l c1ces 111 col u r,m •••••• i 
36 . Ad~s digi t twice ••••••••••••• , 
37 . Om11J s one c olumn ••.•••••••••• i 
38 . ~rror i n v,'l' i ting a nsv1er •••••• I 
r;·g '·r ··-- or 11·-l c o-()y l·np· I 
.:; • ~ .r. .t:" o • • • • • • • • • • • • • !I 
40 . Omits tens di git in l as t column 
su.rn •••••••••.•••• , 
41 . h ever~es di g i ts i n . a nswer •••• 
Ca rrying ~rrors · 
42 . Ac1ds 11 c a rry" a t top •••••• ···· ~ ! 
4 3 . P o1·g ets v: ha:L.· 11 c~:n-r;y 11 ras ••••• · 
44. :t'or gets to ac1d 11 ca:cTY 11 ••••••• 
45 . Uarri es ·wr on g numb er ••••••••• 
46 . Su pplies a u c cs~:c· ry n ••••••••••• 
47. Adds" c a rry" t wice •••••••••• 
48 . Adcls •l c a rryn part y,-ay rqJ the 
colU!nil ....•.•...•••• 
49 . Bubtract s 1'car:cy11 ••••••• • •••••• 
50. Carri e s units &i gits ••••••••• l 
51 . Yiri tes " c arry 11 in s,nsv:rer ••••• 
Upper Deca de Di f f i cul ties 
52 . Bridg i n g •..•••••••••••••••• ~. 
53 . Advances dec ades ••••••••••••• 
54. Drops ba c k de ca des ••••••••••• , • . 
0 OI..iiis~l~ T S • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ., • • • • • • • • I 
I 
. . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I 
1: ====~L-- . -~ABLB XVIII: Sbo~ing t l>e 
I
! liminary addition tests, 
I
' and the. group. I Items 
ij 
2 6 
- 50- lj 
II 
.· I L! =-==-=-==--=-=-==--=--=~--==1 -·------== 
I 
distribution of errors on the pre-
~hibi ts 1, 5 & 6 for the individuals J 
Pupils Groupl 
~otal 
8 11 14 23 24 26 ~27 ~28 30 32 . 
II 
11 Primary Facts l 7 1 18 II . 
II Upper decade 1 Facta 
17 38 27 3 1 9 2 12 8 143 1 
II 
1 Counting 
Gaps 
I 
J Omits digit 
I Shifts col. 
Misreads no. 
.A.dds digit 
twice 
I 
J Error in 
I' copying 
1j :rorgets wbat 
I "carry" is 
1
1 
Forget~ to 
II ~carry~' 
1j Carries 
1 
wrong no. 
I .Adds "carry" 
2 7 
21 l l 
4 l 
30 
33 
34 
36 
39 
43 
44 
45 5 1 
8 
1 
l 
7 26 
1 1 
l 
4 
1 1 3 
1 l 
l 
2 1 
6 4 6 
16 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
10 2 12 
1 
7 
1 
2 l 
96 
10 
6 
2 
1 
1 
6 1 
2 2 
1 10 
3 s 
4 13 
2 
1 
1 
2 
8 
3 
1 I 
15 I 
I 
38 II 
I 
I twice 47 l l 
[I Individ. 24 ll ll6 ll2 62 54 ll 2 3l 60. 33 lll 346~ 
!/
1 
· Each number in tile body of tile table indicates tba: frequen.c 
1
1 
wit 11 which addition err·ors of the type identified by analysis 
1 sheet ite~ at the extreme left, were made on the thr ee pr e -
! liminary tests by the pupil whose·' key number is cU: tn.~ 't"o:pt. 
! ~he footings of each column are the total number of errors 
i 
; of each pupil. The group totals for the separate items are 
I !i shown at tile extreme right. 
1: 1; 
======~~ ====~===========~~==========~~======= 
,I 
_: ______ [L ___  _ 
-"·- ----rr-----
I ' il 
II 
II 
11 . 
I 
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s houlcl.. be done 01:1 t l1e bo a rd. or . on p a p ex· first and: then tra nsferr 
ed t o tho b ook in order t o insure 100% acc ura cy i n the book . 
~he 3api d-~a sy Drill Card (1) ~~s used a l mo st daily. 
indivi J u a l had f l ash c &rds for t he fac t s he fa il ed. on . T he 
drill was motiva te d by the desire on the Jar t of most of the 
.I 
pupil s for 100/b ac curacy and by the ho:::;e of being able to s ur-
l 1:mss his fal lm·;; mat es. Uhec k ing ;·.as st r·e ssecl <:~ -L t:.ll th1es . 
I Counting V7as the ma jo:r p:r oblem as 10 ou :t o ±· t l1e 12 Vie:r·e 
I found to ha ve ·the habit an d i t s o eined. such 2" ··)ersi st en t one . 
I 1 HelsonU2) fom1 cL tha-~ fif t y lie r cent of the J uni or Ei g l1 dchool 
! 
/1m:pil s in her sn1a.y c o1..m ted . \iill i a ms anc1 ;:·b.i t a1:e r l.i s t ed 
I 
I 
c ount i n g a mong the r~ eakness e s in adcLi t ion. ( 3 ) Lind quist ~r it es 
that s~)Ced. i s t he only r eme:dy for counting ( 4 ) . C..' he s i tutaion 
i n th i s i:;;: rou~:> seens to cU s agre e -;·:i th tb.i s s ta-'ceuen t and. is 
very a g tly j)U-l:i lJy d ol e s ( 5 ), who s a ys tb.:::ct l!v,·e mu st r:;_ o t be mi s - ' 
l ed into be li eving <;ha t a chi l C. ;::bo i:-:r" ov.· s l~is 1;1· i mar~1 :Ee.cts will 
1. - ~ :e -i,:~:d~~~:s~ :r :l~ :a:O.~G: o: and. Co . I~il~n:~:o:i:, -L~n:e :ot J . 
lfe l s on , l-ielen G. ~~ he Ca r Tee .. i ve Loac1 i n ..:i..l· i t hmeti c in a f 2 . 
J m.1 i or Hi g· h .Jcho ol. Ea s "cG l~'s C2he s i s , Bos t on Urdv .:,:c· s i t ;y- , 1 93 • 
-.Hlli a n:.s , C. 1 . a n d ~,-,· h i t a ker , h . I: . 11 Di ac;:i'losi s of ..il· i thm<st ic 
Dif~i- i e;ul"c i e s. 11 E\._"M.,._-t.,_,..'"\ 'ir..l... ... \ l"~:ouv-~o..\. ~'J·, \i~::l.. -,o~,A,r 'd\~"3'1. 
4: . ::Sinc"..tlu is ·c , '1 . , -.,~eac b ing ..:~ C. cl i 'Gi on; 1-:l etlloc~ s fo1· Ov e:r- c om ing· 
c e :-ct a in GO i.JI~J on J.)if:dcul t i es . 11 G·n::<l e S:' G:oLc her . 64 : 3 0--.;.. oct. 
193 6 . 
5 • .3 oles , =.:..d.wa r d . :J i ~:~g:u. os "L ic an c1 CorJ>~ ctive -.~easu1· es in 
_;i <.1cl i ti on . ~-it:v st e r 1 s ~~ heshl , Bo s ton Univ e:cs i ty, 1 935 . 
t: .':~.·-:·.- . :· j f_.!: ;·~·_, .. .:;r.:; ~ ·i~: 
Sci1ool of l·::d:..!cat!on 
Library ---.:,~o;;olliJ 
I' -52-
be e:xe 'J.) t fJ' OEl countin& becc::use un der J.1 r ··: s sure of tiDe t:.nc~ in 
column add i tion i nvolving UJ pe:c-clecc:·, a.es , often a chilc1 1·esorts 
I 
II -u~ u~ c ·"11-n -i· i .. -:;· 1! 
'...,) ~- ... :J -ll .:.;- . In the :y:resont s·Lucty -G biEi ~. :..uestion of covr1.ting 
I 
colD_I.":lJ.1 ~- .. -:_~_.~ i -~ ~ 0~ . , ~TG t tbe~[ ~~~ E:;V~ tb.ei~ I 'i .. , .. e ·L s _r! el · :~· ocul~l · 
"LihO J coulf, rw ·li count r.s the teacher pointeci. ~;/c eQ.c:h nnmber· in 
success ion -Ghs.t thel's • .. .::::. s Mot t ime . S:he ::_:;upi ls 
seamed to be ab l e count inb· i n 
I 
I 
I s there a f eol i n[ of unsu~ene ss i n th8 ir j 
numb or facts · L; h~-:!. t mc·.:1:es ther.1 ::c esor t to coml. tirLl 
of 
I 
c oue s -~ o 
of the mis tskes on the Jrei i c inary 
t h (:; group . 1 .-l· o c· - .. e 1' e y ( l ) li.L 1..J IJ ,, \ ..1, I -
I 
&f &ition t est s . Eorr-
T ere rna 0.e by jus ; f i ve 
• . , :1 ' • h . t 1 ( • • ) 1 " q ' t,. ' • ortel~ s . •iilliaElS 8.nc <~ ~ l ·a . .: .er (.' cone uc.ec . 't 11a 1i e rro r s ll1 1 
~ . -Z~lle; ,-;~~n~ . ; S:;n~ hin ~· ~e~1e~ i;.l -i~;ith~et i ~ . ~ ~'1~1- i c;,n- d~hool -1 
I J o UJ:'l11.i.l • .Li u.e:;u s t , 19 3 5 • 
1
2 . ',;illia ms , C . L ~ Ecn c\. :':r1 ~t ake:r: , E . L . "T iE•, gnos~s of .:·.l.1'i.thr.1e t ic. 
I i~~~: uul t i e s . 11 Llenon ·c ar~r be l:lool Jou:cm,,l , 'D 7 : 592 - bOO , r..~J :cl l , I 
!! ·--
-53= 
'I 
codJ i na ti ons CJ.USGd f<:Lil u:c e s . I n t l1e tl 
lac:r of ::m m.'l e clge of the fc.c ·cs C i dr~ ' t seem to assmne 
s s t he:,:;e f i gn.I·es p ort encL of these 
o i s t akes are due t o coun t inG ~h l c h ~as di s orr ssed ab ov e . 
1..1 thou g b. onl y 1 5 .1;£ o:f t he mi st c.~= es on the i n i t i s.l tests 
f or tb.e c orr0 c~ ive gr oup uere c~us ed by o~rrying i nc orre c t l y 
i ·t t.as fou....Ylcl t :wt next to counting -c:1 i s c c-.use d the ElOs t t r ouble , 
in the Lctu &l correc t i ve ~ ork . Dennis Cook e (l) v rites tb.st a 
cause of mi sta~es is the inC.:ons i 8 -(;ency of add i n g 
numbe:;_~ f i. :cst anz.'1. l as t . k i ss liel son (2 ) li sted uarry i n e in-
correctl y among the DOst fre quent mis takes i n ac1d. i t ion . 
was EO one cure for c~l l pu pils . dom e ;;:ere helped by be i n g m~de 
the bo-ct om of the e olmm'l i nctec;_.c\_ of 
e i t heT a t the top or bo-ttom. 
Jorr.e of t he )Upils v/TO te i n t he u c a rry" iJ U t u s the::. t VI~- sn ' t 
a aesirab le hab i t i n t hi s particula r sc~ool it D&s Ci sc cur aged. 
Ovenaan ag:ree s t :1at c rutc lles s houl u be a voic1ec1 even - ~ ea:;J,or arily 
while t he pupi l s a~e ~eak as i t ma y pe~ s i st and be come hab i tual. 
On t he o-tl1•:3:::· hancl. , J.a al)per (4 ) cle fer. cls inser- ti on of sr;1e;.l l nurube r l 
I 
1. Co oke, Dennis. 11 ~ i aF:nos t i c <:.~nee :::~euecli e-1 :::' r ec-:,t; r.' ent i L ..:~r i t h­
net i c . " Pec.b od.;>r Journal of ....;c:Luc ati on . PlJ • 1 43-151 , Lov .l931 1'1 
2 . Nelson, Helen G. ~ he Corre c ~ ive Load i n Ar i thmet i c in a 
Jun i or Hi g h .:lc h_~ ol_._ l:.i:ci.s ·~ e1·' s r_= he s _i s ! B~ s to~ ~ni v ~: s i t;'! , . 1 938 ·II 
3 . Ove r man , J aues 11 . J:'I·lncl_) l es <.m d l,.e-.:;hocts o:c '_;_'•~ &.ctnng .F.. rlth--
met ic.L~rons ancl Ca:cnc:. h&"l , Chi cae;o, 192 5 , p.159. 
4, ::.:Cl a:plJcn· , raul . 1' he C.'eachi ng of .i3.rithm(dic. D. AplJ l e ton-
0 an~l'TY 0 0 Wer Vor~ · 193·4 966 v V.J...L 'J - v • t ,.L. I 'i l ~ - .!l.. , - , hJ • 
I 
I 
II 
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in column addition on the grounds that the best bookkeeping 
practice employs them. Nygard (1) also recommends it as it 
allows a rest between columns. Wilson (2) states that it is 
better to allow a child to continue using helping f igures with 
100% COF~ect results than that he be thrown into confUsion by 
being required to give them up. Brownell (3) supplies experi-
mental data supporting the use of crutches. 
During the corrective work on addition, five tests were 
given as a check-up to see that the pupils had actually learned 
the facts as they went along. Test I, which covered just the 
1 facts in Groups I, II, III, is included here as Exhibit 8; Test / 
Ia, which covered the processes and facts in Groups I, II, III, I 
as Exhibit 9; Test II, which covered the facts and processes of 
Groupo Iv,·v, VI, as Exhibit 10; Test III, which covered Groups 
VII, VIII, IX, as Exhibit 11; and Test IV, which covered Group 
X and any of the facts omitted in other tests, as Exhibit 12. 
The Groups referred to here are the ones found in Wilson's 
Addition Drill Book (4). Each pupil received his tests back 
after they had been corrected in order that he could see his 
mistakes and correct them. Before taking the final addition tes 
each pupil received a sheet with a summary of his mistakes. Thi 
is shown in Exhibit 13. 
Individual Diagnosis and Corrective Work 
As all corrective work is largely of an individual nature 
---------------------------------------------------------------1. Nygard, P.H. nAccuracy in Addition ... Mathematics Teacher; 
27:154, 1934. ~ -
2. Wilson, Guy M. 100% Arithmetic Teacher's Manual, Macmillan 
Co., New York, 1933, P• 33 • 
=-=--=-----== -=3=-di~--VfwA-.----'' The=P~~t=G:rGt-Ghe-s=4-n.::c:.::I--n-g=t:l'!tt:e=t:ton,-1bm.::e. .. -== -=:=-=---:-.::=-=-== 
mentary School Journal, 34: 607-619, Apr11,1934. 
4. Ibid 2. 
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necessarily, t\le. procedure followed in each case will 11.611.1 be 
discussed to some extent. 
lupil 2 received a score of 97 in 7 minutes on the Primary 
· Addition Facts, Exllibit 1; a score of 7076 With a time rank o:f 
32 on the Lennes Addition Process Test, Exhibit 5; and a score 
of 75/~ in 25f minutes on the Addition Process Test,Exhibit 6. 
She was definitely a counter and also needed drill on the 
addition facts. This drill was carried on by means of :flash 
oards and the Rapid-Easy Drill Card(l) Even after she had 
~pparently learned the facts, this pupil still counted when it 
came to column addition. When the author pointed out each 
number and told ller specifically not to count, she seemed to 
get along all right. :Perhaps tb.e b.abit b.ad been too long in 
existence to be completely eradicated without leaving a sense 
of unsureness wb.en it came to lo~g problems in a test where 
sb.e wanted to get 10076. 
... - - - - ~ - - ~ - . - ~ - ~ - - - - -- ~ - ~ ~ ~ 
1. Rapid-Easy Drill Card. Cook and Co • .Minneapolis, Minnesota 
.L.xhi bi t 8 
Nsme 
-------
J:: i me at; sta :.' t 
----
0 Lj, ,- ~~ G 4 9 D .-; 
2 5 9 2 4 6 3 
8 4 
6 4 
1 S+ 3 = 15 ~ 4 -: 
82• :-5 .. 2 5+- 4 ... 
3 ~~ "'- 3 -: 35 +-4 -
1 6+4 = 1 3 ~ 9 .: 
2 6 + 4~ 23 t- 9= 
:?6t 4: 3 :.:5 +9 : 
45+4-:. 4~+ ~ 
49 + 3 : 54 • 6 :: 
45+4 -:. 56 ~ 4 -:. 
64+ 6:. 1 6+:3 ::. 
48~ 2 : 2 6+ 3 -: 
56 +3 "' ;?6+3 = 
18 ~ 2: 1 2.+8 = 
28 +2 : (:2+8 : 
38 • 2= 3 2~ 8 :. 
56 ~ 3 = 4 9 +4 :: 
63 + 6 ~ 56+ 2 = 
49 +4 : 72 "'8 "" 
=56 -
I nven t ory 'I'est I 
.AdcU t i on 
De.te 
-----------
;;i me E.t Pi n i s h 
5 2 1 3 4 
4 3 1 6 9 
,-
D 7 ( 7 .:; 8 
8 ,., ,) 7 5 
19 " 3 = 
29 ~3 .: 
3 9 t 3 .:. 
14" 5 ;. 
24 ~ 5 .:: 
34 i- 5= 
64 +5= 
49 +3 = 
72+3 :. 
19+4 :. 
(~ 9 + 4 : 
39~ 4 .:.. 
14 +9 =-
~2 4 + 9 :' 
34 .... 9 .:. 
72 ~8 .:: 
4 ;.: + 6 = 
63 +6 .:: 
2 2 
6 8 
6 4 
t3 ~- L '~ 
1 2 + ~ : 
22 +{: :. 
3~.: +2 = 
13 ~ 2 = 
L3 \o f: :. 
4 ~: +3 -: 
81~ 1 = 
63+ 2 :. 
13 +3 :0. 
E3 ._3 : 
3~) +- 2J .:a 
13 • 6 = 
::;3 t 6 : 
:x..H 6 .: 
63+3 ::: 
48 +2 : 
72 +6 : 
33 +2 .=. 
3 
3 
3 
6 
--------
6 8 9 6 0 
2 2 4 ::5 0 
14 h S: 
f.A +6 .: 
:.J4 +-6 = 
11~1: 
21+1 ::. 
31 + 1 ~ 
56 +-4 ::. 
54 ~ 5 :. 
1 6 +- 2 = 
~6 · 2 = 
36+ 2 .=. 
10 +0 .: 
20 +0 .= 
30 ... 0 .: 
72 +6 = 
56 ~3 = 
4 {:.+ (>= 
2 
4 
I 
i 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
li 
I 
I ,, 
I 
I 
I 
Thi s test cove:r s the f.[Lct s i n groups I, I I , III i n t: i1son ' s ·I 
.Aud i t ion :U:ci 1 1 Book . !1 
jl 
I 
! 
li 
i! 
I 
l 
il 
I 
I 
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I J~x hi bit 9 I a 
I 
: ?r oc ess Test 
···a t e 
---~---
I!' O.Ii1t~ 
-------
Ti me a t 3t ar t Ti me at Pini sh 
------ -----
1 • . ) 3 0 
"" • 
) 8 
~ 3 
I 
4 
2 
,-. 
~ 
~5 
0 
I 
! 6 . ) 644 7 . ) 37 
3 ;~ 1 354 
31 1 69 
3 . ) LH~ 
36 
1 8 
8 . ) 63E.i 
283 
119 
4.) ~2 
9 . ) 
50~ 
<103 
89£> 
390 
3 :..:;4 
416 
F. • ) LL '- c· ~ _ ,o,~ 
4 24 
10.) 8L? 
L.i:9;:) 
S3 7 
408 
375 
I 11.) .) . 6 7 1 :~ .) •jp:JG .40 1 3.) ~10.02:'1 
6. 00 
14.) ~p 9. 03 
3 . 90 
2 . 5 7 
(., . 63 
1 5 . ) 
.13 1.90 
9 
4 
6 
LJ: 
9 
1 6.) 6 
32 
254 
125 
1. 80 
4.10 
~hi s test covers the pr ocesses a n& ~acts of groups I-III 
in Wil s on ' s Addi t ion Drill Book. 
II 
'I 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
- ___ c=---==J:!= 
--=tr----
11 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
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i::.:xh i bit 10 
Inventor~ ~est No. II 
..:ldd.lti on 
j Hame ______ _ _ Date 
--------------------
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
d 
S:ime a t st art :;.'ime a u ] ' ini s h 
-----
2 0 r-· :J 7 5 8 3 7 5 0 7 r 7 4 6 8 9 2 9 1 0 
5 7 3 8 5 7 5 6 2 3 9 6 2 8 1 4 0 7 7 6 
7 3 5 9 9 2 7 1 4 9 
7 4 7 2 1 9 5 9 3 0 
16+ 2 ~ 17 ~ 9 .:: 22 \. g.:=. E6 t 1 ==- 32+?.:!. 
17+ 6:: l6 t-1= 2 71-5=-. 27 +-9 ~ 38+4 ::. 
1 3 t 5 .:: l7 t- '7 =. 2~3 :. 24-tS:::. 31+ 6 -
1 8+ 7=- 1 4+ 3 :. 27 \- 7-=- 26 *- 6'!:... 3 4 ..- 8=.. 
1 5 -1- 5 ::. 1 '7+ 5-:.. 25 +2 .o:. 29 .J- 7:::. 39+9~ 
17+ 8 -=- 1 2-\-9 = 27 +6 = 21-t- 6:::.. 3?+2=-
1 5 + 3 ; 11+ 9 =. 23\o- 5 - 35+ 2= 37 .... 9 ::: 
1 6+- 7~ 19~ 2 -:. 28 + 7::.. 37+ 6::=. 36-\--1 == 
1 ~>4- 5::. 1S..7=-. ~2 2 +-5 -=- 33-t- 5 = 3 7-H::: 
1 3~0':. 1 9 -\-1 ::. 23r O-=- 38t- 7 ::.. 3 4-+3 =.. 
19-r7-=- 1 3 +- 4 ::. 2 6 +- 7-=:. ;) 5..f- 5 c:. 374-5~ 
1 0+ 6'::. 10+9:. 2 5 -t-3:::.. 37+8::. 3Z+ 9=-
1 2.-t- 7:. 8 0 +9 ::.. 2 7 +-8= 35+3::. 31+ 9= 
1 8~ 4:: h<3+4 -=-. 25 +-5 ::: 36 +-7.:::. 39+ 2::-
1H- 6 =- 29 +1::.. 27+-2 ':: 3~:-1- 5=- 35+ 7::. 
1 4 + 8:- 25 +- 7= 2 8 t 4 -=- J3+0-::. 39+1~ 
19+- 9 ~ 29 +2 ::- 22+- 7 ::: 39+7~ 33+4-=--
1 7+2 -=- 21 \-9=- 29 ~-=- 36't"6 "=. 50 1-9:=. 
663 870 800 9 650 3 5 291 
3 7 127 3 4568 79 2 7 
6 7 85 6763 63 37 
5 05 46 112 3396 390 908 
1 82 5534 35 78 
7506 745 50 6 
5073 
504 57 3700 3 710 300 
665 35 30 7 6 73 272 
393 603 553 391 5 
60 56 8 1 969 76 
205 8784 46~~ 92 7 602 
932 752 97 75 
683 
Thi s test covers t he f a cts an d processes of group s 
IV, V, i i in \a1 son ' s Add i tion Dr i ll Bo ok. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!I 
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--=-=-==--==t:l===-----·-- ~~--__ ---,---====================~===== Exhib it :n 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
Invent ory ~es~ III 
.Acldi t ion 
Ikme Date 
----------------- ----------~------
~ime 
-----------------
8 9 6 7 9 8 1 5 6 0 1 5 7 2 8 3 1 4 9n 8 
8 6 5 1 8 9 7 6 9 9 8 9 4 1 3 8 2 7 5 1 
18+ 1.:::- 15t9~ 
18 t 9=- 1 9+ 6--
24t 7=- 23+ 8 :: 
:?1+ 2=- 34+ 7::. 
19+5-= 39+5::: 
19+ 8-:: 28 +-3~ 
Gl r 2::: 1 9..\-0 :: 
3 7't4::: 1 4-8 = 
1 4 -\- 7= 1 3 +8=-
1 7+- 1-::: 28 t-9 = 
2 5+ 9-::. 22+1= 
3 1 +-8::: 38 +3::: 
S2 i-1-=- 68+-l =-
21 +8-::. 27-+4 ::. 
16+5-=- 28+8::::. 
11 +-2-=- 1 2t 1:: 
72't5':- 56t 6-=.. 
9 7 
1 8 0 
3 0 9 
4 2 3 
7 3 
7 1 49 72 7 
69 296 598 
1 5 476 29 9 
8 90 
17+4~ 
81+ 7:::: 
45+6.::. 
56+5 ..::: 
49t-6-:= 
18+8 .:. 
16+9== 
1 5 ~6 ::. 
11+-7=. 
2. 9+5~ 
28+ 1= 
G 6+£:::. 
21 \-7: 
25 +6= 
27+1-=-
29+()-= 
7') tl?-
.,.. 
52 4::)1 
41 408 
··4 c- o w • (.-~. 
• 50 
7.00 
2 .00 
6 . 30 
-
294-6 ::::. 
29+ 8-:: 
E6 t-9=-
48 +1-::. 
63+-8-= 
49+ 5:::. 
48+3:::.. 
54+- 7:::: 
42+1..:. 
8 1 +- 2= 
8 1+-8 :.. 
6L_1-+-17= 
72+-1 -
3 9+() .:: 
38-t-9 -
3 9+-6-::. 
48-t-4::... 
81 40 
52 31 
24 ~-. .:. 
;?4 . G 7 
. 09 
7 . 35 
39+8 =: 
3 5+6..::: 
31-+7.=:. 
36 +-5.= 
37+1= 
36+ 9= 
38 +8-
33 .1-8;::,. 
35 t-9::=:.. 
45+ 2 
63-t- 5 ::::::. 
48+7~ 
45+5 =. 
45+3 -
56T7-
421"5= 
81 t-6 ;:::_ 
42 23~ 
221 30 
631 1 3 0 
~hi s ~e st covers the f a.c.:ts ana_ })ro cesses of grou ps 
VII , VIII,IX i n ~ilson's ~ddi t i on Drill Book . 
•I 
il 
I 
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Exb.ibit 12 
InventQry Test No. IV· 
Addition ' 
iName __________________ __ Date 
----------~------I 1 Time ________ _ 
II 
1/ 2 0 
liQ ! 
II 1 1 10~2::: 
j11to:: 
l ! i~t~ 1 14+0~ 
1112+0=. 
I! 10+1= l13tl-
l l5t-O.::: 
10+4=-
4crt2::.. 
Slt-3=.. 
, 40H5-:::. 
! 39+8-= 
1
35i-3 =-
14t4~ 
2ot2~ 
22+0::. 
36t'8-=. 
j 24t(>-=. 
I 26+8-=. 
34+-0::. 
40+8:: 
I 31to-=-
/ 33-H.:::: 
'I 64t2.::. 
I 72-t-3-:. 
I 
3 5 
1 0 
0 0 1 1 
4 2 0 3 
-
40+1= 
63-+l-=-
40t4:=-
10t6== 
15+1= 
10t-7-
1lt4~ 
lOtS -=-
16to= 
11f6::. 
17+0-::. 
14+1~ 
lat-0 :::: 
37-t-1-:= 
14T"S -=-
15t8 -
20t4_ 
22t-4 = 
37t5-::.. 
24+-2 = 
2?+3=. 
34+2= 
30+1-
31 t3::: 
40+-3 = 
64-t-4::. 
7214.::. 
0 4 
5 0 
-
-
28-Kl-:::. 
24~];: 
274-0-:: 
21+6-:.. 
26+0:::: 
20t-8= 
21'+4::: 
20-l-7: 
25+1::: 
29+6 =. 
40+-6=-
46tl::. 
40+7-
36-l.-6-
39-\-0=: 
18+-6-;. 
20+-6~ 
22-j-5-
38-t-5-
24t4-=. 
28+5~ 
34+4::.. 
39-t-2:::.. 
32-l-0= 
42+4= 
64t-5 =-
18t5~ 
6 l 7 4 8 0 1 6 0 0 
0 5 0 1 Q. 6 4 1 1 8 
- --
81+4-:::. 38+0 =: 
81+-6-:::. 54+8:::. 
64+1.::: 56..&-1=-
64+-J.=: 64-t-3.::. 
39+6:: 64+3:::.. 
35+-1::. 49-t-2 ::. 
30 -1--7 =- 4~t:7 =-
31+.7::: 49+J. .:::-
30-~8::.. 63+4~ 
36-\-0-::. 38+8= 
31+5 =- 36t9 ;:: 
37+0:: 35+6:::-
34+1::.. ~1+7 :::. 
39+6:::: 38+9 -
63+4- 371-9-=.. 
18+-'7~ 3ot-4 .:: 
21+0:::_ 39~6 :::: 
35+0--. 31+0 : 
38+-&.:- 31+3 ;. 
25-t-0'"' 32to -
281-"9 -~ 32+4::::: 
54 +-2-:: 3 2+6-
54f-4= ' 33..~-
301"3.:: 40+3-
30+2- 42+4~ 
64+2= 48ti5 =: 
64 -~4-,;... 64+6 -
I ~his test aovers the facts of Group X in Wilson's Addition 
I 
i 
!, 
I\ 
I' ,, 
II I! 
'I I~ 
I! 
II 
il 
li !I I, 
1: 
il 
~rill Book and any facts omitted in the previous tests. 
I 
jl 
ILl 
- -:.1-=-== 
II 
.J 
'I 
I· ~I 
I 
I 
! 
i 
I 
I' I 
I 
~ - -------· ------ --·------li 
II 
II 
li 
/I -=~=-~,--~==' ----
I 
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-Re;eort·- of --~tie"'-Four--Inven o:ry~·ens---
Bernard Smith ' 
i This report is to bring to your attention the type of mis-
jl takes you tend to make in addition. Study it t horougb.ly and 
!\ practice on the list of examples given. They are the ones you li missed in the four tests. If you can overcome these difficulties: 
II you should easily get 100% . in the final test. / 
--===--=:::=::= 
1: · . · II li Example Your answer Right Answer Probable reason for misit ake 
,I 1 3 L 
jl • 2 You evidently added anJ.: 
,j 4 extra 2 into the 
'i 2 column 
I 2 
I 
II 
I i 2. 893 
ij 390 
11 324 
i 416 
I 
i 3• 7 
!I 6 
I 
l1 i 4. 1 
9 
5. 
6. 
i 
I 7. 
I' 
,I 8. 
I 
I 
II 9. 
I 
I 
,, 
II 
------t 
!I 
I! 
26+6:. 
35+-2:::. 
35+3 = 
503 
3617! 
'"34'5' 
6766 
4a3s 
308 
6977 
57 
665 
395 
60 
205 
932 
683 
-
15 
2123 
12 
1 
31 
27 
36 
23l.03 
13 
2023 
13 
10 
32 
37 
38 
22903 
no ana. 2997 
-·-------
----·-··---
You carried 3 instead j 
of 2 from 2d column 
,, 
(Haste) Remember that 
accuracy snould come 
before speod.Don ' t 
burry until you are 
sure you are right. 
You must have read th 
9 as- a 0 
The 6 could have been 
mistaken for a 5 
Carelessness 
Decade fact 55· 3 38 
You must have read 
tlle 3 in the 3d col. 
as a 5 or made a 
combination error. 
il 
. /1 
===+== !I 
I 
I 
I 
I Report of the Four Inventorl Tests 
(cont.) 
II 
IJ 
Bernard Smith 
II 'I Example Your answer 
l1 10. 4 
Right answer 
I 7 
I 
I 
' 11. 9 
,I s 
II 
j, 12. 8 
no ana. 
no ana, 
no ana. 
J! 1 
rl 13. 72.., -- 34 
r 14. 63 +8 ._ 44 
15. $4.67 
.09 
7.35 12.01 
-
16. 40+1-- 42 
ij 
I 
I 
79 
71 
$12.11 
41 
--
Frobable reason for 
Didn't see it 
Same 
Same 
Decade fact, 72 7 79 
Decade fact, 63 8 71 
You carried 1 instead 
of 2 
~ecade fact 40 1 41 
i 
Ll ---===-=--= ---=-===-===--
!! 
il 
II 
,I 
Eu~il 2 r s e rro rs in c u rrying ~ere eradi c~t ed by use of the 
a ccount ing method . Hm.':evel" , this methocl se emed to i n cre&,s e 
her t i me on test s . She received t he follo~ ing sc or es on the 
t e s ts ts.}::en during ·Ghe corre c tive Y: ork : s:'es t I, :;_;xhibit 8 , 
9'7 . 5';.;,; in 6 u i:nv.tes c: Ed 20 seconds; J:est Ia, l:~xhibit 9 , 75.0~;; 
in 5 minutes ; s.'e st II , Lxhibit 10, 9 1. 67~6 i n 30 mi11ntes ; ~est 
III, ~xhib it 11, lOOfo in 1 6 miru1tes ; and ~est IV , ~x hibit 1 2 , 
99 . 3 3;; in 10 minut es . ..::ifter 41 f orty r.~inute l1 BI'io d. s , ? u p il 2 
rec e ive d a sc ore of 100% in 1 8 minutes , on the fina l ~ati t icn 
Proee s s {_;_'est , :Uxhibit 6 V.' hi ch i ' c~s a gain of 24 ll Oint s C:·,ncl 7 ~ 
minutes . 
~upil 6 rec e ived a score of 99~ i n 11 minutes on the 
:i'rima r y -iddition lacts , ~xhib it l, a scoTe of 1001" v:·ith E:. t ixne 
r[;.nk of Sl on the lennes .::~. c1. 6. i t i on 2 ro ue s EJ ::es·~ , Lzhi b i t 5 , c:m6. 
I a sc o:r e o f 96>j i n 21-f.t rainut e s on -G he ".:.cl.cli tion l- ro e: ess ':..est , 
.Sxhibit G. Her er 2. or s on ·Ghe pr e liminc:-,,·y tests lie i ' e c1u e to 
f aulty c arrying an d l a ck of lno~l edge of t he ) r i rnary fs~ts ss 
f~,~~ ::1s coul c".. be .?.sc ei·t .;i.ine d but ·chi E> g·i r l -.;._..s ono. of t he pllp ils 
P1..1 .. :pil 6 :.Jtill co 1.:mte f' at the j 
en ci.. o f tb.e c orrec·Give ,-.·ork Cl .. e3 J::I i te conpl ete kno'i.' l cc~ge of tb.e 
fc.cts ,,_nd .. ~v en UJ~o. e r 'Lhe ·; j i 'essure of spee c.. Pn) il 6 received. 
t b.e follo~nin t: sc ores on t he t ests 2d .. mi n i st erec C: ln: ing t he 
secon ct s ; C.' e st Ia , .. ..;oxhilJit 9 , 93 S/4~~ i nS !..1inutes c:mC.. 60 
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sec ants ; ~e st II , ~xhib it 1 0 , 94 . 0~; in 17 ~inutes ; ~est III, 
~~:rh~ l~ i t .ll, 9LL 1 2.,j- · ~n ~~ ciD.ntes.; ~:.ncl ~est IV, ..:...::: bi bit 1 ~..:. , 1oo;; II 
l ln J_ o r~nnute:3 ::C'.ncl ;.JU f:.l c on cl s . ' .... ' hl s gl r l ::.:·~.:; c e 'i vc:Jc;_ <::; s co1·e oi /' 
l OOia in 1 5 n i nutes sncl 10 :::; ecol.! ( S OIL t he i iilt •. l a.:.c~6_ i -u ion J:'rocess Ill 
'_,_ ::;st ' .C.:X I!.i b i t G, "VI tl i C:tl \ /c•, s te:. c~·s, in of 4 ~JO ints i:-3~~- 6 cinutO!::J ;:_.,y;_(' ~ 
, .. 0 se c onds . had S?ent 1 7 f ort y 2iz~2te 
I 
/ vrorh: in .s.o.cU t i on . 
I ~u]il 8 rece i vea 90 in 6 Dinutes on ~he ?r i mary ~d6it ion 
Proceos ~est ~xhi b it 6 . Jhe [ i dn ' t ~no~ the 'set s so trill 
·•.·.: ~_:· .'.·: • ·i"~.T G.i"l · nc nc•.':-j --,_· t'·o ·-, ..~.~ 1 "'OlJ 1 q (l) 
- -- - .... "J - - · -.lJ.I_. ' -'• ,.... - o....J - I 
out thc:.t s ix :fl l us s i x \": t::.s t"\7el ve and. s i x ) lus seven ·i as one 
mor~ anQ therefore thi rte en . ~hi s e~;l ~na~ ion ha~ to be ~aa e 
uor'e then onc e on cl.i f f' e:cent c-;,gys befoTe she -r:onl c-:.. ret t in it. 
Coml·cing Y.as a ma jor Cc i f:f i cul ty o. t the beginrdng: of tho 
she v:;:>.S l c.s t in ·cbe cl!:1s s t inisb.ing L test 0:1.: l .ot . 
:fore , i t (~ i c_n ' t Ce o nn e h t;oo c_ ·co ·~e ll he:t that c-ountines· :;_J l'O -
l JLged the t i me on a ~est . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I 
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r Another f ault of Pupil 8 was carrying. It see~sthat a~ 
Jl waited t a add in the "carry" until it was c onveni en t and by " 
I! that time had often forgotten what it was. This habit was 
I 
broken by insisting that she do i t fir~;J.t and for awhile she was 
allowed to write it in at the bottom of the column. 
v 
In the preliminary tE;tsta and occ:as,ionally in b,er work, 
this girl skipped a number. By placing her pencil on each 
number, she was able to overcome this .• 
Bridging also caused some difficulty until it was ex-
/ plained to her and concrete examples given that no matter to 
j w.hat number another number leas then 10 was added, ttle product 
would never excee~ the original number by more than one 
decade. 
Pupil 8 received ttlE;t foll owing scoree~ on ttle teats given 
I 
1 during tb.e corrective work: Test I, ~hibit 8)97.5% in 7 
I . 
I minutes; Test Ia, Extlibi t 9 100% in 5 minutes and 10 seconds; 
I Teat II, Exhibit 10 93.18% in 17 minutes and 45 s econds; 
Teat III, Exhibit 1194.12% in 12' minutes; and Teat IV, !bcllibit 
12 98.67% in 12 minutes. On the final Addition Proc~ss Tea~, ,I 
after 48 forty minute periods of corrective work, Exhibit 6 
she received a score of Baof,in 16 minutes wuich was a gain of ·I 
12 points and of 2 minutes. 
Pupil 11 received 89~~n 8 minutes on the Primary Addition 
-· - - . . - -
Facts, Exhibit l; 501&Vi t h a time rank of 24 on the Lennea 
Addition Process Test, Exhibit 5 and 801oin 18 minutes on the 
Addition Process Test, Exhibit 6. Lack of knowledge of the 
,, 
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facts caused most of the mistakes so drill was given on them 
constantly. This was carried on individually, in pairs. and 
with the teacher. 
This boy was a counter at the beginning and at the end 
of the corrective period although he came to know practically 
all of the combinations. Speed didn't seem to be ~ hiq 
vocabulary. E-rery happening in the classroom attracted b.is 
,. 
attention. Even when he took tb.e test~ in an empty room, llle 
seemed to waste time. 
He usually forgot to add in the "carry" or added the wrong 
one. This was partially due to the habit of adding it any 
time b.e got around to it. Stress was laid upon the adding in 
of the ncarry" the first thi~g when starting a new column. 
Pupil 11 received the following scores on the tests given 
during the corrective work: Test I, Exhibit 8, 98.33% in 10 
minutes and 55 seconds; Test Ia, Exhibit 9, 87t% in 9 minutes 
and 30 seconds; Test II, Exhibit 10, 93.18~oin 22 minutes and 
30 seconds; Test III, Exhibit ii, 97.48~n 14 minutes 20 
seconds; and Test IV, Exhibit 12, 98. 67~.in 23 minutes. After 
45 forty minutes periods of corrective work in addition, b.e 
received a score of 881~n 17 minutes on the final Addition 
Process Test, Exhibit 6, which was a g~iri of 8 pointe and of 1 
minute over the initial resUlts. 
PUpil 14 received 8610in 14 minutes· and 30 seconds on the 
Addition Facts, Exhibit l, 40fowitb. a time rank of 20 on the 
Lennes Addition Process Test, Exhibit 5, and 7~foin 15 mi.nutes 
I 
lr 
I i -67-
1 
I 
____ _JL_____ _ __ _:___ . 
-~he Addition Process Test, Exhibit 6. 
I mistakes was lack of knowledge of the 
His chief cause of 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
addition facta. Drill 
was carried out aa. has been stated above. It was hoped that 
this would help to eradicate the habit of counting but evident-
ly it didn't as he still counted at the end of the work. 
Carrying caused many errors and was found to be due to the 
habit of adding it in any time he felt like it. This was ovex- -' 
come by oral work in which he was ma.de to add the ncarry" in at 
the first of each new column. 
Pupil 14 grouped combinations with the result that he 
omitted a digit now and then. 
add the column straight up. 
In oral addition, he was made to l 
This practice plus seeing examples 
wherein he bad made mistakes because of this habit caused him 
to drop this method of addition. In _oral work, this boy 
to guess at the answer, or at least pre- I thought it was cute 
tend that he didn't know it. It was most aggravating and n~de 
1 it hard to tell wb.e~t ·.her he knew the combinations or not. 
.I 
'I 
I Obviously bet t er motivation was needed, but just what type 
couldn't be determined. He thought he was cute enough to get 
away with anything. He wanted to go away to school another 
year and had to have a good behavior report to do so. .As a l 
result of a talk between the Principal and this boy on this 
subject he really worked hard for about a week. As a part-
time teacher, it is hard to change a pupil's behavior and 
attitude for that one hour you are with him, especially when 
neither his own teacher or the Principal lmow what to do. ! 
I 
! 
I 
II 
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I This pupil received the following scores on the testa 
/i 
J 
I
i given during the corrective work: 
10 minutes and 30- seconde:; Teat Ia, Exhibit 9 87.,0tLn 5 minutes 
. . . t . 
Test I, Exhibit 8, 92.5 in 
. . -· 
and 30 seconds; . Test II, Exhibit l0,93.181.in 22 minutes and 
· 30 seconds; Test III, Exhibit II, 79..83f,in 37 minutes ; and 
Test IV, Exhibit 12, ~7.331ain 11 minutes., After 46 forty-
minute periods of correct·ive work in addition, lle received a 
score of 84~in 15 minutes on the final Addition Process 
Test, E:x:hibi t 6, wllic ll was a gain of 12 points over t lle initial 1 
1
1 test. 
Pupil 23 received 81% in 6 minutes and 30 seconds on tile /· 
Primary Facta, Exhibit 1; 40% with a time rank of 35 on the 
Lennes Addition Process Test, Exhibit V; 800'fo in 21 minutes and 
30 seconds on tile AdQ.ition Process Test, Exhibit 6. Lack of 
knowledge of tile combinations caused most of his difficulties. 
Drill wasca~ried out to remedy tllis. Carrying was the cause -of 
his otller mistakes. This was over-come _ after he had establishe~ 
the habit of a dding in tile ~carry" first or at the f oot of the 
column. Gaps upset him in tests but this was remedied during 
the work as was the miateading of numbers. II 
Pupil 23 obtained tile .following scores on the tests j' 
given during the cor rective work: Test I, Exhibit 8, 96.34 Jf0 
li in 5 minutes and 35 seconds; Test Ia, Exhibit 9, . 87~Mt/J.n 3 
minutes and 50 seconds; Test II, Exhibit 19, 94.03(i n 16 minut ~s 
and 30 seconds; Tes.t III, Exhibit, 94.95% in 8 minutes and 30 I I 
seconds,and ~est IV, Exhibit 12, 100% in 9 minutes. After 23 11 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
========~=============·~(( 
forty-minute periods of corrective work in addition, this pupi~  
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received a score of 100% in 10 minutes on the final Addition 
I 
Process Test, Exhibit 6, which was a gain of 20 points and 11 
minutes and 30 seconds over the initial results. 
il Pupil 24 received 99% in ll minutes and 30 seconds on the 
j Addition Facta, Exllibit l; lO.O% witll a time rank of 28 on 
I I 
I Lennea Addition Process Teat, Exllibit 5, and 84% in 24 minutes J 
on the Addition Process Teat, Exhibit 6. T hi a girl eeems I j 
naturally slow in all ber actions wllicll results in comparativel 
She counted at tile first of the work 1 
but got over it after she had learned the facts she .didn't j 
long timeQ on . her teats. 
know and after it had been impressed upon her bow much longer I 
it took ller to do a test. Her iinal time looks as if slle still 
counted but it was the result of slow careful work and very 1 
conscientious checking in order to get 100%. Her other mistake t 
1 were due to carrying and was corrected after she got into tile 
I 
I 
. I 
~ 
habit of adding the "Gar ry" in tile first thing at the start 
of the next column. 
On the testa given during the remedial work, she received 
the f ollowing scores: Test 1, Exllibit 8,100~«>in 8 minutes; 
Test Ia, Ex!libit 9, 100 in 6 minutes; Test II, ~hibit 10, 
. . 
98% in 18 minutes; Test III, Exhibit .l1, 100% in 12 minut~a; 
and Test IV, Exhibit 12, lOO% in 9 minutes. After 39 fo~ty­
minute periods, :Pupi.l 24 received a score of lOO% in 17 
minutes and 30 seconds on the final Addition Process Teat, 
Exhibit 6, which was a gain of 16 points and of 6 minutes and 
seconds over the initial results. 
II 
ll 
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Pupil 26 received a score of 99% in 8 minutes on the 
Addition Facta, Exhibit 1, 100% w:l,.th a time rank of 22 on Lennes 
. -. 
. Addition Process Test, Exhibit 5; and 100% in 15 minutes and I .. . . 
130 se_conds on the Addition Process Test, Exhibit 6. Counting 
I 
was her major difficulty. Speed seemed to help 
case but oral work, in which she didn • t b.ave · time 
some in this I 
h:e ..,... r 1 
to count~didAth 
. I . 
mos t good, Also,she · didn't like to be pointed out as a counter 
\A few facts that she didn't k:norre drilled upon and her 
difficulties in carrying were straightened out. In the tests 
given during tb.e corrective work, she received the following 
scores: Test I, Exhibit 8, 90.83% in 6 minutes and 50 seconds; 
Test Ia, Exhibit 9~ 68.75% in 5 minutes; Test II, Exhibit 10, 
- . 
98% in 17 minutes and 45 seconds; Test l;II, Exhibi~ 11, 99.15% 
in 12 minutes and 30 seconds; and Test IV, Exhibit 12, 100% 
in 9 minutes and 40 secQnds, After 17 forty~minute periods of 
r orreetive work in addition, Pupil 26 received a score of 100% 
jill 10 minutes on the final Addition Process Test, Exhibit 6, 
r bicb was a gain 0~ 5 minutes and 30 seconds. 
I Pupil ~7 received a score of 9-7% in 5 minutes on the Addi- jj 
l
:tion Facta, Exhibit. l, 60% with a time rank of 5 on the Lennes 
1 
f ddition Process Teat, Exhibit 5 .. and 80% in 8 minutes on the J 
~ddi tion Process Test, Exb.i bit 6.. Most. of his mistakes were due 1 
ko laak o~ knowledga Of the addition facts but tilts was correct- I 
~d through drill. On the preliminary tests he skipped digits or 
~dded the same one twice. However, in his class work when- he I 
I ________ ----- t 
I 
I 
I 
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wasn't under the pressure of EJ.peed, he seemed to be free :from 
wit ll the ini ti~l resu.l ta. 
Pupil 28 received 100% in 7 minutes on the Addition Facts,. 
Exhibit I, 80% with a time rank of 7 on tile Lennes Add. ition 
' Process Test, Exhibit 6 and was absent for the Addition Process 
I 
Test, Exhibit 6. Thj,s hoy had trouble because of lack of 
knowledge of the addition f acts but this wa s remedied by drill. 
Carrying also caused some of his mistakes. This no longer 
troubled him after he had acquired the habit of adding in the 
"carry" tile first thing when star ting a new column. 
He received the following scores on the tests given during 
the corrective work: Test I, Exhibit 8, 100~ in 7 minutes 
land 30 seconds; Test Ia, Exhibit 9, 93.75% in 5 minutes and 56 I 
-====-#=s=e=c=o=n=d=s=;==T=e=s=t==-I=-I=-,=-=~=-=-~=~=-b=-i=~=l=0=,=9=9=%=i=n=2=3=m=i=n=u=t=e=s=an=d=l=5=s=e=c ends~ 
I 
I 
I 
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Test III, Exhibit a. lmO% in 11 ·minutes; and Te~t IV, Exb.i.bit. ~0 1 
! 100~ in lO minutes. After 19 periods of forty minutes each, 
I P~pil 28 received 10~~~ in 10 minutes on the final Addition 
·1 Process Test, Exhibit 6. 
j Pupil 30 received 97% in 7 minutes and 30 seconds on the 
!Primary Addition Facta, Exhibit 1; 50% with the time rank of 26 
I . 
on the Lennes Ad~ition P~oceaa Te$t, Exhibit 5: and 92% in 16 
minutes and 30 seconds on the Addition Process Teat, Exhibit 6 • . 
Mostof his mistakes were due to lack of knowledge of the 
addition facts but this was overcome by drill. His errors due 
to wrong carrying were donQ away with after he had acquired the 
habit of adding the ttoa:rry" in at tb.e bottom of the column. 
1 This boy received the following scores on the tests given 
\during tb.e corrective work: Teet I, Exhibit 8, 100% in 6 minuteJ 
!and 10 seconds; Test Ia, Exhibit 9, 95.75% in 5 minutes and 50 I 
Ieee ends; Teet II, Ex hi bit 10, 96.2% in 14 minut as and 55 I 
!seconds; Teet Ill, Exhibit ii, 99·.15% in 11 minutea; and Test tV, 
~hibit 12, 100% in 9 minutes and 10 seconds. His habit of 
~ounting was overcome by this time but wily is not known. Re 
~s a rather delicate boy without much pep or stamina. The 
~ ~ddition Process Test seemed to wear him out. It was suggested 
~e might better his time if he took it in two parts but once 
he b.ad start ed he wanted to finish it and see if he b.ad attained I . 
a pei·fect score. After 19 periods of forty minutes each, Pupil I. . 
ro received 100% in 16 minutes on the final Addition Process 
Test Exhibit 6 which was a gain of 8 points and 2 minutes and 
==+ . . 
i 
I 
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30 seconds over the initial results. The time indic.ates careful 
\ c hacking and not _ col:IDting as might _ be su:ppos.ed. 
\ Pupil 32 r~ceived 98% in 7 minutes and 30 seconds on the 
Primary Addition Facts, Exhibit !; 70fo With a time rank of 16 
on Le~es Addition Process Test, Exhibit 5; and 72% in 20 
- . -
minutes and 30 seconds on the Addition Process Test, Exbibit 6, 
Counting was his chief trouble throughout and be couldn't seem 
to rid himself of it. ~erhaps par t of his errors such as adding 
in the same digit twic~, gaps, and omitting one or more digits 
was due to Ilia trying to count too fast. These were overcome 
by making him add orally and by making him take his work more 
seriously. The facts were drilled on as it was needed in this 
, case. Carrying errors were rectified when he acquired the 
I . 
I babi t 
I 
of adding the "oarryn in at the bottom of the column. 
I Pupil 32 received the following saorea on the tests given - . 
' duri~g the corrective work: Test I, Exhibit 8, 98.33% in 9 
1/ 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
minutes; ':Lest Ia, ~hibit 9. 93.75% in 6 minutes and 45 seconds Jj 
I . d/_ . II !!;'eat II. EXhibit 10, 95.4670 in 19 minutes and 30 seconds; Test I 
III, E.xhlbit- 11. 99.15% in 15 minutes and 10 seconds; and Test I 
- . 
IV,· Exhibit i2, 99.33% in 14 minutes, 1his boy received a score 
lof 100% in 16 minutes and 20 seconds on the final Addition 
~ rocess Test, Exhibit· 6, which was a gain of 28 :points an·d of 
114 minutes and 10 seconds. 
I Table XIX shows the individual scores and time for the 
four inventory testa, Exhibits 8-12, used during the corrective 
I 
~ork in addition. As these tests were merely individual check-
I 
I 
I 
)/ 
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ups, toe data is not summarized at all. 
Tabl~ XX . shows the I. Q. 'e,, .the initial scores and time., 
i the final scores and time for the Addition Process Test, I .. 
!Exhibit 6, and the number of 40 minute periods spent on I I. . . I 
addition for each of the twelve pupils in the corrective group. 1 
Initially the scores ranged from 72% to lOo% with only one 
\pupil ~f the 12, or 8.33%, getting a perfect scor~. On the 
!retest, toe scores range from 84% to 100%, wita 9 of the 12 
pupils, or '15%, making perfect scores. The initial median 
score is 80.oo% wh1le the final median soore is 100% which is 
a gain of 20 points. The initial mean score is 82.55% while 
I ~he final mean is 97.27% or a gain of 14.72 points. r the initial tests run from 8 minutes to 2:5 minutes and 30 . The time 
1 aeoonda. The time range. on the retests is 10 minutes to 18 
minutes. The initial median time is 18 minutes and 30 seconds 
while the final median time is 15 minutes and 30 s.econds which 
is a gain of 3 minutes. The final mean time of 14 minutes and 
15 seconds is a gain of 4 minutes and 29 seconds over the initia 
mean time of 18 minutes and 44 seconds. ~rom this same Table 
XX it is seen toat the number of 40 minutes periods of Addition 
loorreative Work varies for the individual pupils from 17 to 48 l perio~s. !l!·~e median 18 .. 2l.~O :· per±oda while the mean is 29.08 
I . 
lperioda.. 
I 
1\ 
I 
I 
!I jl 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
-1S- i\ II 
~- li 
------U...------------------------- - - I ,, 
1 Pupil 
I 
l 2 
I 
I 6. 
I 
I' 
j! 
,i 
II 
I ,, 
I 
I 
i II 
li 
il 
I 
8 
11 
14 
23 
24 
26 
27 
28 
30 
32 
Table XVIII showing the scor~s and time for the 12 pupils on the 
Inventory Addition I Tests, Exhibits I 8-12. 
I 
TEST I TZST Ia I 'Test II 
ScorJ% Time(min) 
-~ ~ IV J Test III Tea+ 
Score-% Time( min) Sco re-~ Score-%' 
97.5 
90.83 
97.5 
98·33 
92.5 
96.34 
100.0 
90.83 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
98.33 
Time( min) Score""'% T1me(m1n) 
8:20 75.0 5:00 9lt7 
7:30 93.75 3=30 94 62 
7:00 100.0 5:10 93~18 
10:55 87.5 9:30 93,,18 
10:30 87.5 5:30 93 i· l8 
' ~ 
5:35 97.5 3:50 94r 
8:oo 100.0 6:00 98 -00 
6:50 68.75 5:00 98~00 
6:30 87.5 3:30 94.t62 
7:30 93.75 5:55 99.\oo 
5:10 93-75 5:30 96.20 
9:oo 93.75 6:45 95.45 
,I 
This table lists the individual scores I 
and times for the Addition Inventort Tests, ! 
Exhibit 8-12, used as check-ups during the I 
remedial work. E.G. Pupil 2 made 97.5% on 
1
. 
Test I, Exhibit 8~ in 8 minutes and 20 
30:00 100.00 
17:00 94.12 
17:45 94.12 
22:30 97.48 
19:00 79.83 
16:30 94.95 
1tl:oo 100.00 
17:45 99.15 
13:00 94.95 
23:15 100.00 
14:35 99.15 
19:30 99.15 
16 :oo 
9:oo 
12:00 
14:20 
37:00 
8:30 
12:00 
12:30 
13:00 
11:00 
11:00 
15:10 
99·33 
100.00 
98.67 
98.67 
97.33 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
99·33 
100.00 
100.00 
99.33 
Time( min~ 
10:00 1 
13:30 I 
12:00 1 
23 :oo II 
11:00 
9:oo 
9:oo 
9:40 
9:10 
10:00 
9:10 
14:20 
seconds; a score of 75oO% on Test Ia~ 1 
Exhibit 9~ in 5 minutes, etc. 1 1 I I 
I 
I 
I II I II 
I 11 
II 1! 
II I 
• ~ I ! 'I 
-- -- -+·· -- -I·--
11 
II 
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Table XX ~lhoWing tb.e initial score and time in minutes and the . 1~ :tina! score and time in minutes for tne Addition Process Tes·t • 
Exhibit 6. as well as tb.e I.Q, and(: tb.e number of forty-minute 
periods spent on corrective work in addition for eaeb. of the 
twelve pupils in the group. 
I 
Fupil 
Initial Final ~o~of Feriods j 
Addition Test Add1t~on Test . spent on cor . • 
Score-~ Time (min) S.core-1.0 1'ime(min) work in ad. • 
2 95 76 25:30 100 18:00 41 
6 90 96 21:30 100 l6:10 17 
.. 
; 
a 96 76 18:00 88 16:00 48 
11 101 80 18:00 17:oo ' 88 45 
14 83 '12 15:00 84 15:00 46 
23 89 80 2.1:30 100 lOiOO 23 
1 24 85 84 24iOO 100 17:30 39 
26 90 100 15:30 100 10:00 17 
27 92 80 8:00 100 10;00 16 
I 28 102 
--.. -- 10:00 19 
130 
100 
98 92 18:30 16:00 19 I 100 
32 93 '12 20:30 16:20 20 100 lledian I.Q. 92 
Initial Final 
· edian Score $0,00 1oo No.of l?eriods 
ean. Score 82.55 97.27 
tand Dev. 9.Q.I. 6.22 Median 21.6 
Mean 29.08 
edian ~ ime 18.30 15J30 
ean Time 18.44 14:15 
tand. .Uev • 4.61 3~2 
.. 
Each period was approximately 40 minutes long. 
This Table is read· as fo11ows:Fupil 2 wb.ose I.Q. is 85 made an 
initial acore of '16~ in 25 minutes and 30 seconds ontb:e A.dditio 
!process Test, ~b.ibit 6, a score of 100~ in 18 minutes on the j 
retest. She spent 41-forty-minute periods _on tll• co~~etttivab~ 
w~~-~~ition. ________ -~+= 
.I 
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'-lla;eter IV _ 
Correc-tive Procedure in Multiplication 
After tile completion of tile addition work, eleven of tile 
pupils worked on multiplication. Pupil 14 wasn't included in 
tllis work because of lack of time, lack of interest and un-
willingness to cooperate. A Multiplication Process ~est was 
made by tile writer similar in scope and design to Wilson's 
(MP) Multiplication r rocess Test (1) to be used as tbe initial 
and final test for determining tile pupils• aollievements. ~his 
test consists of 25 examples ranging from tile easy type •& one 
figure in tile multiplier and one figure in tile multiplication 
aftd to tile !larder type where tllere are 5 figures in both the 
multiplier and multiplicand. In scoring, each example counts 
4 points if correct. This test is shown in Exhibit 14, page~~ 
Its factual analysis is included as Table XXI. It shows that 
everyone of the 100 multiplication combinations occurs at least 
once and a fair sampling of them twice or more. as the 
intelligence plays an important part in this research, the 
I.Q• 's. are included in Table XXII along with the initial re-
sults of tile multi»lication process test, Exhibit 14. for eacll 
of the 11 pupils. It is interesting to note tile relation 
between scores, time, and I .Q.'s. l!'or example, Pupil 11 
- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - -
1. wilson, Guy ll. Diagnostic and Inventory Multiplication 
I est. Tile Palmer Co., Boston, Kass. 
====--=----~----~=============#==~-=-~-=-=-= 
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I 
I 
I 
whose group test I.Q. is 101 made a score of 48% while Pupil 23 
lwhose I.Q. is 89 made a score of 68%, etc. The I.Q.·'s range 
from 85 to 102 with the median I.Q. for this group 92 and the 
mean 92.8. ~ he scores on this test, ~xhibit 14, go from 44% to 
as,& !"i tb a median of 64ro and a mean of 64%. The time is long 
for all the pupils. A time above 12 minutes for this grade is 
at least the sympt~ of faulty work habits. It ranges from 
Jl4 minutes to 40 minutes. The median time is 24 minutes while 
the mean time is 25 minutes and 44 seconds. 
Analysis of Testa 
~ he three tests that · were used in the preliminary testing 
!program, i.e. Exhibits 2,3,4 and the Multiplication Process O!&st I 
Fxhibit 14,were analysed for the errors of the individual pupils 
These errors were l i sted on individual record sheets similar to 
~hibit 15. Of the twenty-eight items, seventeen were necessary 
to cover the errors made on these tests. Table XXIII shows 
the number and types of errors made by the individuals, the 
individual totals, and the group totals. 63 of ~he 298 mistakes)· '€"" 
t7.85%,~ere due to lack of knowledge of the multiplication facts study of the errors allowed that from 67~ to 15% ·of all errors ere due to lack of mastery of the combinati ons.( Z) Miss Belson jj 
Ita} states that the pupils didn rt know the primary facts. 
~.-cie;e~s: i.i.-~d-~;u;a;e;,-P:F: ;A-S;p;r;i;i~n-P;oje~t-
in Multiplication." Journal of Educational .H.esearch, pp. 
387·396, Dec. 1928. 
2. ~elson, Helen G. The Corrective Load in Arithmetic in a Juni 
----=++===~i~g_b._S_c_ll~ ol_,___~ster • a Tbesis ._Boston Universit 1938 
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flasb. cards, and a game similar to bingo, whic b. is described 
in Soles11 the sis ( 4). Wilson 1 s Multiplication Drill Book ( 5) 
was also used, 
66 of tb.e 298, 21,81% mistakes on tb.e preliminary tests, 
were caused by zeros. Evidently the class was not accustomed 
to tb.e following type of example as tb.ey caused quite a bit 
of confusion: 
360 
80 
--
or 
$260 
520 
-
Miss Nelson concluded tb.at moat errors are caused by zeroes (6), 
Cooke(7) found that many difficulties were caused by zeroes in 
the multiplier and the multiplicand. ~b.e zero was disregarded 
- - - -
.Kelley, Anna. Teaching Remedial Arithmetic." American Jcb.ool 
Journal, August, 1935. 
2. · Wilson, Guy M. "One-Hundred-per-cent Multiplication.u 
i:t~l:log. American C-hildhood. 21:22-3, June 1936. 
3. Bapid~Easy Drill Card. Cook and Co. Minneapolis, Minn. 
4. Soles, Edward, Diagnostic and Corrective Measures in 
Addition. Master's Thesis, Boston University, 19.35. 
5. Wilson, Guy. M. i'lOo% Drill Books in Arithmetic." 
MacMillan, Boston, 1934. 
6. Ibid 1. 
7. Cooke~ Dennis."Diagnostic and Remedial Treatmen t in 
Ari t hi:netic. '! Feabody Journal of Education. pp. 143-151, Nov. 
1931 • 
. r---
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Exbibit 14 
Multi;e1ication .Teat 
a.) 7 4 6 7 5 3 7 5 0 4 
9 a i 5 ! ! 6 i 1 3 
c.) :g;3.64 
5 
-
11. ) 50 
ll 
m.) 38 
63 
-
r.) 691 
300 
v.) 268 
961 
-
i. ) 
d.) $5.01 
6 
-
$700.91 
·2 
n.) $8.30 
94 
-
s.) 3157 
149 , 
.......,.......1 
w.) 975 
857 
-
e.) $5.80 
8 
-
j. ) 62 . 
49 
-
0. ) 184 
85 
-
t.) $260 
520 
x.) 8063 
802 
-
Date_· --~-------------
Time ________________ __ 
b.) 631 
7 
f.} 902 
7 
-
-
g.) $9.20 
30 
k.) 419 l. ) 94 
91 64 
-- -
.. } P' 362 q.) 674 80 302. 
- -
u.) 748 
627 
-
y.)' 379 
3600 
This test covers the multlpi:ication fu at~ and processes 
as completely as seems possible. Tb.ere are 25 examples. 
Tb.erefore, in scoring, each one counts 4 points, if correct. 
- ,--
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
TABLE XXI. 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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Showi~S the Factual Anal~~is of t~e Multiplica-
tion_~rocess T~st, -~xh:l:,bit 14. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
3 2 3 4 1 1 5 3 3 3 
2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 
3 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 2 1 
1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 
1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 
1 1 1 2 2 2 1 3 3 2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 
2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 
1 3 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 
This table !ully analyzes the multiplication Process 
Test, Exhibit 14, showing the frequency of the co~ 
binations that occur. The numbers at the top are 
multiplied by the numbers to the left. Eq. OXO 
occurs 3 times, OXl occurs 2 times, etc. All the 
facts occur at least once. 
! 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I• !I 
I 
I 
I 
i II 
.I 
I 
====~~-----~~---~=-~=-~~~-~~~=-====-===---==~=-=-==========~~-=-==-=-~=========¥.======= 
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I TABLE XXI: Showing the initial scores and time 
IJ ,the Multlplication Frocess, Exhibit 14, forthe 
11 the corrective group along witll their I,Q. 'a. 
in minutes. on [ 
I 
I Pupil 
I 2 
I 6 
I 
I e 
I j ll 
23 
I 24 
II 
II :: 
I I 28 
I 
I 30 I 
132 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
li 
II 
i 
: 
I 
I! 
ll pupils in 
r. Q. Score-% ~ime(m~n) 
85 52 25 
90 14 
96 66 40 
JJOl 48 40 
89 68 24 
85 64 21 
90 44 19 
92 21 
102 76 30 
98 88 20 
93 72 29 
lledian 92 Median score 64 
Yean 92.8 Mean seore 64.'0 
Standard Dav, 12.53 
Median Time 24 
:Mean Time 
Standard Dev. 6.10 
Tb.is Table is read as follows.: Pupil 2, who llas an r.~. 
I 
1
1 
of 86 as found from a group Intelligence test, made a score 
I 
I 
II I, 
I' 
11 
I 
I 
I! of 52% on the Multiplication Process Test, Exhibit 14, and com-
-- i I p£-e t-e4=t-=tre=-w-~k-=!n-==2-fi=--mi--nu=t-e-a=r=-e-~- -- ~~+=- = = = _, 
1: 
ii i 
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Exhibit 15 
Summary of Multiplication Difficulties 
Name ________________________ I.Q. ______________________________ _ 
1. Multiplied wrong--no carrying 
2. uarrying in multiplication 
3. Added instead of multiplied 
4. Errors in adding products 
5. Did not add the products 
6~ Dollars and cents times ten 
7. Omitted dollar sign 
8. Omitted decimal sign 
9. vmitted dollar and decimal sign in same problem 
10. Put in a decimal point 
11. Decimal point in wrong place 
12. Zero times digit 
13. Digit times zero 
14. Zero in multiplicand 
15. Zero in multiplicand and multiplier 
16. Omitted one problem 
19. Put in extra figure in the answer or in the product 
20. Left our one in the product 9x4--3(6) left out 6 
21. Omitted the example 
22. Began with 2nd figure in multiplicand for the 2nd product 
23. Product in the wrong place 
24. Error when first figure or first two figures in multiplier 
zero or zeroes 
25. Multiplied instead of adding the products 
26. Omitted a figure in the multiplicand not otherwise covered 
27. Multiplied the multiplier and the "carry" 
28. Omitted figure in multiplier 
~his is a sample of the sheet on which the individual's 
multiplication difficulties were recorded. 
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TABLE XXII: Snowing t~e distribution of errors listed in 
Exhibit 15 on the Preliminary Kultiplication Tests, Exhibit 2, 
3,4,14 for the individuals and the group as a whole, 
· Item 
2 
1 11 
2 4 
3 ·4 
4 2 
5 
9 
12 22 
13 1 
14 
15 
16 
23 4 
20 
24 
26 l 
27 
28 
6 
4 
4 
' 6 
l 
1 
l 
1 
1 
4 
1 
l 
8 11 
l 32 
9 6 
5 2 
4 l 
1 
l 18 
10 
l 
l l 
l 
2 
l 
l 1 
Pupils 
2i 24 26 
5 5 10 
5 0 8 
0 l l 
0 3 0 
2 
l 
l 
2 
l 
l 4 
1 3 6 
2'1 
6 
4 
l 
3 
l 
1 
2 
2 
l 
28 
3 
7 
l 
2 
l 
2 
30 32 
3 3 
2 . s 
4 0 
e 4 
l 
1 
1 
1 
Group 
Total 
83 
57 
24 2a 
2 
2 
43 
13 
5 
4 
l 
14 
2 
7 
5 
1 
13 
Indiv, 
~otals 
49 24 22 77 13 17 29 21 16 ll 19 298 
Tile items listed at the left refer to Exhibit 16. This 
Table reads as follows: 11· mistakes were made on tile pre-
liminary te sts exhibits 2,3,4,14 by pupil 2 because of item 
1 (facts); 4 mistakes were made by pupil 6 for the same r Gason; 
4 mistakes were made by pupil 2 because of item 2 which is 
carrying. The items refer to those listed in Exhibit 15 
----- ---
-- -- -··- -------------
-:::::::=::.::=:::.=::-.=:=-- --==~=--- -
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entirely when in the ten's place writes Clemens and Neubauer(!} 
~ he subject o~ zeroes was discussed thoroughly with the 
group. Some o~ the pupils had to have it drilled into them 
that zero times a number was always zero. In examples such as 
the ~ollowing, it was pointed out that three numbers at least 
should be in the answer in order to be logical: 204 
x2 
For a while tile pupils who had trouble were made to estimate the 
answers of this type of problem. 
22 of the 298 mistakes, or 7.37% were due to wrong additio 
o~ the products. Of t hese mistakes, 13, or 61.90%, were 
~ound on the Multi plication Test 1, Exhibit 3 and 6, or 28.57%, 
on the Multiplication Test 2, Exhibit 4, which were given be-
fore the corrective work in addition; Only 3 of these 22 mis-
takes, or 14.29%, were ~ound on the Multiplication Process Test, 
Exhibit 14, which was administered upon the completion of the 
corrective work in addition. This seems to back up Wilson's 
statement that per~ect addition is a necessary aid to perfect 
multiplication(2). Miss Kelley says to add the partial products 
correctly in order to clear up some of the mistakes in 
multiplication(3). I 
1. Clem:n:.-P~B~ ~: :e:b:u:r~ :.:.-.: :u:e:v:s:o: :r:j:c:-- I in Multiplication~Journal of Educational Research, pp. 387- j 
396; Dec. 1928. -
2. 
3. 
Wilson, Guy M. "One-Hundred-per-cent Multiplication."bibliog 
American Childhood. 21:22-3, June 1936. . 
Kelley, Anna "Teaching Remedial Arithme.tic."Amer ican School 
Journal. August, 1935. 
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In some cases, review was given of the addition facts after 
the pupils had been working on their multiplication. However, 
the corrective work in addition had cleared up most of the 
difficulties along this line as witnessed by the above statement 
57 of the 298 mistakes, or 19.12% were due to errors in 
carrying. Clemens and Neubauer (1) write that from 45% to 55% 
of all errors can be attributed to lack of mastery of higher 
decade addition. According to the present study, this estimate 
is too high. Thif;J fault wa~ overcome by oral work and by re-
turning to drill on the higher decade facts in addition for 
certain pupils. Three tests were used as check-ups on the work 
in multiplication. Inventory Teat I, Exhibit 16, covered groups 
I through IV in Wilson's Multiplication Drillbook(2); Teat IIt. 
Exhibit 17, covered groups V-VII; Test III, Exhibit 18, 
covered groups V!II through x. The errors on these testa were 
discussed with the pupils and corrected by them the same day 
or the day after they had taken them. 
Individual Diasnosis and Corrective Work 
Pupil 2 received a score of 89~ in 4 minutes on the 
Multiplication Facts, Exhibit 2; a score of 75% in 17 minutes 
and 30 seconds on the Multiplication Test l, Exhibit 3; a score 
of 33.33% in 14 minutes and 30 seconds on the Multiplication 
Test 2, Exhibit 4; and a score of 52% in 25 minutes on the 
~ - - - ~ - - - - -- - - - - ~ ~ ~ - - - - - ~ - - ~ 1. Clemens,P.B. and Neubauer, PF. "A Supervision Project in 
Multiplication~" Journal of Educational Research, PP• 387-
396, Dec. 1928. - . 
2. Wilson, Guy M. "lOa% Multiplication Drill Book" MacMillan, 
Boston. 
I 
I 
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ltlultiplication Process Test, Exb.ibit 14. The multiplication 
facts caused her to make a great many mistakes so drill was 
carried on individually, with another pupil, and the teacher. 
The procedure for the drill has been stated earlier in this 
chapter. Having just completed work in addition where 0 plus 
2 equalled 2, it seemed hard for this pupil to remember that 
0 times any number was o. Therefore many errors were made 
because of zeroes until that fact became automatic. 
This pupil was one of those who went back and drilled 
further on addition facts because of errors in adding the pro-
ducts. She also had to overcome the careless way in which she 
usually viTote down the products because by the time she came 
to adding them up she wasn't sure from her figures what figures 
belonged in what row. I 
Because of l ack of time, Pupil 2 was only able to finish \ 
Group V in Wilson's MUltiplication Drill Book(1). Therefore, sh\ 
took only Inventory Test No. l, Exhibit 16, on which she re-
ceived a score of 92.59~ in .9 minu tea and 20 seconds. Her score 
on the ~ultiplication Process Test, Exhibit 14, after 19 forty 
minute periods therefore is not consider ed final, or in other 
words the best she could do if there was more time for 
corrective work. Pupil 2 received a score of 88~ in 27 minutes 
~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ~ - ~ - - ~ - - - - ~ - -
.l. Wilson, Guy M. "1000fo Drill Books in Arithmetic ."Mac1u.illan, 
.Josten, 1934. 
'.\fame 
Time 
., 3 7 1 
0 ~ .e 2 
9 l 2 4 
6 4 1 1 
-
208 
2 
-
$44.45 
.40 04 
92 
61 
-
294 
5 
-
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Exb.ibit 16 
Inventori ~est No. 1 
. Multip ication 
5 
_g 
8 
7 
-
3 
l 
0 
7 
5 
4 
0 
4 
411 
33 
2 
2 
8 
l 
6 
9 
-
50 
700 
-
657 
999 
--
5 
7 
2 
8 
4 
3 
2 
l 
-
0 
0 
9 
1 
57 
90 
2 
6 
7 
§. 
l 
3 
----
712 
8 
--
0 
! 
4 
5 
Date 
5 7 
9 9 
-
l s 
8 2 
991 
77 
-
581 
22 
-....-
t40.04 
. 55 46 
7 
1 
4 
0 
6 6 
2 0 
-
9 3 
6 4 
900 
656 
-
9 
! 
1 
9 
777 
5005 
-
This ~est a.overs t b.e facts and processes o:f Groups I 
tbrougb. IV in Wilson's Multiplication Drill Book. 
~~===~~==~~=====================================================---~·==.===--
! 
I 
I. 
I 
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Exbibit 17 
Inventory Test No •. II 
Multiplication 
Name ________________ _ Date ________________ __ 
Time __________ __ 
0 
A 
781 
44 
7 
7 
-
$3.33 
600 
411 
979 
-
6 
1 
608 
3 
4 
2 
-
9 
8 
3 
6 
5 
5 
-
444 
988 
3 
0 
2 
7 
948 
999 
-
636 
303 
-
9 
9 
1 
4 
l 
6 
4 
i 
8 
9 
0 
6 
36 
60 
·-
2~2 
77'1 
-
674 
200 
6 0 
3 2 
7 3 
4 8 
-
8 7 4 
4 
-
2 
4 
777 
2'14 ........_.., 
2 
-
6 
§. 
70 0'1 
$2.22 
6 
0 
$4.00 
37 
1 
-
9 2 
4 0 
-
4 
7 
· a 
3 
-
666 
60066 
4 
8 
~ b.ie Test covers the facts and processes of Groups v 
tb.rougb. VII in Wilson's Multiplication Drill. 
~90= 
Exllibi t 18 
Inventory Test No. III 
. Multiplication 
Date Name ________________ __ 
-----------------
8 3 4 5 6 0 2 6 3 7 0 6 9 1 
0 2 6 3 7 s 3 4 6 6 ! 8 ! 6 
8 9 8 2 5 6 1 5 3 8 9 0 6 7 
5 0 6 9 1 8 Q 6 7 8 3 1 5 ~ 
1 3 
1 9 
917 
206 
312 
900 
$400 
400 
159 
1 
-
668 
758 
-
'108 
808 
~
633 
606 
836 
7 
81 
20 
91 
50 
-
446 
5022 
-
559 
168 
819 
200 
-
$40.04 
.55 54 
779 
858 
405 
29 
~5.45 
2 01 
-
3157 
_l!i 
~Ilia Test covers the facts and processes of Groups VIII 
through X in Wilson's Multiplication Drill Book. 
-=--=-.::_=- =.-=-=li:l= :=====· 
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which was a gain of 36 points but a loss of 2 minutes. Her 
errors on the fi-nal test were ·due ' tcL lack of kn-owledge of the 
-to 
multiplication fact 7%9, and~zeroes in the multiplier and 
multiplicand. 
/ Pupil 6 received a score 
/ Multiplication facts, Exhibit 
of 98~ in 4 minutes on the 
2; a score of 25~ in 9 minutes 
on the Multiplication Test 1, Exhibit 3; a score of 66.67% in 
11 minutes and 30 seconds on tile Multiplication :I:est 2, Exhibit 
4; and a score of 72% in 14 minutes on the Multiplication 
Process Test, Exhibit 14. Her errors in tb.e multiplication 
facts were overcome by drill. Oral work did away with the 
carrying errors as well as with omitting a number in the 
multiplier. Several mistakes wer e caused by adding instead of 
multiplying but when she learned to check her work she usually 1
1 found them. 1
1 
on the three inventory tests, pupil 6 received the follow- ! 
ing scores; Test I, Exhibit 16, 92.59% in 7 minutes and 20 
seconds; Test II, .Exhibit 171 99.33% in 4 minutes; and ~eat III, 
Exb.ibi t 18, 97. 92/o in 9 minutes. At the end of 21 forty-
minute periods, she received 100~ in 10 minutes on the 
Multiplication ~rocess Test, ~hibit 14, which was a gain of 28 
points and 4 minutes over the initial score and time. 
Pupil 8 receive·d a score of 991-oin 9 minutes on the 
Multiplication .1!1acts, .hlXhibit 2; a score of 58.33/o in 19 
minutes on the Multiplication Test l; Exhibit 3, a score of 
50~ in 13 minutes and 30 seconds on the Multiplication Test 2, 
====#=====--==-=-=--=----=----=---=-=-======~---=-=-==-=--=-=-=-===-=-=--=---=--=-==l:l= ---
~hibit 4, and 56% in 40 minutes on the Kultiplieation Process 
~est, Exhibit 14. As carrying caused most of her errors on the 
preliminary teats, this girl was given oral work during which 
-I it was found that part of her trouble was due to lack of 
knowledge of t .he upper decade addition facts. Therefore a. few 
minutes each day was devoted to drill on these combinations. 
~so, some time was given to oral work either with another pupil 
or with the t•acher in order that this girl could be reminded 
of her "carryb and acquire the babit of adding the right 
j amount. $ometimee this pupil would forget that it was multipli-
l
catf:_on. inatead .of addition that she was doing which resulted in I 
some errors. Zeroes caused some mistakes because of her un-! . . 
I familiarity with the type of problem used but this was soon 
J cl~ared up. Carelessness in omitting a number in the multiplier 
I 
I and not finishing an example had to be overcome but it was most-
ly done away with When the habit of checking was established. 
As PUpil- 8 finished only the first three groups in Wilson's 
Drill Book{l) and took only the Test r. Exhibit 16, it i~- felt 
that her multiplication retest results aren't at all final~ 
After 13 forty-minute periods of corrective work in multiplicati ,n, 
I 
J Pupil 8 received a score of 80% in 30 minutes on the Multipli-
cation Process Test 1 Exhibit 14. This was a gain of 24 points 
and of 10 minutes. Her mistakes on the final test were due to 
I the omission of two examples, omission of one of the figures in 
I - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - ~ - -
1. Wil-son, Guy M. "lOO% Drill Books in Ari t bmetic"MacMillan, 
BoEt>n, 1934. 
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t b.e multiplier, and the omission of the "carry" in two cases. 
Testa seemed an a~ul burden to this girl. She disliked them 
and didn't seem to have the perseverance to stick to the job 
. of finishing them. Toward the end of any test, her rate of 
speed would fall off as well as her high grade of work. 
Pupil ll received the following scores in the stated times 
on the preliminary tests: Multiplication Facts, Exhibit 2, 75% 
in 10 minutes; Multiplication Test 1, Exhibit 3, 33.33% in 17 
minutes; Multiplication Test 2, Exhibit 4, 8.33% in 16 minutes 
and 30 seconds; and the Kultiplication Process Test, Exhibit 14 
48,& in 40 minutes. Approximately 41.5 per cent of his mistakes 
on these teats were due to lack of knowledge of t he facts. a 
thorough and systematic drill was carried out • . Zeroes ranked a 
very close second in the cause of mistakes. When the fact that 
zer9 times any number was always zero became an automatic respo e, 
most of his zero difficulties disappeared. After the habit of 
checking became fixed, most of his bad habits of omission of a 
number in the multiplier and in the products disappeared. tlOW-
ever~ it wasn't until he learned to be neat in his writing of 
figures that errors in the addition of the products cleared up. 
As Pupil 11 finished only the first three groups in 
Wilson's Drill Book(l) and didn't take any tests, his results 
on the retest of the Multiplication Process Test, Exhibit 14, 
can hardly be counted as valid. However, he did spend 15 
~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ -
1. Wilson, Guy M. •100% Drill Books in Arithmetic"MaeMillan 
Boston, 1934. 
------+!-- -
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forty-minute periods on corrective work in multiplication. He 
received a score of 52% in 30 minutes on the MUltiplication 
Process Test, Exhibit 14, which was a gain of 4 points and of 
10 minutes. Zeroes still troubled him sufficiently to cause 
six of his mistakes on this final test. tlis other errors were 
due to carrying, addition of the products, and an incomplete 
problem. 
Pupil 23 received the following scores in the stated times 
on the preliminary tests: Multiplication Facts, Exhibit 2, 98% 
I in 4 minutes; ~ultiplication Test 1; Exhibit 3, 100% in 11 
1 minutes and 30 seconds; .,. .. ultiplication Test 2, Exhibit 4, 83,33 
in 12 minutes and 30 seconds; and the Multiplication Process 
Exhibit 14, 68% in 24 minutes~ Lack of knowledge of the 
multiplication facts caused most of his trouble so intensive 
drill was carried on by himself and with the help of others. 
lie also had to have some help in training his mind t'o retain 
tb.e "carry" until needed. His zero difficulties were clea red 
up to some extent when he learned the zero combinations so that 
I they were automatic. 
' ~his boy obtained the following results on the inventory 
,, 
,, 
II 
tests: Test I, Exhibit 16, 94.44~ in 10 minutes; ~est II, 
Exhibit 17, 88.89% in 10 minutes; and Test III, Exhibit 18, 100% 
in 14 minutes. After 33 forty-minute periods on corrective wor~ 
in multiplication, Pupil 23 received 76% in 15 minutes on the I 
~ - - ~ - ~ - - ~ - - - - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - -
1. Wilson, Guy M. "100% Drill Books in Arithmetic." MacMillan, 
Boston, 1934. 
• 1 
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Multiplication Process Test, retest. This was a gain of 8 point 
and 11 minutes. His errors in the retest were due to addition 
of the products, misplacement of the products, zero, "carry", 
and the multiplication fact_~ , 
Pupil 23 received a score of lOO~oin 4 minutes on the Multi 
plication Facts, Exhibit 2; a score of 50% in 11 minutes on the 
!Multiplication Test 1, Exhibit 3; a score of 83.33~ in 11 
minutes on the Multiplication Test 2, Exhibit 4; and a score of 
64% in 21 minutes on the Multiplication Process Test, Exhibit 14 
This girl is a very slow worker and thinker in all she does. 
She is very conscientious and eager to do her best. She worked 
hard to master the facts and to clear up her careleas mistakes 1 
of skipping a number in tne multiplier and of adding wnen sne wa1' 
eant to be multiplying. For this, she checked her work slowly 1 
jand carefully. 
I ~ mia girl received the following scores on the inventory 
test used during the corrective work• T as t I , Ex lli bit 16 , 9 6 • 30 
in 9 minutes; Test II, Exhibit 17, 100% in 9 minutes; and ~est 
III, Exhibit 18, 95.83·~ in 13 minutes and 40 seconds. After 24 
korty-minute periods of corrective work in multiplication, ~upil 
~4 received a score of 88% in 17 minutes on the Multiplication 
Frocess Test, ~hibit 14, which was a gain of 24 points and of r minutes over the initial results. Uer errors on this retest 
r are caused by lack of knowledge of the fact 7x9, zero in the 
ultiplier and multiplicand, and misplacement of the product. 
=~======~--==-==-~--==-===-=-=-==-=-=-=~==~=-==----=========================--=-=-=-=* 
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Pu_Eil !6 made a score of 99% in 5 minutes on the liiul tipli- I 
cation Facts~ Exhibit 2; a score of 66.67% in 15 minutes and I 
30 seconds on the Multiplication T.est l; Exhibit 3, a score of 
66.67% in 12 minutes on the Multiplication Test 2, Exhibit 4; 
and a score of 44~ in 19 minutes on the Multiplication Process 
Test; Exhibit 14. This girl just seemed to go hay-wire on 
the last test. It may have been a bit too l ong for her at just 
that time. In most cases she didn't attempt to finish the 
examples nor to even put down the right answers for the com-
binations she knew. After she had once started learning the 
multiplication facts and working in Wilson rs Drill Book, she 
realized that multiplication .waan•t so hard after all. Also, 
she wasn't going to let anybody else win favor in the teacher •a 
eye because they had obtained 100% when she haa.n •t. She was 
inclined to be lazy in tbat she never neally wanted to do the 
examples with three numbers in the multiplier if there were 
examples with less that she hadn 1 t done. 
£upil 26 received 98.15% in 7 minutes on the Inventory Tea 
I, Exhibit 16; 95.56% in 9 ·minutes on Inventory Test II, 
Exhibit 17; and 97.92% in 19 minutes on Inventory Test III, 
Ex b.i bit 18. After 39 forty-minute periods on corrective work 
in multiplication, this girl received a score of 100% in 15 
minutes on the retest of the Multiplication Frocess Test, 
Exhibit 14, which was a gain of 56 points and of 4 minutes. 
Pupil 27 obtained 96~ in 2 minutes on the Multiplication 
Facts, ~xhibit 2 ; 5~; in 11 minutes and 30 seconds, on the 
=-==-=-==~==~=================-==·----=~-~=-============~==============~======= 
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Multiplication Test 1, Exhibit 3; 83.33~ in 8 minutes on the 
Multiplication ~est 2, Exhibit 4; and 64~ in 21 minutes on the 
Kultiplication Process Test, Exhibit 14. Lack of knowledge 
of the facts caused most of his mistakes but this was overcome 
for the most part by drill. Carrying also troubled him but 
after he acquired the habit of checking this seemed to diaappeaj 
In the preliminary tests before the work in addition, he had ha 
trouble with the addition of the products. However, this 
seemed to be absent when he did b.is work in multiplication. 
Checking cleared up the other mistakes such as the omission of 
a number in the multiplier, incomplete problems, and the mis-
placement of the products. 
This boy got a score of 94.44% in 9 minutes on the Inven-
tory Test I, Exhibit 16; a score of 91.11~ in 15 minutes on 
' the Inventory Teat, Exhibit 17; and a score of 95.83% in 10 
minutes on tile Inventory Test III, E-xhibit 17. After 30 forty-
minute periods of corrective work in multiplication, Pupil 27 
received a score of 100% in 14 minutes and 30 seconds on tb.e 
Multiplication Process Test, Exhibit 14. This was a gain of 
36 points and of 6 minutes and 30 seconds. 
Pupil 28 received a score of 96% in 6 minutes on the 
Multiplication ~acts, Exhib~t 2; a score of 5~ in 21 minutes 
and 30 seconds on the Multiplication Test 1, Exhibit 3, a score 
of 75% in 12 minutes and 30 seconds on the Multiplication 
Test 2, Exhibit 4; and a score of 76% in 30 minutes on the 
Multiplication Process Test, Exhibit 14. A little work in the 
-98-
art of remembering was neees.sary in the case of his "carries"" 
~:51 he was inclined to either forget the "carry" or to add the 
wrong number. Learning of the multiplication facts helped 
clear up his zero difficulties. Familarity with the type of 
zero problems used in this test cleared up others. 
He received the following scores in the stated times on th 
Inventory Tests: Test I, Exhibit 16, lOo% in 8 minutes; Test 
II, Exhibit 17, 93.33% in 15 minutes. Although this pupil 
finished the Drill Book, be was absent for the next two weeks 
and therefore took only the retest on the Multiplication Proces 
Test, Exhibit 14, on which be received a score of 92~ in 15 
minutes. This was after he had had no arithmetic work for two 
weeks it must be remembered. Pupil 26 had spent 34 forty-
/ minute periods on corrective work in multiplication. 
I 
Pupil 30 got 99% in 3 minutes on the J(ul tiplication ]'acts, 
~hibit 2, 74% in 12 minutes on the Multiplication Test I, 
Exhibit 3; 66,67% in 9 minutes on the ~ultiplication Test 2, 
Exhibit 4; and 88~ in 20 minutes on the Multiplication Process 
Test, Exhibit 14. Inability to con~entrate affected this boy•s 11 
·,r I 
work. Perhaps his physical state was sue h t hatnprohibi ted him 
W~> '-"" ; "' 'I ~y -.a. 1. \) -e. ""r- , 
t-& work~ at one thing with out~rests freqaentiy. as lack of 
knowledge of the facts seemed to be his real difficulty, drill 
with flash cards and games were employed. After working in 
multiplication for awhile he overcame the tendency to add when 
he should be multiplying. Checking corrected most of his carry 
i 
I ing errors. 
--- ---
1 
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Pupil 30 received 96,30% in 6 minutes on Inventory Test I, 
~hibit 16; 97.78% in 10 minutes on Inventory Teat II, Exhibit 
17; and lOG% in 17 minutes on Inventory Teat III. Exhibt,t 18, 
.a.:fter 36 :forty-minute periods of corrective work in multipliea- . 
tion, tb.ia boy received a score of 100% in 11 minutes on tb.e 
Multiplication Process Test, Exhibit 14, which was a gain of 
12 points and of 9 miautes. i 
Pupil 32 made a score of lOo% in 8 minutes on tbe Jll1l tipli ~ 
cation Facts, Exhibit 2; a score of 60j" in 26 minutes and 30 
seconds on the Jlultiplication Teat 1, Exhibit 3; a score of .ga, 
g-33% in 12 minutes on the Multiplication Test 2, Exhibit 4; and 
~ score of '72% in 29 minutes on the Multiplication Process Test 
Exhibit 14. This boy was out to have a good time and wasn ' t 
going to let anything that went on in class get by him. Even 
in a test, he would take time off to fool. It was impossible 
to impress on him the importance of the length of time it took 
b.im to finish a test. He really tried to learn his facts, to 
remember to add tb.e right "carry" and to straighten out his 
zero difficulties. Once the habit of checking was established, 
these latter faults mostly disappeared, 
This boy received a score of 98.16~ in 8 minutes on the 
Inventory Test I, Exhibit 16; a score of 97,78~ in 10 minutes 
and 20 seconds on the Inventory Test II, Exhibit 1?; and 95,83~ r 
in 12 minutes and 20 seconds on Inventory Teat III, Exhibit 18. rl 
After 38 forty-minute periods of corrective work in multiplica-
tion, Pupil 32 got a score of 96% in 20 minutes and 30 seconds 
---====~=====-=============-==-====-=-======================~====== 
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on t b.e retest of t b.e Kul tiplieation Process Test • Exb.ib11i 14; 
which was a gain of 24 pointe and of 8 minutes and 30 seconds~ 
H~s one error was due to carrying tb.e wrong number. 
Tb.e scores and time for tb.e Multiplication Inventory Tests. 
I-III, Exb.ibi t 16.1 1.''1• 18, . are given for t b.e individuals in 
Table XX~V. There is no attempt made to summarize tb.em as tb.ey 
were of an entirely individual nature. Because of lack of time i 
several of the pupils were unable to take all the tests. There~ 
fore, . rio score and times are inserted• 
I 
I 
I 
r 
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Pupil Teat II Teat III Test I 
Seo:re-% Time. {min) S~ore-% Time{min) Soore-% Time (mi 
2 
6 
8 
11 
23 
24 
26 
27 
28 
30 
32 
92.59 
92,59 
88,89 
94.44 
96.30 
98.15 
94.44 
100. 
96.30 
98.15 
7:20 
11:00 
-~---
10;00 
9:00 
'7:00 
9:00 
8;00 
6:00 . 
8:00 
........ 
--.~--
_,... ___ _ 
88.89 
100.00 
95.56 
91.11 
93.33 
97.78 
97,78 
.. ..... _ 
-----
10:00 
9:00 
9:00 
15;00 
15;00 
10:00 
10:20 
__.., __ 
97.92 
---.. ~ 
100. 
95.83 
97.92 
.-----
100. 
_ ___ .. 
9;00 
14:00 
13:40 
19:00 
10:00 
... -----
1'7·00 
- . 
12,20 
This Table reads as follows: Pupil 2 made a score of 
92.59~ on Test I, Exhibit 16, and completed the work in 9 
minutes and 20 seconds. She didn 1 t take Test II, Exhibit 17, 
nor xest III, Exhibit 18, because of lack of time. - Pu.pil 6 
made a score of 92,5~fo on Test I, Exhib1't 16, in 7 minutes and 
20 seconds, etc. 
-__ ----=---=-- ----1+--- ================= 
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~able. XXV shows the I.Q•s, the initial and final results for th . 
Multiplication Process Test, Exhibit 14, and t:he number of 40 
I minute periods each individual spent on correctiv~ work in 
multiplication for the 11 pupils in the corrective group, The 
initial scores range from 44% to 88~ while the scores for the 
retest go f~om 52% to 100%, 4of the 11 pupils. or 36,36~. 
made perfect scorea4D ........ t'vu... '('o "'"-t. ~ ... t. 
The mean I.Q. is found to be92.8. The initial median 
score is 64% while the final median score is 92% which is a 
gain of 28 points. The initial mean score is 64~ and tb.e final 
score 88.36%. ~b.is is a gain of 24.36 points. The initial · 
times range from 14 minutes to 40 minutes while tb.e final i 
times range from 10 to 30 minutes. The initial median time is I 
24 minutes while tb.e final median time is 15 minutes which is I 
a gain of 9 minutes. Tb.e initial mean time is 26 minutes and 
1
, 
44 seconds and the final mean time is 18 minutes and 38 seconds. · 
This is a gain of 7 minutes and 6 seconds. For the number of 
40 minute periods spent in corrective work in multiplication. I 
I 
tb.e range is from 13 to 39 periods, Of course, these number of 1 
periods are small in many cases because of lack of time to !0 oJ 
T~e median number of periods is 30 while the mean is 27.45 
periods. 
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I Initial Test Final Test No. Of 40-min. 
Pupil I.Q Multiplication Multiplication spent on corr. 
Score-% Time(min) score-% Time(m1n) work in multip11. 
26 
27 
28 
30 
85 
90 
96 
101 
89 
85 
90 
92 
102 
98 
52 
72 
66 
48 
68 
64 
44 
64 
76 
88 
26 
14 
40 . 
40 
24 
21 
19 
21 
30 
20 
I 32 93 72 . 29 
j lledian I. Q Kean do ore 
92 Kedian Score 
Stand. Dev. 
Kean 
92.8 Median Time 
Stand. Dev. 
Mean 'fti~ 
64 
88 
100 
80 
62 
76 
88 
100 
100 
92 
100 
96 
64 
12.53 
2'1 
10 
30 
30 
16 
17 
16 
14t 
15 
11 
20# 
Mean score 88.36 
Median Score 92.0 
Stand. Dev. 11.66 
24:00 Median !Bime: 16;00 
7.98 Stand. Dev. 6.89 
25:44 Mean Time 18:38 
19 
21 
13 
16 
33 
24 
39 
30 
34 
36 
38 
Median 
30 
Mean 
27.45 
T~is Table is read as follows: Pupil 2 whose ·I.Q is 85 
according to tb.e results of a group Intelligence Test, made an 
initial score of 52~ on the Multiplication Process Test, Exhibi 
1•, in 26 minutes w~ile on the r etest after 19 40-minute period 
-----=----~1 Gf corrective work slle made a score of 88 in 27 minutes, etc, 
I 
II 
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Chap_ter V 
Comparison of Scores, October, FebrUary(end of 
corrective period) and March . 
On March 28, 1940, the Addition. Process Test, Exhibit 6, 
" 
was again given the entire sixth grade class. This was done in 
order to see how the corrective group. stood in relation to tb.e 
others and to compare the results with those obtained from the 
same test in October, 1939. Also, as tlli.s test was given 
approximately one month after the end of the corrective work, it 
could be seen to some extent how much loss takes place. 
Table XXVI tabulates the scores and time in minutes for 
each of the 11 pupils. The scores range from 72~ to 10~ with 
median score for the entire group of 92.0%, while the mean is 
91.88% With a standard deviation Of 6.71. ~he median time for 
/I 
,I 
i/ 
II 
the sixth grade is 12;00 minutes, the ~ean is 12442 minutes, 1 
For tile corrective fj I and the stan·dard deviation iS' 3:57 minutes. 
group, as shovm by the stars, the scoresrange from 72% to 100% 
while the median score MagS ·· is 96.0%, the mean is 93.67%, and 
the standard deviation is 7.57. For this same group, the media I 
time is 13:23 minutes, the mean is 13:47 minutes, and the 
standard deviation is 3•31 minutes. ~ he score range for the 
si;x:th grade exclusing the corr.ective group is 80% to 100% while 
the median is 92.0%, the mean ~0~86% , and the standard deviatio 
6.29. The median time is 11:25 minutes, the mean is 12:05 
minutes, and the standard deviation is 3.09 minutes. The 
corrective group did better than the other pupils as far as 
I n terms of the means, th I score was concerned but was slower. 
II 
-=------=--=-=--==f::l= 
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corrective group surpassed the others by 2.81 points, but was 
1;42 minutes slower. T~e habit of cheaking probably accounts j 
for the longer time taken by the corrective group. 
From ~~able XXVII which is a time-score frequency distribu-
tion of the results of the Addition Process Teat, Exhibit 6, fo 
the whole aixtll grade in March, 1940, it can be seen tb.at only 
6 of tb.e 33 pupils or 18.18% received perfect scores. Of 
these three were in the corrective group and the other three in 
the regular group. Tllese are the same results as listed in 
Table XXVI. 
I 
I 
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I Table grade 
I 
XXVI:Showing the scores and time in min~tes for the sixth 
for the Addition Process, Exhibit 6, on March 29, 1940. 
I 
I 
Pupil 
l 
2 :P 
3 
3A 
4 
6 P 
7 
8~ 
9 
ll ~ 
12 
13 
14 4'-7 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
21 
22 
23 "' 
24 
25 
26 ,~ 
. 27 * 
28 . 
29 
30~ 
31 
32 '1\' 
33 
34 
35 
Score-% 
92 
92 
92 
80 
_88 
96 
84 
96 
100 
92 
88 
96 
72 
92 
92 
100 
88 
80 
96 
96 
92 
100 
96 
92 
100 
96 
88 
100 
100 
96 
88 
92 
80 
Time(min.) 
9~05 
16:30 
11 ;35 
7 ; 35 
12 ~ 30 
10;30 
9;05 
14 ;oo 
12 ;00 
16 ~ 30 
9:60 
17:00 
12:15 
11;25 
15;15 
17;30 
15:00 
9;55 
9:30 
1S:l5 
9;40 
19;00 
7~35 
12~45 
8:00 
10~46 
7 ;35 
18 ~ 00 
10:45 
17;30 
15 ;30 
11 ~ 00 
15 ~ 46 
"*' Pupils in the corrective group.- Tbey have a lower mean I.Q. 
~ban tbe r est of the group. 
Bn~:ire sixth g:rade 
Median 
SCORE TruE Corrective Group _SCORE T]ME 
92,0%. 12.00 · Median 96•o% 13:2 
Mean 
Stand Dev. 
91.88% 12:42 Mean 93.67% 13:4 
6.71 3.57 Stand.Dev. 7.57 3.5 
Sixth Grade excluding 
_the Corrective Group SCORE 
Median 92.()% . 
Mean 90.86% 
Stand. Dev. 6,29 
TIME 
Il:25 
12:06 
3.15 
-~~=- =========---~--==- ========~=====-=-=-
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Table XXVII: Showing the scores in relation to the time in 
minutes for the entire sixth grade on the Addition Process 
Test, Exhibit 6, March, 1940. 
'SCORES TIME IN MINUTES 
8 9 10 ll 12 13 . 14 15 16 .. l7 18 19 Totals % 
100 1 1 1 l 6 16.18 
96 1 l l 8 24.2 
92 l 2 1 'l 1 9 . 27.2 
1 
n88 1 1 l 2 5 15.lj 
84 l 1 3.0 
I 
80 -1 l 1 3 :~:l 76 0 72 l 
I 4 3 4 4 4 1 1 4 2 3 2 l 33 'Total I 
% 12.12 12.12 12.12 3.03 6.06 6.06 
9.09 12.12 3.03 12.12 ~.09 3.03 
The red figures are the pupils who were in the correoti ve group 
So ore Time 
Median 92.~ 12:00 ~in. 
Mean 91.88% 12;42 min. 
Stand. Dev. 6.71 3.57 min. 
This Table is read as follows; l pupil in the corrective 
group m~de a score of 100% on the Addition Process Teat; 
Exhibit 6, and completed the work in 8 minutes; l pupil in the 
rest of the sixth grade made a score of 100% in 11 minutes, etc 
6 pupils of the 33, or 18.18%, made perfect scores. The total 
and percentage of pupils at each score level are shown to the 
1 right. The totals and percentage of pupils at each time 
level are shown at the bottom. 
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Tb.e pupils in the corrective group have a slightly lower 
I.q. 
average~than the rest of the sixth grade, it should be re-
membered. 
In Chapter III. the mean I.Q. for the corrective group 
was found to be 92 while for the rest of the sixth grade, it wa 
103.09. It was decided that it would be interesting to have 
individual test results for the pupils in the corrective group. 
Therefore. the writer with the assistance of two students from 
Doctor Wilson rs Measurement of Intelligence class administered 
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Tests to eleven of the pupils. 
PUpil 14 had been with drawn from the school and was at tb.e tim 
in t be hospital recovering from an opera-tion, so it was im-
possible tQ test him. The group I.Q~s and the Stanford-Binet 
Test results are recorded in Table XXVIII. 
T be group I. Q 1 s range from 83 to 102 while t be Stanford-
Binet I.Q's have the wider range of 70 to 109. The mean I.Q. 
for the group scores is found to' be 92 while tb.e Stanford-
Binet mean is 91.09. The median for the group results is 91 
and for tb.e Stanford-Binet results 90. There isn rt enough of 
a difference between the medians of the two tests nor between 
the means to change the conclusions arrived at in Chapter III, 
namely, that the corrective grou~ has a lower I.Q. than the 
rest of the pupils. 
'I I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
II 
::-.=::-_.:_-:::-_:_.::-=:..:::=::=..= 
/I 
II 
II 
I' l I 
II II 
" ll 
1/ 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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!rable XXVIII: Showing the group I.Q's and the StanfoJ;'d-Binet 1 
- . . 
I.Q's for tb.e 12 pupils wb.o were in tb.e corrective Group. 
I>upil 
2 
6 
8 
11 
14 
23 
Mean 92 
Median 9l 
Group 
86 
90 
96 
101 
83 
89 
85 
90 
92 
102 
98 
93 
I. Q. 
Mean 
Median 
Stanford-Binet 
r. Q. 
91.09 
90 
90 
76 
81 
102 
87 
86 
'10 
99 
109 
~9 
103 
~b.is !fable is r ead as follows. FUpil 2. has an I. Q. of 
85 according to tb.e result of a group intelligence test While 
according to tb.a Stanford-Binat Test result, her I. Q. is 
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~able XXIX tabulates the time and scores for October, 
1939 and March, 1940, on the Addition Process Teat, Exhibit 6, 
for each pupil. From this, it can be seen that the class as a 
whole went from a median of 88.0% in October to a median of 
92.o% in Karch, from a mean of 87.90~ to one of 91.88%. The 
si~tb grade excluding the corrective group bad a median of 
92.0,% in October and stayed the same in March. Its mean went 
from 90.29% to 90.86%. The corrective group had a median o:f 
80.o% in October and rose to a median of 96% in March. Their 
mean in October was 82.55% while in March it was 93.67%. 
Therefore both the groups made progress. In every case the 
time was decreased also. For the whole class, the mean time 
went from 16,33 minutes in October to 12:42 minutes in March. 
For the corrective group, tne mean time was 18:44 minutes in 
October but was decreased to 13:47 minutes in March. ~or the 
rest of the class_, their mean time in October was 15:24 
minutes while in March it was 12;05 minutes. . : : . .. ... ,. ell . . . ; .·. ,q Tab1 
.{ 
XXX compares tb.e results. in terms of the means, of the test-
ing in vctober, 1939, at the end of the addition corrective 
.+cov-~ ~o'C"'~'...._~\~'-llt.. 'iVI)uv. 
work, a~d in March, 1940~ For October, the mean score is 
82.55% Wi tb a mean time of 18:44 minutes while at the end of 
the correa.tive .work, the mean score is 97,27% and the mean 
time is 14:15 minutes. This shows an improvement in both 
.score and time. I n March, 1940, the mean score is 93.67 
with a mean time of 13.47 minutes. It is interesting to note 
that while there is· a loss of 3.6 pbinta between the March and 
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TABLE XXIX: Showing t he results 
- ===::--- --rn-g--·r-or tlieentire srxn gr·aae 
o:f t b.e Oc·tober and the March test 
on the Addi tion=pru-c-e-as~:..:T.re:st=.---c-=-= 
. ' Oo.tober 
so ore-% ~ime (Min) 
Maro _h. 
Pupil 
1 
2<ot 
3 
3A 
4 
5 
6 -t" 
7 , 
a,.,.. 
9 
10 
11 if 
12 
13 
14 r 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 7 
24 :r--
26 
2~· 
27Y 
28~ 
29 
30;:;-
31 
32'7,... 
33 
34 
36 
96 ' 13:00 . 
76 25;30 
88 16:00 
-... ..~--~ 
00 
------100 12:30 
96 21;30 
88 12;00 
76 18:00 
96 14:00 
80 30:00 
80 18:00 
84 l3:oo 
92 20:30 
72 15:00 
92 l3:0Q 
88 22;30 
...... ---
96 15:30 
92 19:30 
84 13:3o 
96 12:00 
72 15~00 
80 21:30 
84 24;00 
100 12:00 
100 15:30 
80 8:00 
--
!lilt ......... 
84 10:00 
92 18:30 
96 11:00 
72 20 ;30 
88 16:00 
92 16:30 
. 92 16:00 
~Pupils in the Corrective Group 
Score-i? 
. 92 . 
92 
92 
80 
88 
--96 
84 
96 
100 
92 
88 
96 
72 
92 
92 
100 
88 
80 
_.,. 
96 
96 
92 
100 
96 
92 
100 
96 
86 
100 
100 
96 
88 
92 
80 
Time(Min) 
9:05 
16:30 
11;35 
7;35 
12:30 
---~-
10:30 
9:05 . 
14:oo 
12:00 
.. ,. ... __ 
16:30 
9:50 
17:00 
12:16 
11:25 
15:15 
17;30 
15:00 
9i65 
9:30 
18:15 
9:40 
19iOO 
7:35 
12:45 
8:00 
10:45 
7:35 
18:00 
10:45 
17:30 
15:30 
11:00 
15:45 
Entire sixth &rade Oct.score March Score ~JI~e;;.;di-:i;;-an..;;;;.;;--.,;.;.~.;,;;,.;.-...... s 8. o% 9 f. 03" · Oot.Time Mar. Ill: 45min 1~: ~-- ~~;.;... 
Mean 87 .9&}'~ 91.88% · 
stand, Dev. 8,46 6,71 
Corrective Group 
' Median ' 
Mean, 
Stand. Dev. 
6tb. grade .minus 
- Median 
Mean 
Stand. Dev. 
corr. 
96.Q% 
93~67% 
7.57 
92.0% 
90.86% 
6.29 
16:33min 12:42mi 
4,86min 3.57mi 
l8:30mi,n 13:23mi 
l8:44min 13.47mi 
4.60min 3.52mi 
14:00min 11:25mi 
15:24min 12:05mi 
4.67min 3.15mi 
' 
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Table XXX: Showing tb.e mean scores and times for tb.e Correctiv 1 
· Group in October, 1939; at tb.e end of their corrective work; 
and in March., 1940, on the Addition :Process Test, Exhibit 6. 
Oct. 19Z8 Bnd of Corr. Work ll£arc b., 19 0 
82,55% 97.27% 
. II 
Mean Score 93.6~ ~ 
Mean Time 1.8.44 Min 14:15 Min 13•47 MiJ 0 I 
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end of the corrective work results, the time improved, after 
t.~"'3oC. 
the ~ of a month, by 28 seconds. The mean score in March 
is still quite an improvement over the October score. 
un March 29, 1940, the Multiplication Process Test, Exhib 
14, was administered to tb.e entire sixth grade • . The results 
for each pupil are listed in Table xxxr. The median score fo 
the entire sixth grade was 84.0% the me·an score was 83-.13%, an 
the standard deviation was 13.06. The median time was found to 
be 15:30 minutes, the mean time 16:20, and the standard devia-
tion 3.62. ]'or the corrective group, the median score proved 
to be 92%, the mean score to be 87.27%, and the standard 
deviation 12.59. For these 11 pupils, the median time was 
17:00 minutes, the mean time was 17:08 minutes, and the standarf 
deviation 4.35. The following results were found for the sixt h 
I 
grade pupils excluding the corrective group: median score, 84%; 
mean score; 80.95%; and the standard deviation 8.28; the median 
time, 15:00; the mean time, 15:54; and the standard deviation, ' 
3.06. The corrective group was better than the class as a 
whole and than the other pupils as far as score went but they 
were approximately 1 minute and 30 seconds slower as based 
on the means. 
Table XXXllgives the distribution of the score in relation 
to the time in minutes for the entire grade on the Multiplica ti n 
Process Teat, Exhibit 14. The pupils in the corrective group 
are shown in red. irom this table it is seen that only 2 pupi I ~ 
of the 32 or 6.25% who took the test received 100%. These are 
--~=-==-~~===-~~~=-==~~~--~~~-============================ 
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ttle same results as listed in Table .Ut;;I~.I· 
Table XXXIUgivee the mean scores and time for the 
corrective group on the Multiplication Process Teat, Exhibit l 
for the beginning of tbe corrective work in multiplication for 
the end of the corrective work in multiplic a tion, and for 
March, 1940, which was a month after the completiom of the 
i 
corrective work in multiplication. At the beginningof the wor1 
in multiplication, this group made a mean score of 64% while I 
at the end of the work, it bad gone up to 88.36%. After the I 
18ps.e of a month, the mean score decreased 1.09 points to 87. 2 7~ 
At the beginning of the multiplication, the mean time was 25.44 1 
I minutes while at the end of this intensive work, the mean time I 
/ was 18:38 minutes. The mean time decreased still furthe r t o 
j . 17.08 minutes after the lapse of a month. Perhaps part of the 
decrease in score was due to the decrease in time. 
To determine the significance of the improvement in the 
mean scores, the following formulas are used: -~(1) 
Probable Error of 
Percentage ~ 
Probable Error of 
Percentage Differ ences 
. 6745 fl:! (lOO•f;Ql 
N 
~ (P.E. of ls~ %) .:;- ( P.E . of 2nd% 
If the a ctual difference between t he two mean s cores is 
more than five times the probable wrror of the difference, the 
gain is signi f icant, statistically speaking . 
1. Wilson~ D.W. Wha.t Measures People Know and Why? Master ' s 
Thesis, Boston University!_1936 . P• 82. 
------- - -- --- -- ---====---=--==--=-=-====--=-=-=--=--=-====lt=-==-=-~-=-==--= 
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· ro_.- .abl KXI:, , 1'tt 1 . eean that 1n October ,, : 9'9 J 
- - --=-=-=-=!:!=--=-=-=-=---=-=-=--=· ====== 
II 
aootte fo t e Qnt1re ·111:th ~a j 
-. ,, t c 
!' .:!:.  .. 
(d1 J . • ) -
s t no t.1't : et a 5 .1n of 3 ,.ga l!tl1nto n 
tivo tb g th~ pr ob :bl -"'or .. 
-
ull wa. - 91 . 00 
-
-
..... . . 
'" 
$ U · . ft. 
( ~ .1} _. 
·t . . tl t .o .. ~!l y -pe~d.n& th· :a. n tn ·c.orr ···~ 1t1on r-roo J 
r .nt1 !':x1 b t o. 1 no · 1 1Ro.nt. no! r: r , th :tt uotlon n 
· up to:- 1t. 
l' u .. . or ,:#'!;, .. .. ""......... r·. .... ., .. . . ... . ··~ ft' ,. W'.-~~ .. ~~.,~' ··· . '-!~"· if. ~ . • &;;t 
tb ..:. . n!l r t1gur i1 out t'ol' fJu~ ~ ~rlou r~rou . .• '11 prob~· ~ 
t · ·):" - oe tor tl:Ht eon· t:ttv · ~up on tl' - Ad~ -· to,n 
l1roo- - l) -t -t1n 1.1aa. . e ~cf'iUal . a11l of 11 .1 po1nto 1 onl · 
• 1 0 
the f.Jo obol'i . nd t h - end or. th· · 'CO~oettv p 1'1~<1 
s t ·at !.a. •. 1 . · t1c nt · CHlOl:'tl n· · to tl · . ~oua- I 
ly rs -t -.. r.n. ln •. Tn th1e c.- e 1 t h ~: .bl . n"cr o-r th d t ~-
·•·- 2 . ;s . '!'b1n . n0 the . a :otuo.1 . 1n va. 6.5 t.1n J 
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From Table XXXII, it is seen that the actual gain in 
means between the October and the end of the corrective work 
for the Corrective Group on the :Multiplication Process Test , 
Exhibit 14, was 24.36. The probable error of the difference 
was 3.482 which was approximately pne-seRenth of the actual gain 
Therefor, this gain was significant. 
The actual gain of 23.27 points on the Multiplication 
results betwenn October and March is 6.44 times the probable 
error of the difference(3.613) 
------
----------------
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TABLE XXXI: Showing the scores and time ::, in minutes for the enti 
sixth grade on the Multiplication Process Test. Exhibit 14, in 
Marc b., 1940. 
Pupil Sco~e-% 
1 80 
2* 60 
3~ 44 
4 84 
5 80 
6~ 92 
7 88 
8* 76 
9 84 
1~ 80 
12 80 
13 76 
14 44 
15 88 
16 84 
17 84 
18 80 
19 88 
21 80 
22 96 
23 88 
24 ' 96 
25 92 
2~ 100 
2 '7:'. 80 
28~ 92 
29 76 
30~ 96 
31 96 
32~ 100 
33 88 
34 88 
~ pupils in the corrective 
Entire sixth grade Score-% 
Median - 84,0 
:Mean 83,13 
Stand. Dev. 13,06 
group 
Time 
15:30 
16:20 
3~62 
Corrective Qroup 
Median ·- 92.0 17:00 
Mean 
S'tand.Dev. 
Sixth Grade excluding 
Median 
Mean 
Stand. Dev. 
87,27 17;08 
12•59 4.35 
the Corrective Group 
84,0 15:00 
80.95 15:54 
8,28 3.06 
Time ( JUin) 
13;00 
21:00 2o;oo 
l&;OO 
16,00 
12:30 
13:00 22:oo 
21:00 
20iOO 
14.00 
15:00 2o:oo 
13.:00 
21;00 2o:oo 
15;00 
i2:oo 
14;00 
16:00 
15:0.0 
17:00 . 
12:00 
£5;00 
10;00 
15;00 
14:00 
13:00 1e;oo 
18:00 
14:00 
17;00 
-~---------·--
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!Cbe red figures stand for the pupils in t :he corrective group. 
Median 
Mean 
Standard dec. 
Score ~ime 
15:30 JPin 
16:20 min 
3.62 min 
-------- -·---=-~ 
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Table XXXIII: Showing tile mean scores and times for the 
II 
Corrective Group on the Multiplication Process Test, Exhibit 1 , 
at the beginning of the corrective work in multiplication, 
at the end of the corrective period, and in 'March, 1940 which 
was a month after the multiplication corrective work was 
finished. 
Beginning of End of 
Corr. Work Corr. Work .March, 1940 
Mean Score 64~ 88.36% 87.2'7 
Jiean time 25:44 Min. 18:38 Min. 17:08 l!Iin. 
I 
-------=-=-=:tl=== =============================#===== 
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Cnapt.er VI 
summarz 
During October, 1939, a series of six testson 
addition and multiplication, Ex~ibits l-6, was administered 
to tb.e sixth grade. From these results, a group of students 
was selected who needed corrective work. T'~e group was 
I 
furt~er limited to twelve pupils by taking only t~oae whose 
1 
I. Q •.a, as determined by various group intelligence tests, were 
II around 100 or under. Drill in addition was carried out at 
' 
in.di vidual rates wit b. as much meaning and motivation as 
possible. After 100%, or as near 100% as it seemed possible, 
~ad been obtained, tb.e pupils went on to multiplication. 
Again tb.e essentials of good drill were employed. Due to 
1 lack of time, not all pupils were able to finish this work. 
II 
i 
:therefore, tb.e results of tb.e retests in multiplication are not 
I to be taken as final. 
A month after t~e completion of the corrective work, 
in March 1940, the Addition :Process Test, .i1X~ibit 6, and the 
Multiplication Process Test, Ex~ibit 14, were given to the 
entire sixt~ grade in order to see how the corrective group 
compared with the other pupils and to see if something could 
be determined about t~e question of the maintenance of perfect 
mastery. 
Individual Stanford-Binet Intelligence Tests were 
given to eleven of the twelve pupils by t~e writer and two I 
I 
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:1 l atudants from Profes sor Wilson's Measurement of Intell i gence 
i class. 
·I !i 
I 
I li 
ji 
Conclusions: 
Jl 
II 
,I ,, 
II 
II 
I 
i 
This study is not of suff icient magnitude to arrive 
at any definite conclusions . However, it would seem that 
1. This study justifies the tentative conclusion that the 
achievement of perfect mastery does not require a high I.Q. 
2 . Some pupils with I.Q.'s lower than 90 can secure per-
feet maste:ey in addition and multiplication. 
3· Forty-minute drill periods are too long. Once a wwek 
is too infrequent. 
I 
! 
4. The problem of "counting" is a serious one and has not 1 
been solved . 
I 
5. The time needed to bring a sixth grade pupil to perfectl 
score in addition is shown in Table IX. In general, a child 
with an I.Q. of 88.5, an initial score of 80% can be brought to 
a perfect score in 21.5 fo:bty- minute periods of corrective work . ! 
I 
This statement is based on medians. The Standford~Binet Intell- I 
I 
' igence Test results plus the group score of Pupil 14 were used . I 
6. The time needed to bring a sixth grade pupil to perfectlj 
score in multiplication is shown in Table XXIV. In general, a 
child with an I .Q. of 90, an·.· initial score of 64% can be 
\ brought up to 92% in 30 forty- minute periods of corrective work. 
1\ This is a statement based on medians. 
/1 7. Even in a month, there is a loss of maintenance. Retest[ 
:1 I 
'I showed that none of the pupils receivng perfect scores were ==1-l===== 
==*li== 
II 
II I. 
II 
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able t o retain them. 
8. The study strongly sugge s t s that the average 
teacher does not know how the child works . Thus unknowingly, 
sh e permits the child to acquire a repertoire of bad habits. 
She has no plan for detecting a pupil's bad habits and no pl an 
for corrective aid9 
II 
I 
II 
'I i. 
I 
_jf 
r 
4. 
5. 
6. 
'1. 
I a. 
I 
~~~ 9. 
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